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Editors' Note

Starting with the present issue (21.2), we have an Intrnet address:
http://www.okstate.edu/artsci/philosophy/jhd.httn

We invite our readers and friends to browse our beauti-
fully designed home page where they will find a variety of serv-
ices, including a complete index to JHD, volumes 1-20, subscrip-
tion and submission information, the current issue table of
contents, and soon a sample essay from our most recent issue.
We welcome any suggestions you may have for improving this
service.

Credit for the creation of our Internet address and home
page goes to Associate Book Review Editor, Professor Michael
R. Rhodes of Oklahoma State University and Murry Hodgson,
administrative assistant of the Department of Philosophy at
Oklahoma State University. The editors and staff of JHD
congratulate them on an excellent job.
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Narrative, Theory, and Practice
in Greek Resistance Theater

by LINDA S. MYRSIADES

Set like tiny nests in the crannies of looming mountains and
holding sometimes no more than a handful of inhabitants
and rarely more than several hundred, villages of the resistance
tend to disappear from view around the first turn of treacherous,
then-unpaved, narrow roads whose landslides in the winter often
made them impassable. Barely visible footpaths criss-cross the
hills, disappearing and reappearing unexpectedly in a vast trans-
portation system known to natives of the area; quick, safe, hidden
ways to move unknown from village to village, carved out of
the earth as animal tracks only to move an entire resistance
army and its collateral units to their destinations. The deep
gorges, well-hidden villages, and torturous roads of the Pindos
and Tzournerka mountains constitute a terrain critical to oper-
ating a secret army and hosting troops. Towns on the plains
appear exposed, open, vulnerable to imposition by the enemy,
are bypassed by ELAS forces which tend to prefer villages
high in the most inaccessible mountains, villages like Voul-
gareli, Melates, Mesiouda, Pramada, and Melissourgi. Mer-
cilessly assaulted for its support of resistance, Voulgareli, hit
by 1600 bombs in one bombing run in 1944, was burned
to the ground and all its remaining inhabitants executed.
Melissourgi still shows its scars, the mixed pattern of ancient
slate roofs mixed with newer ceramic ones revealing the pattern
of destruction and rebuilding consistent with the death and re-
birth of villages of this period. Resistance villages are often
no longer even on the map, ksera or dried up villages that died
or villages now too small for recognition even by regional
cartographers.

Sympathetic resistance graffiti still inscribe roadside markers—

LINDA S. MYRSIADES is Associate Professor, Department of English,
West Chester University. She is co-author of two books on Karaghiozis
and is working on a third on Greek Resistance theater.
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etched onto a deserted bus, a rock wall, or the side of a hut.
In spite of such signs, however, the memory of the resistance
in the very mountains in which it was most passionately fought
has failed, been neglected, or in some cases publicly erased. The
public squares of the provincial city of Ioannina, of the regional
center Pramada, of the small village Melates carry no public
monument to the adartes, to the period of occupation, or to
the holocaust. Although a street or a square named after the
national resistance, as in Ioannina or Melissourgi, can be found,
the most numerous monuments are to the government dead in
the civil war, to those massacred by the communists, to the young
who raised the flag of Greece, generic or official deaths. In
Ioannina, one street named after Aris Velouhiotis is ironically
extended into Napoleon Zervas Street, a cruel reminder of
the most infamous internecine quarrel the movement produced.
National Resistance Street in the same city is located in the
old part of town, a black market street, while a plaque to EPON
youth is shared with an event from the period of Turkish libera-
tion. The old Jewish cemetery in Ioannina has fallen into dis-
repair; hardly visited, its gate is rusted, its earth overgrown
with thick vegetation; no signs direct you to its location, an
image curiously reminiscent of the disrepair into which memory
of the resistance itself has fallen.

Insofar as we are interested in the role of the subject in
the conduct of life, it appears that it is resistance rather than
power, alternative knowledge rather than dominant knowledge,
that must command our attention. And it is at the local level
that we most clearly find the subject operating to preserve the
innovating local moves that challenge stagnating practices on
the larger stage (Myrsiades, 1993). Here we speak of hetero-
geneity, but also interconnectedness, of unity but within dif-
ference. We speak of multiplicity and prolif6ration and of
resistance to the formalization of a singular position (Gramsci,
1985). This approach to theorizing focuses more on instability
than stability, on contesting more than integrating, that is, it re-
gards resistance more in terms of its function as continuous
contestation than as the force behind a new, itself potentially
hegemonic, ideology (Lyotard, 1984, 1988). The temptation,
however, has, on the larger stage, always been to replace the
dominant, integrating myth with another when the opportunity
arises. And such a temptation is no less threatening at the level
of local voices. The resistance struggle among local voices is
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thus exerted in two directions: externally, between hegemony
and the local voice and, internally, between the conflicting roles
of continuous contestation and becoming hegemonic oneself.

A critical part of the puzzle has to do with the very act
of giving meaning to the local voice. Insofar as it represents
buried knowledge (Foucault, 1980), the local voice is an ex-
perience repressed in the social unconscious. In this guise, the
local voice, liberated, writes a story that not only breaks the
grip of a singular view of reality but orders its own chaotic
experience as it creates for itself an understood community
(Spence, 1982, 1986; Rosenman and Handlesman, 1990; Schafer,
1981). That is, it escapes from an imposed social code to free
itself and find itself in a new shared social code, however ii-
perfect or temporary. The narrative act, self-reflexive in nature,
is understood here to recover, subjectivize, and transform his-
tory, thereby activating through resistance the role of social
reproduction that gives agency meaning. Such agency once again
runs the risk of creating a unified understanding that can be-
come "terroristic" by virtue of its need to legitimate itself
through being consensually validated (McGowan, 1991). That
is, by making conscious the unconscious, the local voice reduces
its chaos to unity and to some extent officializes itself to gain
cultural authority (Nash, 1990; Jameson, 1981). This is the
perpetual struggle of resistance in its guise as a permanent positive
process of recursive social reproduction: to retain a relation to
power that continually contests it without conducing to a pur-
posive teleology or gravitating to a revolutionary alternative
capable of displacing one order with another (Ricoeur, 1965;
Lyotard, 1984, 1988).

The resistance narrative as We have theorized it could be
regarded, as Paolo Freire asserts, as a "liberationist literacy"
(see Giroux, 1992a, 1992b). In this sense it offers the individual
a means of reading the world in images that interrogate and
critique it. It presents a self-reflexive mode of discourse that
deconstructs the literalness of everyday reality and the naturaliza-
tion of dominant forms and allows us to inscribe ourselves in
history. Individuals gain a greater purchase on social agency by
naming their own history and writing their own narratives, re-
hearsing the many languages of a newly multi-vocal universe.

Narrative, Theory & Practice in Greek Resistance Theater	 11



An antagonist to accommodation, resistance establishes the con-
ditions for behavioral and structural change and it does so at
the local level, restraining intellectual dogma which has little
pragmatic value. Resistance in the Freirean mode returns us
to a way of thinking and feeling that is intrinsic to social activity
and responsive to the historical context. It reinserts us in the
lived world as active subjects so that knowing is not done in
isolation but relationally and ideas are implicated in behavior
as social acts of knowing (Freire and Machado, 1987). Here
we arrive at a "situated pedagogy" (Mclaren, 1993, pp. 11-12)
in which thought and action work together to transform each
other.

Once we accept that self-transformation and structural
transformation operate hand in hand, recognizing that social
change requires personal change, we open the door to those
means of change embodied in the signifying practices of the
symbolic order that connect individual to collective acts and
subject to structure. It is those structures of meaning that create
"emancipatory knowledge" (Finlay and Shaw, 1991) that must
now command our attention, for it is they that provide the
venues in which contested struggle occurs. It is they that deny
privileged access to meaning and master codes for understand-
ing and enable us to produce rather than merely discover or
express knowledge. If language is constitutive of subjectivity and
experience is unable to speak or understand for itself without
interpretation, then we must seek those places where ideas are
written into the flesh of the social body. We must find those
places where discourse takes place that allow us to historicize
our roles as social agents, to make active our presence in history
and refuse the limited subject positions that have been left open
to us.

A form of critical pedagogy, the resistance narrative is one
such place. Resistance narrative locates us in a terrain where
forms of high culture are contested by mass culture (Stallybrass
and White, 1986), where the primitive, non-western knowledge
of the mob acts as a negative other that offers a conduit to what
the elite can only consider savagery and barbarism (Stauth and
Turner, 1988). A non-knowledge by elite standards, the knowl-
edge of the masses represents an inversion of urban "civilized"
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intelligence, a change in its symbolic order and its signifying
practices that undermines the hegemony of high culture. By
this argument, the resistance narrative actively rearranges power
relationships that structure the politics of the everyday and be-
comes an enemy more feared than foreign invasion in the na-
tional reaction to the presence of an "other."

The Greek Experience

C. M. Woodhouse makes the point that professional his-
torians have not largely been attracted to the study of resistance
to enemy occupation and have held it apart from the general
history of World War II (1980, p. 169). Certainly its treat-
ment has varied widely country to country depending upon events
after the war (Foot, 1976). Greece is his "outstanding example"
of neglect leading to a lack of understanding about the sig-
nificance of resistance. Indeed, his impression is that its im-
portance amounted to no more than "a running sore." Respond-
ing to Haestrop's work on the resistance (1978), Woodhouse
is prepared to conclude "that resistance was not very important
historically, but it was more important in the political and diplo-
matic context than in the military and strategic context" (p.
170). Whereas the failure of the latter is linked to the logis-
tical difficulties of coordinating internal operations with those of
the exterior, the importance of the former lay in the complex
internal realignments made necessary, or possible, by actual or
anticipated actions. Such a critical event, as cited by Woodhouse,
was the attack on Gorgopotamos Bridge (Operation Harling)
which, he considers in •his revised view of the war, enabled a
popular front rather than a Communist-controlled resistance
movement to survive in Greece (p. 172).1 Woodhouse's analysis
suggests that the result itself was less a question of strategy or
intent than possibly either a general wariness by ELAS (Ellinikos
Laikos Apeleftherotikos Stratos, the Greek Popular Liberation
Army) of a foreign alliance with western powers, a general lack
of interest in engaging the enemy, missed contacts, local inde-
pendence, mistrust of other local factions, the desire of factions
to get credit for themselves, or conflicting instructions from
central headquarters.2

Narrative, Theory & Practice in Greek Resistance Theater 	 13



What we are left with is a strong sense of history lacking
strict cause and effect relations, of unintended consequences,
irrationality, or accident; this is a history less guided by leader-
ship than by some invisible force spontaneously adjusting the
myriad particulars so that they perform in a vaguely orchestrated
order that is itself, nevertheless, =patterned. Such an under-
standing of the Greek resistance is consistent with its popular
sources and the broad context that informed its role (Kitroeff,
1982). The only political entity that encompassed the whole
country and all classes (Hondros, 1981),3 EAM (Ethniko Ape-
leftherotiko Metopo, the National Liberation Front) represented
an attempt at political organization that built an infrastructure
from the ground up, out of local units that were self-governing
but linked to a national network of like units (Stavrianos, 1952);
it was a movement whose guerilla forces (ELAS) emanated out
of brigand groups whose independent actions forced the hand
of the organized political center of the movement to form a
resistance army.

The resistance represented a non-traditional response to polit-
ical developments in Greece at a time when traditional political
parties were paralyzed into inaction, choosing to ally themselves
with the government in exile in Egypt and its British handlers
rather than actively to engage either through contact with in-
surgency on the ground or by dealing with the Greek govern-
ment operating under Axis domination (Petropoulos, 1981).
This abstention by traditional parties together with popular ab-
horrence of German rule, however disguised by necessity and
circumstance, thus left a political void in Greece that was to
be filled by EAM through its administrative efforts in the two-
fifths of Greece that operated independently of German rule
for a large part of the occupation and which expanded to four-
fifths of the country by the end of the occupation (Kedros, 1980,
p. 58; Vlavianos, 1989, p. 169). EAM/ELAS itself had, by its
own account, two million members or at least 30 percent of the
population (Hajis, 1980, p. 68; Vlavianos, p. 169). German
secret reports themselves cite a figure of 80 percent to 90 percent
of Greeks "united in their hostility. ... and ready to resist openly'!
(Kedros, p. 52; see also, Hondros, 1983, p. 145).4

EAM filled a second, economic, void as it negotiated the
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waters between the failed economics of requisition and ration-
ing undertaken by the occupation government and the profiteering
and hijacking of the black market which generated its income
from the Germans, risking accusations of collaborationist activity.
EAM raided food hoards, commandeered and collectivized to
form an alternative to systems provided by the state and the black
market (Tsoucalas, 1981).5 As Janet Hart suggests (1992), the
crisis provoked by such a vacuum represented "a break in the
political opportunity structure. . . New political agenda are con-
sidered; political cultures, institutions, and processes are open
to restructuring" (p. 639) .6 Mazower (1993) refers to the crisis
as a social phenomenon by means of which mass organization
rose to meet the opportunity provided by massive •breakdown
of the Greek economy and government (xviii). Such an analysis
extends to both the Nazi invasion of Greece and its opening
for the organization of a new structure by EAM/ELAS as well
as for "a structural opening for the country's political system"
(xviii) which was occasioned by the emergence of the resistance
movement itself. Interestingly, the events that encouraged the
organization of resistance later in the war (that is, in 1943, by
which time EAM posed a significant problem for the Nazis)
were ironically similar in many ways to the events that led it to
falter in 1941. They included the extremity of German policies,
economic collapse, and dispersed leadership. The difference might
well have been that the Greeks, feeling they no longer had
anything left to lose, found in the newly available organizational
framework of EAM a way to capitalize on collectivity and
local action.7

Ideologically, EAM, unlike the KKE (Kommottnistiko
Komma Elladas, the Greek Communist Party) of the later civil
war years, resisted being forced into the straightjacket of in-
transigent and stringently orthodox ideological positions or policies
(Tsoucalas, 1981). It retained a spirit of general participation,
of collective action, and of local organization. It embraced the
two-pronged approach then supported by the KKE—which heavily
informed its leadership: political and economic national in-
dependence from domination as a precursor for future democratic
development—that is, national independence and democratic
change rather than a program of proletarian revolution (Smith,
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1984). It pursued, in sum, a more pliant conciliatory approach
rather than one of revolutionary excess, an approach more con-
sistent with its democratic army which was itself characterized
as a loosely organized guerrilla force (Iatrides, 1993). In any
case, the general analysis suggests that pre-war conditions were
insufficiently developed for social revolution and that class
consciousness of the sort that would support "a revolutionary
breakaway movement" (Minehan, 1983, P. 26) were not pres-
ent. What was present was sufficient organizational capacity
through its KKE leadership to develop resistance beyond merely
spontaneous activity.'

What we thereby find in EAM/ELAS is a political re-
alignment that generated a comprehensive program through
numerous subsidiary organizations to create a political, social,
and economic infrastructure extended to all sections of the
population (Minehan, 1983; Stavrianos, 1952). EAM could
thus attack established institutions by providing alternative struc-
tures capable of supporting a viable framework for everyday
life. This local organization included committees for schools,
security, food, and social welfare. Secretaries (ipefthini) were
established to operate local general committees which were re-
peated recursively at district, prefect, and regional levels. Regional
ipefthini represented their areas as members of the Central Com-
mittee of EAM. Decentralized, localized, self-governing, ac-
countable, adapted to popular needs, and based on direct par-
ticipation (Minehan, 1983; Stavrianos, 1952), EAM became
an alternative state incompatible with other contemporary Greek
administrative structures, either bureaucratic or based on a per-
sonalistic network. The contradiction inherent to the movement
is expressed by Mazower (1993) who holds that resistance was
fragmented and inchoate like "the political and geographical
features of wartime Greece itself" (p. 268). At the same time,
it retained an officialized aspect that was directive, elitist, and
the work of urban intellectuals trying to convince poor villagers
of a different way.

By 1944 with the formation of the PEEA (Politiki Epitropi
Ethnikis Apeleftherosis, the Political Committee for National
Liberation) as the model for a post-occupation representative
government, direct self-rule was transformed into representative
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rule and the political program became more crystallized. Among
the changes, people's courts became appointed judiciaries; taxes
were levied on all the goods beyond subsistence; equal rights
were granted to men and women, and the demotic language
was declared a national language. Minehan argues it was at this
point that the logic of radical politics began to unravel. Having
incorporated too broad an interclass, national resistance con-
stituency—left intellectuals, merchants, middle-class professionals,
urban workers, peasants (Hondros, 1983, pp. 119-120)—the
movement's potential for revolutionary transformation was
muted. The structure was that of a "pyramid built on atomized
cells" (Minehan, 1983, p. 34).

One of the difficulties with local rule, as Mazower (1993)
points out, is that villagers often had little understanding of
what the movement meant and preferred to continue to work in
their fields, failing to attend local councils unless a personal
issue was involved, preferring their work to attending resistance
entertainments that provided guidance as well as pleasure. The
diversity and fragmentation of local populations thus remained
very much in evidence under local rule as did the temporary
consensus characteristic of self-organization. There were often
conflicts in village administration not only between villagers
and the organization but between local organizations themselves
and the central organization and among villagers themselves
both within and outside the local organizations. Local control
was nevertheless what gave the resistance its viability; it would
be that which, as well, would undermine the movement's ability
to become a permanent national alternative.

An Alternative Approach to the Study of Resistance

One way of achieving an understanding of the nature of
resistance under the conditions described would be to trace
historical events, the histories of the political parties, and the
foreign influences that warred over the slim remains of the
Greek state. Another, and that preferred by this study, is to
draw more deeply into the cultural waters that underlie these
events. Such an approach takes the position that a study cannot
consider the social, political, and physical aspects of resistance
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apart from their narrative construction and that in a significant
sense resistance cannot be understood other than in terms of the
narratives we construct of it.

Resistance as a construction, in particular indigenous con-
structions of resistance, has yet to be taken up as a critical
element in the study of the Nazi occupation of Greece (a sin-
gular exception is Janet Hart, 1992) .9 Of central importance is
the way in which resistance presented itself in those educational-
propaganda products in which peasants and guerrillas participated
in the mountains of Greece where the resistance found its home
and its greatest successes. Study of EAM/ELAS propaganda ef-
forts—through songs, poetry, dance, and especially for our pur-
poses theater—represents a powerful means of illuminating our
understanding of both the ways in which the resistance saw
and expressed itself and the rationale for the extensive support
it generated among Greeks under the occupation.

As a means of accessing indigenous constructions of the
resistance, this study will focus on the logistics of theatrical
performances sponsored by the resistance movement in the free
mountains of Greece. The kind of social interactivity demanded
by the material production of resistance theater under the condi-
tions that obtained in the mountains dictated that these per-
formances address the attitudes, values, and interests of an audi-
ence directly implicated by resistance. The circumstances of
resistance theater in such a setting conduced to a bias for the
local and the indigenous among peasants and adartes in the
mountains who were either removed from access to or alienated
from the literary production of the bourgeois class." Moreover,
cultural traditions in the provinces privileged shadow institu-
tions of rituals, festivals, tales, laments, and riddles that legit-
imized active participation in culture creation and often resisted
elite or official efforts at symbolic incorporation. A society whose
institutional bases or hegemony—in schools, political parties,
and the media—was not as "thick on the ground (see Scott,
1985, p. 30), the provinces were arguably marginal to the in-
stitutional framework of dominant ideology, a condition that
applied equally to the officialized bourgeois doctrines of the
movement itself and that of the established collaborationist gov-
ernment in Athens.
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The small nucleus of the elite in twentieth century Greece
had, in any case, sporadic contact with the general population,
so that not only did the state exert incomplete ideological in-
fluence on society as a whole, but the hegemonic role of the
dominant classes was limited. Detached from popular social
forces, domination thereby represented an abstract cultural in-
fluence conducing to national unity and authority but absent,
as Gramsci (1985) might put it, as an imposing "organizing
principle." Under these conditions, popular forces could be
expected to exert greater relative autonomuy, acting as agents
of change to refute and replace the influence of the insular
elite and break the tenuous equilibrium it had achieved (Boggs,
1984)." Such a scenario may well account for why the or-
ganized resistance in Greece lasted three and a half years and
actively absorbed the energies of almost a third of the popula-
tion and the support of all but a fifth.'

Theater in free Greece grew up as a form of symbolic
resistance that addressed the potential for dramatic shifts in
popular consciousness as coercive rule by the Germans and the
loss of a public consensus among the Greeks themselves set
the stage for social disequilibrium. As a symbolic arm of resist-
ance struggle, resistance theater entered the void under the
banner of penetrating the world of false ideology and illuminat-
ing a counter-hegemonic universe of beliefs, cultural values,
and social relations (Boggs, 1984; Dombrowski, 1989). In
this sense, resistance theater was to serve as a ritual of reversal
enabling unsanctioned efforts to relieve social tension by in-
stalling cracks through which new perceptions emerge. The
ground for such an effort had already been prepared in the
popular imagination by such reversal rituals as carnival" in
which everyday life is deroutinized and opened to the possibility
of symbolic forms of apprehension rooted in popular under-
standing. Such a process, taken together with the material
deprivation enforced by the occupation, seeded the soil for the
sprouting forth of new figures of indigenous meaning con-
structed by the resistance itself.
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Logistics of Troupe Support

As a contribution to building a narrative construction of
resistance, this paper will concentrate on the production of
theater in the mountains of Greece in terms of local activity
and the concrete logistics of theatrical production. Striking
impressions of how itinerant troupes actually operated are found
in Yiorgos Koutoungas's recollections of his travels (1987)
through the mountains as a musician and impersonator who
joined various impromptu tours supported by the popular front
movement.14 Koutoungas expresses his gratitude to the KKE,
EA_M, and EPON (Elliniki Panelladiki Organosi Neoleas, the
youth wing of the political side of the resistance front, EAM)
which, he insists, "made it all possible." Koutoungas's claim,
expanded, is directed throughout his memoir of theatrical as-
sistance, food and sleeping arrangements, selection of sites,
touring routes, security, stages, seating, scenery, costumes, texts,
and colleagues with whom to collaborate. The "organization"
enabled the providers of theatrical entertainments to contribute
to a great struggle. It made it possible for them to do some-
thing in the service of a larger and more worthwhile effort at
a level at which they were capable of making a contribution.
"All was ready when I got there," Koutoungas writes, referring
to the hundreds of performances he reports involvement in.
Having walked on an average of seven to eight hours a day,
Koutoungas would arrive exhausted just as he was expected to
perform. Identified as a "performer" and not an adartis,
Koutoungas felt that the organization's willingness to "make
things ready" for him asserted his importance to the struggle.
"My guiitar is my gun," he contends one adartis, and to
another, "I am Colonel Guitar." Referring to the critical posts
filled by his colleagues in the Free Greek Government (PEEA),
he refuses all medals and asks only for the post of "Minister
of the Footpaths," a reference to the many poor roads he
traversed in serving up his performances.

Koutoungas's indigenous view of laic theater identifies a
second clear proposition common to performances in the moun-
tains. Unsupervised throughout his tours across the mountains,
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Koutoungas regards himself nevertheless as part of an under-
stood effort to reach all the people in a common anti-Fascist
effort. Slipping into the political language of his own party,
the KKE, he is spontaneously countered by members of the
organization:

Along with all the other songs, I performed and sang
this one that I liked a lot: "Lads rise and take to the
streets/men and women arm yourselves to the teeth/
to our noble banner forever be sincere." Someone told
me not to say it that way lest we anger the villagers.
EAM wants everybody on its side. (P. 35)

This sense of "allness" as a commonly understood senti-
ment extends across national as well as political groups, for
Koutoungas incorporates in his appeal Italian and German sol-
diers who deserted their units, Russian troops who, captured
by the Germans in the Balkans, escaped into the Greek moun-
tains, as well as Jewish refugees, and English and American
military operatives. His appeal •covers class differences, urban-
rural differences, and differences between those who, like the
black marketeers, were economic free agents. The sole criterion
for commonality was anti-fascism, as even those coopted forcibly
into cooperating with occupying forces were received into the
organization once they had freed themselves of that employ.
The line was drawn, however, at those who profited at the
expense of this vaguely understood consensus, those who made
their own way as traitors or collaborators, or those who preferred
to move against the organization itself rather than against
fascism. What is surprising, given the undefined boundaries
of resistance, its wide diffusion and contradictions, and the
largely local village level at which the physical organization of
the movement was experienced, is how well such definition by
opposition actually worked to hold together an understood
whole.

A great deal of attention has been paid to how factionalized
the political units of resistance were and how that impeded the
internal resistance effort. We find such expressions current in
British memoirs of the resistance and in histories that rely on
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official Greek and allied sources. What is suggested by the in-
digenous sources we are examining here, however, is that at
ground level such distinctions were not only less clear, but
that the mountains—teeming with a vast array of parties travel-
ing secretly through it, not by public roads but by local trails
operated and accessed by the people who lived there—flourished
as a life form poorly understood or appreciated at the level of
official histories. Koutoungas gives us a sense of that life. Mov-
ing from village to village, from plains to mountains, from
homes to caves and camps were exiles from the city, rival bands
of adartes, refugees from the holocaust, deserters and escaped
captive soldiers, escaped civilian prisoners and hostages, recruits
for the organization, political operatives of the movement and
its free government, black marketeers, fleeing villagers, and
allied military advisors. Uncoordinated and yet moving in re-
lation to one another like a great unchoreographed ballet, they
found themselves supported by each other and by local groups
in villages through which they moved. These mini organiza-
tions typically hid small parties in the day in the rocks outside
a village, gathered them together at night and shared food
and sleeping arrangements—such as they were—in the village
at night. By morning, individuals grouped together at the edge
of a village to form traveling groups. Groups added and
deleted members, ballooning and deflating like rubberized
shapes as they moved variously throughout the mountains: a
recruit rejoining his/her unit, a villager returning home, a
messenger moving between mountain headquarters and the
cities (taking fifteen days running from Karpenisi to Athens),
pack trains distributing supplies, troops responding to enemy
movements, entertainers trying to reach as many sites in as
short a time as possible. Those fleeing Athens found themselves
assembled by contacts, often to be transported concealed in
supply trucks by black marketeers. At a series of stops they
were escorted by two to three adartes and then transferred to
another set of escorts. Small groups of two and four soon snow-
balled to nine, fifteen, and twenty-five as they got closer to
the mountains. Once there, village EAM and EPON units took
over to provide necessities where possible—blankets and warm
clothes for travelers who had fled their homes in haste—and
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lent them animals for transport, leaving villages for two to
three days bereft of their workhorses, mules, and donkeys. In
short, movement proved spontaneous, more improvised than
planned, but clearly endemic to the whole of rural Greece. At
any given moment, it might appear as if the mountains them-
selves were moving from village to village redistributing them-
selves and their human material as if in a great game of musical
chairs—no one daring to stay anywhere for long but stopping
just long enough to touch down and take off again.15

The resistance playwright Hans Sakellariou presents a pic-
ture of the cultural network as it spread throughout the villages
of Free Greece:

These troops were activated in time; starting from
about mid 1943 and after, they began to be called
cultural and recreational teams in the cities, in small
market towns, and in villages. These teams set up
libraries, lectures, talks, recreational evenings, or even
theatrical performances. From the beginning of 1944
each village had its cultural team and its theatrical
troupe composed of members of EPON. In this way
all of free Greece at that time became a vast theatrical
workshop, a bustling worksite for cultural develop-
ment. (P. 15)

Where Fascist propaganda had become widely spread and
access to the allied "voice" through British radio infrequent
(Sakellariou, 1989, p. 15), resistance Greeks unsilenced them-
selves in performances spontaneously set loose across the moun-
tains. School children and their teachers, student fighters and
student political organizers took the lead from within the vil-
lages not only to advance their own theatrical efforts but to
embrace the efforts of puppeteers, singers, clowns, and actors
who passed through the mountains from the cities, integrat-
ing them with the more formally organized local and central
units of the resistance organization. Under the auspices of
EPON each local unit took responsibility for the televoa (loud-
speaker) that would announce performances throughout the
environs of the village; they gathered the audiences, prepared
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the seating, and raised a stage in whatever public space—school
yard, town square, church yard—the village offered. Indeed,
a formal assessment of mountain resources for theater (Grigoris,
May 18, 1944, in Rotas, 1982, pp. 121-124) depicts hastily as-
sembled stages in coffee-houses and schools in a large number
of villages (p. 123). The organizer of a resistance troupe in
western Macedonia, Yiorgos Kaftantzis describes his experi-
ence with just such local conditions:

In the villages of "Free Greece" one had no access
either to a proper space (stage, backstage, etc.) or to
the technical means (lights, scenery, seats, make-up,
costumes, etc.) for a decent performance. We would
set up our stage therefore for the purpose of a per-
formance at schools and coffeehouses, less often at
some burned out house, or a bombed out warehouse,
or on a town square or in a clearing. In other words,
in locations where the inhabitants held their meetings
and their lay courts. The audience sat on rocks, logs,
stools, on the ground, and on chairs which they had
brought with them from their homes (this was an im-
poverished theater). (P. 44)

The voice •that was set free locally cut through the of-
ficialized content of political statements with the intent, as
they claimed, of giving pleasure, faith, and hope. Whereas
better organized or more professional efforts were skimmed off
the broadly diffused touring circuit by important centers or oc-
casions," local EPON youth groups kept up the everyday ef-
forts at the vastly larger number of smaller sites (see Myrsi-
ades, 1991). Sparsely settled villages were rarely reached even
by individual performers who could move with less encumbrance
across footpaths to reach out of the way places.

Quite unlike the more purposeful impression left by edu-
cated writers about organized resistance in the mountains, in-
digenous sources reflect a complexly symbiotic system that had
much to do with a practical sense of the linkage of self-interest
to the common good. One adartis actively engages the enemy
but close to home and independent of organized efforts to
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ensure the protection of his own family. An adartis party is
set to guard the fields where farmers worked, keeping their
produce from German hands, ensuring the support of the
peasants, and protecting a likely food source for the adartes
themselves. Hardly are bridges, villages, and roads destroyed
by hostile forces than they are rebuilt or replaced through the
improvised efforts of variously composed groups." Simple,
immediate, fluid solutions to large-scale problems prove capable
of invoking spontaneously responsive and appropriate reactions
to the needs, interests, skills, and capacities of the remaining
labor force and to materials available for the production of
resistance. Here we speak of an unplanned economy of effort,
based on an understood consensus and a common need, but
nevertheless a volatile combination of interests that would have
to tolerate and survive significant differences and powerful
outside pressures."

The theatrical resistance was organized in a comparable
way. Troupes were formed on different scales and organized
on different bases: ranging from the adartis-based ELAS
Yiorgos Kotzioulas troupe, to the more professional EAM
Vasilis Rotas troupe with a core group of refugee artists from
Athens, and the local village EPON youth troupes, expressing
not only their nature as production units but their different
interests and objectives (Myrsiades, 1991)." At the same time,
the pressure for fresh material, the lack of a distribution sys-
tem that could reliably supply such material, and the impro-
bability that they would be able to reach or service all the
areas for which they were responsible meant that troupes had
to become interactive with both the audiences they were sent
to entertain and with each other. Again, local agentive solu-
tions emerged directly from the immediate historical con-
straints of the situations. Troupes dissolved and recombined;
adartes and EPONites were recruited, trained others, and moved
on; players put behind them professional status differences and
awaited audience reaction to determine where or when or in
what order (in the case of multiple performances on the same
day or as part of a convention) they would play.

Players found themselves writing for each other (Sakella.-
riou was brought in to• write for the Rotas troupe, Stavrou of
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the Rotas troupe wrote for Akiloglou the puppeteer, Akiloglou
for Koutoungas, Kotzioulas for EPON and adartis groups).
Troupes learned the songs adartes and students had composed
to favor specific audiences, mimicked each others' work, and
integrated peasants and fighters as living material into their
performances. Content and form arose alike from momentary
decisions or situational constraints as a means of both adapt-
ing to and capitalizing on physical and political contingencies.
Captains who happened on a troupe acted to divert its tour to
their camps and to stimulate interest in celebrating the exploits
of their own unit. Sight gags and prat falls found favor with
unsophisticated audiences and large convocations; dialogue re-
placed sight gags where a stage was constructed of unstable
school desks and a blanket for a curtain; songs took over from
dialogue when the audience itself intervened to participate
more fully in the performance. The flexibility of the performance
thus took primary importance. Performances differed based on
whether they were pick-up performances or expected and prepared
for, whether they were on the road, or in a village, whether for
a small audience or a large one. Preceded by four hour speeches
by political leaders, acted segments with ideological content would
have to give way to more immediate and physically active
material to cut the seriousness of the moment and enliven
the audience. Audience factions instigated for favorite skits or
players, overriding certain kinds of performance segments or
dictating their order. Replays of pieces particularly favored
meant that some performances might last into early hours of
the morning, impacting the troupe's often frustrated efforts to
find beds and food in villages lacking such amenities for strangers.
Some players found themselves consistently bounced to the back
of the performance order, leading to further dissolution and re-
composition of troupes as they exchanged members and, along
with them, materials associated with those players. Such frequent
and spontaneous reorganization further strengthened the im-
portance of the "review" or variety performance as a format for
resistance performances, since it lent itself to recombination and
spontaneous adjustment to audience demands and situational
needs. Requests for specific performers by the political elite meant
that some troupes would be formed around those so favored.
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Indeed, preferred treatment was not always granted to those most
favored by audiences. Rather, those who were known to the
network of political exiles, having shared cells with them in
prisons like Pylos and Akronafplia (referred to by the KKE as
the Marxist University) under Ioannis Metaxas and having de-
veloped their theatrical talents earlier in the struggle were now
rewarded by political functionaries who had reached positions
of authority themselves in the struggle.

The rationale for delivering a performance suggests that a
text's ideology depended not only upon its political patrons but
upon the variety of audiences before whom the troupe played,
the mix within audiences which the resistance served, and the
purpose players felt they served in their performances. The audi-
ences themselves, as we have seen, varied greatly and ranged
from concentrations of refugees from the holocaust to axis de-
serters to troops joining from the Balkans. Audiences had at
least several things in common: they were refugees from or
combatants against fascism experiencing dislocation and despera-
tion. Their interest in "edifying" theater, as a result, was at
low ebb:

I located Karagiorgis and spoke to him about both
theater and recreation. He was naturally happy about
my proposal, but he told me that this was not Karpenisi
where we could stroll in the town square. We have too
much work to do here. At that time the "Battle of the
Harvest- was in full swing. (Koutotmgas, 1989, p. 116)

Koutoungas found that people in general were so downhearted
that his job was largely to make them forget their exhaustion
and sorrow, their needs being Simple—relief, and reinforcement
of the rightness of their choice. In this effort, he found himself
an ally, a reliable adartis.

He was a communist from the old school and had
brought along his wife and his small five year old son.
They begged me to play something to amuse the kid
who, worn out by all these tribulations, was crying. I did
whatever I could, being completely alone. People had
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such a great need to laugh that they would laugh at the
slightest thing. (P. 130)

As Koutoungas relates, offering a performance without cost
became a way to sell the resistance movement. Thus, he ad-
vised the villagers, "This evening there will be a performance.
You must all come; the Organization should invite the entire
village to the performance free of charge" (p. 56). Toward
the same end, the organization on one occasion sent along with
the performance a doctor who offered free examinations:

By the time we arrived in the village, it was dark. But
we didn't lose a moment. We located the Organization
and immediately got our performance underway. We
rehearsed with the members of EPON and got a town-
crier to announce that it was a free performance, that
a doctor had arrived, and whoever wanted an examina-
tion could go to the schoolhouse. Everything was free!
(P. 63)

Koutoungas exchanged his performances for the organiza-
tion for his necessities. 'When objections were, nevertheless, raised
because he, a non-officer, was issued supplies, Koutoungas relied
on the commission he had awarded himself: "This is where I
was ordered and this is where I'll eat my bread because I'm a
colonel of the guitar" (p. 81); "I hold an important rank. I'm
a colonel of the guitar trying to make it to general" (p. 99).
When he needed a pair of pants or shoes, he would accept
them for a performance; but he resisted taking money:

They wanted to give me some of the money they made
over the two nights. "Where I'm going," I told them,
"money isn't worth much. Besides, I don't want any.
What I do, I do for the sake of the Struggle. All I
need is a piece of bread and a piece of cheese and a
little tobacco to offer my friends." (P. 72)

In some instances, as Koutoungas relates, "The EPON Or-
ganization of Karditsa insisted that we sell tickets for the per-
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formance. I didn't want to do it for money, but at the end I gave
in. The performance, nevertheless, was plenty successful" (p. 60).
The exigencies of maintaining a network for clothing and food
distribution throughout Free Greece (where refugees had to sell
the shoes they were wearing and the clothes off their backs to
survive) supported the widespread use of "tickets-at-hand" (pay-
ments in kind). The contributions remained small, but meaning-
ful: "That evening I gave a paid performance. The price of a
ticket: a handful of wheat, or corn, or an egg. There was a com-
mittee to collect these things. A lot of people gathered, and we
had great success" (p. 68). Even such "tickets" were hard to
come by, a situation Koutoungas addressed by refusing to per-
form until all were admitted, especially the children: "The mem-
bers of EPON helped me put on not one but two paid per-
formances. The village teacher wouldn't allow the children to
enter without tickets. I heard the commotion and called out to
let all the children enter." (P. 72)

The Mountain Population as Audience

Hardly a unified group, the population of the mountains
included a large number of non-locals who appeared to be con-
stantly on the move from one location to another (Kotzioulas,
"Eisagogi," p. 10). Those non-locals who were organized made
up adartes bands nominally linked to one or another resistance
group within the larger popular front movement. The indigenous
civilian population pock-marked the mountains; where it was
possible, they maintained communal life in villages; where it
was not, they joined the flow of refugees in its apparently
aimless progress across the uneven face of the mountainous
Greek landscape. Some planted themselves in caves using nature
itself for shelter or in burnt out ruins that provided some measure
of protection. Guerrilla theater tried to create a measure of recog-
nition and familiarity with their plight, but in an ambivalent
context. Theater, after all, was a concept that had a degraded
meaning for the indigenous population; it signified something
made ridiculous, or vulgar, based in the experiences of carnival
or in itinerant of marketplace performances. The effort of Kotzi-
oulas° Laiki Skini (Laic Stage) was to undermine among the
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Epirotes this view of the theater (Kotzioulas, "Istoria," p. 20),
so that what the adartes brought them, what the organizations
created for them was something different, something more
desirable. It entertained them well and often; it opened their
eyes. It was able to bring them close to pure culture:

They didn't just put on performances at their head-
quarters (this was a practice of the other adartes too),
but they also toured the villages to enlighten the masses.
There they found the opportunity to stage plays. In this
way, passing through, they would leave behind signs
of progress. Those hard to get to places were penetrated
deeper and deeper with the plow of progress. You can
no longer see the seeds, but someday they'll give root.
(Kotzioulas, "Eisagogi," p. 11.)

Kaftantzis in western Macedonia maintained a different
perspective for his troupe, a negative perspective that exploited
the ugliness of the times rather than hopes for future growth:

Although an ancient form, theater was an unknown
luxury to the villages of western Macedonia. It touched
their lives for the first time. At the same time, the forces
of evil and madness had set up a theater of war with
an immense stage of horror in the midst of a deeply
tragic populace which was both chorus and audience
at once. . In an irrational world in which insanity could
pass for logic like a horse for a non-horse, no theater
could survive without mirroring this paranoid reality
filled with scenes of insane violence and crime ... The
writer and the actor were thus invited to work to-
gether on an antifascist art form in a period ruled by
fascism, capitalism's most ruthless and repulsive aber-
ration. (P. 45)

In both views, nevertheless, theater would have to fill basic
needs, to address questions of purpose and identity internal to
village and camp life, and to redress mistrust and suspicion of
that which was external to the understood consensus of such
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life. The devastation of the occupation had savaged all those
in the mountains alike. In this sense, it was a common experi-
ence. Rotas represents this commonality as

the very legacy of the resistance and its importance for
the post-war period, its ability to show the value of a
social life rooted in Justice. The joy of work; the joy
of collaboration; the joy of intellectual interchange
always seeking wider horizons. (Elefthera Grammata,
August 31, 1945, in Rotas, 1982, p. 279)

Because it was a common experience, the suffering of the
struggle translated into what was understood as a "national"
experience that led its audience to unbury images of meaning
capable of pushing life forward and generating testimony to
life's values and the possibility of a common future under some
human terms. What theater asked in return was some reaction,
some response from its audiences to guide it in its choice of
material for the creation of texts, in inventing believable char-
acters, and in discovering what techniques made characters plausi-
ble on stage. Performances were built to correspond to the at-
titudes, habits, and customs of the audiences before which they
played, capitalizing on their spontaneous outbursts, outrage,
laughter, and tears to confirm or disconfirm the meaning of story
lines, themes, and characters:

All the villages laughed their hearts out. The truth of
the matter was that the plot was taken from their own
lives with familiar faces as heroes, with allusions that
were easy to follow. "Now that he's not here, I can't
do anything about it," Mrs. Thimia threatened jokingly
afterwards. She was the old woman in whose home I
slept. "I'd light the fire for him to get warm and he'd
be chattering about this and that. He even threw that
Italian I had hiding in the cellar into his play. And that
good-for-nothing Yiorgos Mihalakis with his eye glasses
and bandanna around his head sliding around the floor,
so to speak, always staring at the fire! And everybody
around us laughed, and I didn't know where to hide.
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But just you wait if ever he comes to my door again,
I'll show him!" the unforgettable Mrs. Thimia would
scold in jest. Deep down, however, she and the rest of
the villagers were satisfied. When I came through there
again they wanted another performance. (Kotzioulas,
"Istoria," p. 18)

These performances, highly context and audience dependent,
required encouragement and the kind of word-of-mouth that
would allow them to build a following. Such a following would
demand their return and recommend them to village and or-
ganizational officials. Many audiences came from poor villages,
high in the hills and unreachable by decent roads. These were
wide-eyed audiences that lived "hidden from God, guarding
goats in the forest" ("Istoria," p. 27), rarely visited by their
elected representatives to parliament and known only to the
village mayors and constables. Knowing little of the outside
world, these villagers were seduced by the more prominent EDES
forces who commanded the area and who implied that farmers'
fields would be impounded and peasants slaughtered should
ELAS come to the village ("Istoria," p. 27). Largely non-literate,
villagers in small villages were ambivalent about their own
loyalties and expressed confusion at the purpose of the per-
formances and the work of the troupe. Inhabitants of larger
villages were super-critical and condescending, further com-
plicating the work of the troupe in yet other ways:

Several market towns and political organization head-
quarters (like Voulgareli and Hosepsi) followed our
performances with the rather superior air of those who
know everything and the not easily moved by just any
old thing. Furthermore, their annoyance was obvious
when at times we didn't ask their opinions, when we
were not aware of their "positions." In general, their
attitude towards us was cool and super-critical, dia-
metrically opposed to the enthusiasm of the common
people. (Kotzioulas, "Ekthesi," p. 50)

What was needed was perceived differently in the moun-
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tains at different points of the struggle. It varied from political
art of propaganda to arouse the villagers or recruit adartes, to
pure entertainment to pass the time, to a need to be acknowl-
edged by and thus inscribed in history by being represented on
the stage ("Eisagogi," p. 10; see also "Ekthesi," "Irnerologio,"
and "Arhio"). The curiosity that developed and the responsive-
ness expressed by audiences was, in any case, fairly consistent,
as Kotzioulas represents at length:

Of greater importance, however, was our reception in
the villages. How did they know we were coming to be
there waiting for us? They would sit there in the sun
(because we always performed outdoors) and follow
our preparations. They watched how we dug holes for
the poles, how we placed the ropes, how we brought
clothing for our roles.

We were constantly moving so they wouldn't stand for
hours in the sun; so their clothes wouldn't get soiled
from all the dirt, we lugged big stones and set them in
a row, placing boards on top of them if we could get
them. In this way we created make-shift seats, at least
for the elderly. All this was done with great effort. To
set up a theater and take it down took about three hours.
In the meantime, the village would get ready. People
would lock up their homes and abandon their fields,
except for a few old men left to watch the flocks, al-
though they too, like the women and children, wanted
to come to the performance.

In the beginning the women would stand off to the side,
one hiding the other. We would address them and they
would secretly smile exchanging glances. They were
shy and unaccustomed to such things. We got the same
reaction from those who were flimsily dressed, bare-
footed, and hatless, like beggars, although all the vil-
lagers wore rags, some more than others, during the
occupation.
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Once the performance got under way, however, you
could see all those who stood at the sidelines as if un-
concerned, as if mere passers-by, you could now see
them edging closer, paying attention, and coming to life.
Their rough faces, half wild and tormented, their unruly
hair, their shaggy beards now began to take on a more
human appearance. Their faces lit up with intelligence
and opened up in laughter. We needed no other proof.
We had succeeded in our purpose.

The Field-Marshal of Roumeli was before them in per-
son. He was speaking to these perpetual serfs about the
country's casualties, about patriotism. But at the same
time, he was speaking to them also about their sacred
rights for a better life. This social message was made
clear to them here and in the comedy where a much-
suffering villager had to take all kinds of shit from the
forester but prevailed in his way at the end.

The sun would beat down on them for two to three
hours, yet no one would leave. We always tried to
find a shady place for the performance, naturally, but it
was difficult to find both a level and a shady place of
ground. That's why we always opted for the first. On
the other hand, the villagers were not aware of exhaus-
tion or heat. ("Istoria," pp. 33-34)

The troupe's efforts to accommodate villagers at per-
formances dictated both its performance schedule and its rela-
tive mobility, for its desire to get to as many villages as pos-
sible led the troupe to perform every day ("Istoria," P. 33).
This meant the troupe had to travel light in order to march,
set up, and perform in a village each day, sometimes giving an
additional performance to accommodate those who could not
attend the first show. Should the troupe have respected wide-
spread preferences for Sunday performances, it would have per-
formed only four times a month, leaving many audience mem-
bers to travel impossible distances to attend. The troupe was
thus led to perform less sophisticated theater that could extend
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its reach over greater distances—although to smaller audiences
and only by being much more dependent on its local environ-
ment in poorer, less organized areas where the risk to troupe
safety was greater and supply lines were stretched thin.

Along its travels, the Laiki Skini developed support among
the hundreds and thousands who attended their performances,
adartes and civilians alike. Where possible, the troupe took
the advice of local organizations to delay a performance from
morning or mid-day to evening so that surrounding villages could
attend the performances. Audiences swelled from a mere fifty
to several hundred even in unpromising, sparsely populated sites,
under difficult weather conditions, and over considerable dis-
tances linked by impassable roads. People appeared from out
of the hovering mountains to attend the performance, enabling
the dispersed peasants of this inhospitable terrain not only to
gather and share in the entertainment the troupe brought but to
reconfirm collectively their will to survive and to put them-
selves in touch with the resistance organization that presumed to
lead them in that effort.

In this way, the troupe became more deeply attuned to
local sentiments. Players both learned their craft and familiarized
themselves with their audiences as they plied the mountain foot-
paths that carried them on their tours. The troupe's reception
rewarded its persistence in dealing with often recalcitrant vil-
lagers, as Kotzioulas reports on his first tour where only two or
three of the villages he visited were places the political organiza-
tion had taken root and where families remained suspicious of
the attractiveness of resistance activities to the young ("Ekthesi,"
p. 50)." Audiences in the areas where the organintion had its
various seats were naturally more supportive. Nevertheless,
Kotzioulas argues,

we cannot say the same about the political organization.
Only sub-prefect Tzoumerkon made an effort to notify
the villages under his jurisdiction about our theater, an
endorsement, as well, for himself ...

After the departure of two girls from our troupe, we ap-
pealed to the organization to build up our staff. The
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orga n ization, however, was not able to provide us with
a single person although, according to them, it had
many urgent discussions about the matter.

EPON was more favorable to our needs. It too was
limited, however, to theoretical support, unable to sup-
port the young men and women it inspired in any other
way. It made its presence known in our troupe with a
written introduction for the villages, but the actions of
members of EPON in most of these villages did not
adhere to the greater meaning of the document. Even
carrying wood for the stage was done unwillingly, as
if it was compulsory. As a result, it was up to the mem-
bers of the troupe to take care of everything ...

Moreover, during this period of time criticism was
leveled against us by members of Laiki Skini from various
offices or elsewhere, to try and break us up. In other
words, instead of supporting us they were trying to do
away with us. ("Ekthesi," pp. 51-52)

Overall, the effusiveness of audience response to theater
in the mountains influenced the resistance organization to provide
the Laiki Skini with more consistent logistical support and more
extensive recognition of its contribution to the resistance effort.
Indeed, Kotzioulas makes clear throughout his history ("Istoria,"
1976) that audience reaction to the Laiki Skini together with
requests from adartes for performance texts that would ap-
peal to audiences of soldiers and peasants were what most con-
vinced him of the theater's importance to the struggle, leading
him to the decision that he would establish a permanent touring
company to serve the VIII Division's territories.

The Development of a Troupe

Kotzioulas writes ("Istoria," p. 16) that his first thoughts
of writing for mountain theater21 were inspired by adartes near
Arahthos who wanted to perform their own contemporary ver-
sion of heroic events at the celebration of Greek independence
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on March 25, 1944. Their performance was meant to serve as
an after-piece to balance an EPON performance of a history text
(Rotas's Long Live Mesolonghi, a play dealing with the success-
ful war of 1821 to liberate Greece from Ottoman rule) treating
events of a century earlier. Sitting in the corner of a hut that
bitter winter, Kotzioulas quickly produced a theatrical dialogue—
The New 1821—involving a handful of characters and minimal
action:

When the performance took place—in an uninhabited
house that looked like a barn or a stable—the ground
was covered with snow and the weather was bad.
After a bona fide play, mine was performed. I thought
that the audience, crammed on some old boards, some
sitting and others standing among cigarettes and lights
that smoldered, wouldn't have the patience to sit still
any longer. However, no one stirred to leave; they all
remained there until the end. That makeshift scene of
mine had caught their attention; perhaps it was the lan-
guage, or the local color, I don't know myself what it
was. ("Istoria," p. 16)

As was to occur with regularity, an officer carried off a
copy for performance at other camps. The same adartis group
performed a piece Kotzioulas completed in April, The Village
Administrator, to celebrate St. George's Day in Voulgareli. In
neither case, it appears, was Kotzioulas more than the author
of the text. Indeed, in April he was not even present at the
performance, having gone off to accompany the VIII Division
doctor on his rounds ("Istoria," p. 18). Within the next month,
he produced a third and fourth text for adartis performances.
In the first instance, for a performance on May 1, the text was
probably Devastation ("lstoria," pp. 20-21); for a performance
on May 28, he wrote Slave, Arise, requested by the Karaiskakis
company as a recruiting text. By this time, Kotzioulas had made
up his mind to organize and establish his own troupe ("Istoria,"
p. 20).

Kotzioulas found himself attracted to mountain theater in
response to what he perceived as a lack experienced by adartes
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and villagers alike. His early comments ("Eisagogi," p. 9) on
the pre-war state of literature indict its failure to "look at the
masses" and charge that art is unrelated to the people and served
only itself. In the mountains, by contrast, he is struck by the
adartes' desire to be remembered and the lack of poets to
memorialize them ("Eisagogi," pp. 10, 17; see also, Kotzioulas,
1977). Deprived of even the basics in their daily struggle to
serve the movement, the troops continually requested entertain-
ments. The demand was particularly intense on Sundays when
both adartes and villagers were free to attend performances.
Their thirst for art in the free areas of Greece had to be satis-
fied by their own amateurish efforts, since specialists were either
left behind in the cities or had been siphoned off by the or-
ganization to serve in its various populated seats. Thus, early
efforts began with recitations, whatever literary scraps that
could be remembered or that fit the occasion, graduating from
recitations, to songs and theater, first to small, then to broader
circles:

From the simple recitations and songs of the resistance,
which had very little depth, we graduated to more dif-
ficult and complex forms of expression. We also created
theater. We began with skits of mimicry and matured to
full length presentations. We started by using blankets
and in the end we had real scenery. The amateurs be-
came real actors capable of completely gratifying the
public. From the Dance of Zalongou and other such
plays we were able to leap to works with contemporary
themes and a higher meaning. All this occurred with-
out training, spontaneously and collectively, on the
periphery of everything else we had to do. And the
amazing thing is that they were well received, they took
on a universal identity. It was free entertainment for
everyone, without admission, without formalities. They
were seen by women and children who engraved them
on their innocent brains forever. ("Eisagogi,"
pp. 10-11).

Such efforts were meant to counter the isolation of life in
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the villages and camps, cultural disinterest in local experience,
and the fact that art had not—other than in the limited and
infrequent performances attended by those who had traveled
to market or to larger towns—been either accessible to local
inhabitants or, more importantly, concerned itself with their
lives. This led the indigenous population of the mountains to
make its own art out of the materials of popular and mass
culture with which they had some familiarity. The need ad-
dressed was that of capturing a sense of purpose in a despair-
ing and violent times and of leaving a mark on the world that
they had been there. The adartes in particular sought connec-
tion with those they were dedicated to defend as a means of
arousing them to the sacrifice being made and encouraging
their moral and material support ("Eisagogi," p. 10).

Enamored of the theater and anxious to see themselves
produced, adartes like Major-General Avgeropoulos, the head
of Kotzioulas's VIII Division ELAS unit, wrote plays which
some of the troops performed. In the same company one star-
struck bugler approached Kotzioulas for help:

In order to put on some performances, we constructed
a type of stage in the town square. We would pile earth
in some rectangular shape and place four boards at
each corner from which we later hung blankets.

In this endeavor, the key role went to the bugler of our
regiment who always hoped that perhaps something
of his own could be performed. Every so often he would
read me a badly written creation, something like the
skeleton of a plot. God knows what cockamamie ideas
it expressed. And he would ask me to polish it up so
we could present it as a collaboration. ("Istoria,"
pp. 23-24)

If the adartes had a conscious aim in their desire to produce
theater, it was to define themselves in their new and unfamiliar
context, craft an identity that would give their lives coherence
and meaning, and relieve their audiences of mistrust and sus-
picion of the organized resistance and its resistance efforts. They
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appealed to Kotzioulas as a poet to create texts built from their
experiences ("lstoria," pp. 25, 30). Living among them in the
open air or in the burnt out ruins of once-productive villages
and fields, Kotzioulas found it difficult to refuse to provide
such texts:

the men had gotten used to it and constantly asked for
more theater. "We're not having anything on Sunday?"
they would ask me. You'd have to be unconscious not
to cook up something for them. They wore themselves
out on their marches, they stood guard all night long,
they labored with phone lines, and they hauled logs.
And their daily meal consisted of gypsy bean stew.
Nevertheless, you never heard them grumble. They were
always singing as if they were having a great time;
always ready to rush into battle not knowing if they
were ever going to return alive. How, then, could one
not be moved by their sacrifices seeing that most of
them were also uneducated? ("Istoria," p. 21)

As he continued to create texts, a developing feature of
Kotzioulas's literary production began to crystallize: the need
to make copies of his texts available for distribution throughout
the resistance network for local units to perform. From as early
as the performance on Greek Independence Day, Kotzioulas
provided copies of his scripts to a variety of local performance
groups located in military camps among the adartes and among
village political teams. We find evidence of the solicitation of
such scripts among Kotzioulas's papers,22 including requests for
scripts from the EAM Auxiliary Committee, the ELAS General
Headquarters, PEEA (the resistance shadow government in Free
Greece), EPON units, and the ELAS officers' school. We hear
of repeated demands for copies of his plays, in one case leading
Kotzioulas to make as many as twenty copies of a single play
for the EPON network ("Istoria," p. 21). Demands for copies
kept a continual pressure on Kotzioulas to produce new works
which he typically created in hours or a day, rarely in more
than two or three days ("Istoria," pp. 23, 25). In just under
one three-month period in the mountains (from the end of
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March to mid-June), he was to produce eleven texts. A twelfth
was to follow three months later in mid-September. As he pro-
duced his plays, Kotzioulas kept up correspondence with move-
ment headquarters, extending his contributions to the broader
audience made available by its newspaper. As we find in a
letter of June 10, 1944, he received advice and guidance on
how his correspondence could best serve the struggle:

Your first two dispatches are very good and I like
them. You should pursue these at about two to three
per month. If once in a while one of them is not pub-
lished, as a result of space or general interest, it doesn't
matter. Keep in mind only that your Rigas piece should
not exceed three quarters of a column or at most a
column so that the editorial board won't have to cram
it in the paper. In your correspondence series you should
especially emphasize the harsh struggle and the life of
the people of Epirus, the adartis movement, Zervas,
and whatever else holds a general interest. This work
should result in an exceptional chronicle of the resist-
ance and of our other Greece. I have a feeling that
later you will be able to gather all this work into a
single volume. For that reason try and document every-
thing you can with records, numbers, personal accounts,
etc. (Dim. Souliotis, June 10, 1944, IX, "Arhio," p. 51.)

Theater in the mountains was—based on the continuous de-
mands for texts and the extensive copying that occurred—
highly text-dependent. Thus, a troupe that could offer a variety of
performances could maintain a touring network with a broader
ability to satisfy a variety of audiences; it could stay out on
tour for longer periods without returning to a populated center
to refresh its repertoire. Moreover, as long as its repertoire in-
cluded some plays with female roles as well as some without
them, some plays with a limited number of cast members and
some with a more extensive cast, some that centered on domestic
issues, family problems, and village concerns and some that ad-
dressed the resistance struggle directly, a troupe would find, as
the Laiki Skini did, that it could adapt flexibly to almost any
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contingency in which it might find itself. A lack of actresses,
an adartis audience, the absence of an appropriate performance
space, insufficient local assistance to put up a stage, any of a
number of logistical difficulties could be addressed by troupe
members prepared to change performances on notice, to cover
each other's parts by learning double roles, to play more than
one role in a performance, or to erect a variety of stages (open
air, indoor, piled-up earth surrounded by stones, rocks and planks,
or a booth stage). But the critical element—other than per-
sonnel—was the availability of texts that allowed such flexibility.
Unlike the local EPON troupes, Kotzioulas realized he might
best rely on himself for texts, as there were few sources for
contemporary topical theatrical texts, and the willingness to
share texts by those who might have modern texts adapted to
the realities of the mountain struggle might prove irregular,
to put the most generous face on it. In the case of Vasilis Rotas
(who directed the best supported of the resistance troupes), more
was promised than was ever delivered, in either direction. Rotas
himself requested texts from Kotzioulas:

Dear Kotzioulas,

I received with pleasure your letter with the two beauti-
ful songs. In the meantime I—having nothing to do
at the Secretariat—left and came here where I found all
kinds of work. However, I can't remember at all what
I had written you because the nature and tone of my
work has now changed completely. I'd like very much
to have the works which you perform in your theater,
and I would like to send you some of mine if you can
use them. (June 28, 1944, XIII, "Arhio," p. 52)

Texts do not, however, appear to have been forthcoming.
The two authors apparently exchanged several poems (June 28,
1944, XIII), and Rotas set Kotzioulas some writing problems;
Kotzioulas appears intent to receive his advice.

I will get on the topic you mention as soon as possible,
but you do not make clear whether you want it for
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publication or for some other use, nor do I know what
length you have in mind As regards my dramatic pieces,
I'll wait for your remarks, and I'll try to incorporate
your suggestions as much as I can. However, keep in
mind the difficulties of combining the claims of art
with the demands of the struggle at the present time.
Not because these two are irreconcilable but because,
as you well know, facts don't immediately show their
true nature until some time elapses and things settle
down. This has occurred with all true works of art, even
in Russian literature. Nevertheless, whatever passes
through my hands will be done for the good of the
struggle. I only hope I'm not compromised and lose my
directness, perhaps my most important quality. (June 21,
1944, in Damianakou and Vasilopoulou, 1979, p. 187)

Kotzioulas himself promises copies of a series of one-act
plays but fails to enclose them with his letter not only for fear
the originals would be lost on the way, but because he does not
have time to copy them. The one play he does promise to make
available—by way of a third party—has, he reveals, been "copied
with a thousand marks," suggesting, as was indeed the case,
that this play, The Police Captain, was already so widely copied
and distributed that the competing Rotas troupe would get little
benefit from it. Kotzioulas was himself somewhat familiar with
the material that Rotas's troupe had to offer—having seen the
troupe perform at the second Panthessalian Congress in Thessaly
at the end of July where he viewed Rotas's Rigas Velestinlis
("Istoria," p. 38) and Rotas's associate Stavrou's German Evzones.
Kotzioulas was familiar as well with EPON performances of
Rotas's Long Live Mesolonghi and Stavrou's Yesterday, Today,
Tomorrow. In spite of his expressed need for new material to
continue the work of the troupe on its second tour—his departure
from the first tour to attend the Congress was partially to allow
him time to write some new pieces ("Istoria," p. 35) —Kotzioulas
excused himself from copying the plays he saw performed at
the Congress:

Grigoris's satire [Grigoris being Stavrou's pseudonym]
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was received enthusiastically. It seems the public much
prefers those pieces which amuse it. And the actors, I
believe, play these pieces more energetically.

Returning to Epirus, I brought none of their works with
me. First of all I needed several days to copy them,
and I had to do it myself. Secondly, it was impossible
for me to stage Rips without a single woman. As for
the other text, the mountain villagers would not have
understood it at all; they haven't even heard of the term
"German Evzones." ("Istoria," p. 39)

The decision not to avail himself of pieces from the Rotas
troupe—both at the Congress and through his own personal
correspondence and the EPON network—is indicative of Kotzi-
oulas's pressing desire to maintain his own identity as the only
true adartis playwright and to define himself by contrasting
the Laiki Skini's more military and populist work to that of the
more artistic and professional Rotas troupe. Kotzioulas makes his
position clear in his "History":

The difference between our theater and that of Rotas
was that he lacked the origins and discipline of the
adartis movement. He performed more serious work,
a type that would not be accepted by our public. His
actors were professional. As stage manager, he played
a large part in the announcements and bantering. Rotas
was, however, somewhat selective, performing at formal
gatherings and not very often. He had all the time in
the world to rest and prepare his shows. He, too, was
preparing a tour for the Almiros area. However, he
would have done so for a price: wheat or olive oil.
This was a disadvantage as far as we were concerned.
But perhaps we might have done the same had we a
rich audience. In our neck of the woods, the relevant
Bible passage stated, "receive not from those who have
not." ("Istoria," p. 38)
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Touring with the Laiki Skini

Having become so deeply involved in writing texts, Kotzi-
oulas found it a short step to organizing a small performance
unit. From May 8 until May 15 Kotzioulas began a fifteen day
tour of villages in the Arahthos area (May 8, 1944 letter to
Rotas, in Rotas, 1982, p. 141), but it is unclear whether this
trip involved performances by a troupe. By June, however, in
a letter to Vasilis Rotas dated June 21, 1944 (p. 144), he refers
to himself as "everlastingly touring" at the same time that he
is organizing "the troupe which will begin to tour the villages."
By June 28, he seems to have established a basic or skeleton
troupe, and he announces that "our troupe Laiki Skini of the
VIII Division sets out" ("Imerologio," p. 41). His troupe
responds to an invitation to perform at a celebration in Tetra-
komo, returning from which it visits other villages ("Istoria,"
pp. 26-27, "Imerologio," p. 41). This troupe, with its ten players
(six of whom he identifies by name, the rest merely as adartes
and auxiliary actors), includes himself, a leading lady, a leading
man, a technician-actor, a sub-lieutenant who worked in the
staff office, a newly arrived instructor, and a non-commissioned
officer of naval communications. The trip appears to serve as
a prototype tour for Kotzioulas who would, by its completion,
have become completely familiar with •the problems of estab-
blishing a touring troupe.

At this point, having received many invitations, Kotzioulas
decided to formalize the troupe's existence, experiencing some
confusion as he tries to do so:

Before we started out, a somewhat formal concern was
identified. What part of the organization would be
responsible for our theater? From whom would our
orders come, to whom would we be responsible? We
could not be the only ones in the entire army that re-
mained autonomous. They would allow us independence
only up to a point. ("Istoria," p. 32)

But it is not until the beginning of July that organizational
support, the availability of personnel, and sufficient performance
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texts converge to make the formal establishment of a recognized
troupe possible. Order 4951 (referred to in Kotzioulas's diary
July 11, 1944, "Imerologio," p. 45) formally establishes the
Kallitehniko Tmima (Artistic Department or Division) under
which the Laiki Skini falls, listing the members by name. It is
this order that in effect finally allows Kotzioulas to begin his
much-discussed regular tour, which he inaugurates with full
complement. The troupe tours under the flag of the Laiki Skini
of the Artistic Department of the VIII Division of ELAS, with
Kotzioulas both its Director and Director of the Artistic De-
partment ("Istoria," p. 32).23 As a sign of the Division's con-
fidence in it, the troupe was as a whole allowed a considerable
degree of independence, although it was not, as a military unit,
to remain completely autonomous, according to Kotzioulas; that
is, it was considered a semi-military unit. Setting off, troupe
members were assigned weapons to defend themselves on the
road. So that they would further uphold the honor of the
Division they were passed in special formation before the Cap-
tain who impressed upon them the importance of "not com-
mitting any improprieties on the road" ("Istoria," p. 32). On
the question of discipline, troupe members were expected to
monitor themselves. Assigned individual responsibilities and given
duties by a three-member panel, they were expected to contribute
their share of work to maintain the daily operations of the
group ("Istoria," p. 35). Organized like the army, the troupe
would find the difference lay in Kotzioulas's reluctance to im-
pose punishments, lest •his fragile coalition of actors break up.
As Kotzioulas makes clear, "Even in my recommendations, I
had to be very careful lest I hurt their feelings and antagonize
them. Everything depended on their good intentions, and I would
only prod them on, nothing else. I fueled their ambitions"
("Istoria," p. 22).

Personnel problems were, nevertheless, to plague the troupe,
nearly sabotaging not only its departure but its very survival.
On July 11, Kotzioulas refers to his first regular tour in the
following terms in his "Diary":

Tuesday, 11 July

Either we leave for our tour today or we'll never get
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started. With this kind of tenacity and a tremendous
effort, we were able to leave from Mouliana with the
troupe nearly complete. We acquired two individuals
from the Karaiskakis band from whom we had requested
them. We were in need of food, mules, and everything
else. Some started out without shoes on their feet, others
carried their shoes in their hands. We remained deprived
until the end. In any event, if [Captain] Kozakos had
not so willingly helped us, it would have been impos-
sible for us to leave. ("Imerologio," p. 45)

In his "History," he adds,

We decided to leave with only two to three days' worth
of provisions; that's all [the organization] had. They
also furnished us with a letter for the regional ETA
[Commissariat]. However, that too turned out to have
little value. The same type of shortages prevailed there
as well. Our troops were hungry.

We would keep on and take our chances no matter what
happened. I was in a hurry to get started because I could
see no other solution. Only in practice could our troupe
be built up, strengthened, since it was not yet solidified.
Otherwise, our lack of attention would lead to our
break-up. Everyone in the troupe was in agreement with
me. Recommendations were being made from various
quarters, some in jest, some serious, to get transferred
to other jobs. ("Istoria," p. 23)

The troupe set off with the name Laiki Skini painted on
its scenic backdrop over a rising sun with golden rays, the sun
of a "People's Democracy": "With this name," Kotzioulas writes,
"they will know us from here on" ("Istoria," p. 30).

Kotzioulas's tour began in Radovizi, a propitious starting
point given his summer residence there and its centrality as
the homeland of the Karaiskakis company of adartes (for which
Kotzioulas had written a recruiting play and which had provided
him with three adartes for this tour ("Istoria," p. 31). The
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tour continued, however, to be afflicted with personnel prob-
lems; Kotzioulas's last diary entry for this tour (July 20) cuts
off at this point with words that suggest both his exhaustion
and continued hopes:

In this way, the first phase of our tour has ended
with a lot of hard work and trouble. The Division
has approved a six day leave for the members of the
troupe. Thus everyone will go off for a few days to
the neighboring villages. They'll continue their tour on
the 27th of the month in Hosepsi. The lead actress
has announced that she will continue her participation.
I left my final instructions and am off for Thessaly,
leaving second lieutenant Lambrakis as my replacement;
he will continue with the program while I'm away.
("lmerologio," pp. 47-48)

The troupe continued its •tour through the last weeks on
its own, as Kotzioulas himself was called to the Panthessalian
Conference at the end of July. He was not to take up a second
tour until a month later on September 18, awaiting the approval
of a route. The promise of just a week's preparation for the tour
in the August 29 "Report" is itself extended to almost a three
week wait. Yet a third tour is anticipated by continuing orders
to facilitate recruitment in November (Order 11784, November
23, 1944, XXX) and January (Order 392, January 14, 1945,
XXXI). Personnel problems continue, however, to impede that
tour as well. By April 21, 1945 (XXXII), five months after
the organization's Order 11784 authorizing the transfer of three
musicians from the war unit, the transfer had yet to be ac-
complished, leading to Order 827 to execute the original com-
mand with urgency. Kotzioulas's need for personnel during that
time, indicated by the order from VIII Division Headquarters
on January 14, 1945, had become so severe that this twelve-
member troupe still needed four boys and five girls from EPON
to fill its complement. Problems with personnel support were
taken with greater seriousness by the organization as the im-
portance and usefulness of the troupe became more apparent.
Thus, Major-General Avgeropoulos, himself from the ELAS
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Staff Office, General Headquarters of the VIII Division, as-
signed adarti and EPON personnel to the Laiki Skini in Orders
392 and 11784, addressing the orders for the first time to Kotzi-
oulas as Director of the Kallitehniko Trait= in November 23,
1944, in Order 11784.

The official recognition that attended such support did not,
by Kotzioulas's testimony, appear to have had much effect on
his procurement of necessary supplies other than personnel. In-
deed, the overall impression created by Kotzioulas's own diaries,
letters, and history of the troupe is that the troupe had •to
scavenge for provisions both before and after the official estab-
lishment of the Artistic Department and the assignment of the
Laiki Skini to that department. Such scavenging, frustrating and
often unsuccessful, meant that the troupe had to develop more
closely in relation to local performance conditions and the local
material situation than to organizational directives. As a result,
the supply problem threatened a breakdown in relations with
the organization, as indicated by two letters from EPON (VII,
June 2, 1944, and X, June 12, 1944) that complain of Kotziou-
las's lack of gratitude for its attempts to assist the troupe:

Dear Comrade,
Only the other day did we learn from our editor Filipas
from the Provincial Committee where you're located.
We also learned you complained that the S.P. did not
even consider mentioning a word about the plays you
sent us.... (June 2, 1944, VII, "Arhio," p. 50)

Dear Comrade Yiorgos,
Greetings. I was greatly troubled by your note that we
do little for the troupe ... and not expect this from
you at all; lately, you seem to have become a complainer.
I have made and am making every effort that will enable
me to send you the individuals you request. (June 12,
1944, X, "Arhio," p. 51)

As his "Diary" indicates, Kotzioulas's developing success
with adartis and civilian audiences and the prospect of a per-
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manent troupe did, however, lead to further promises of support
from Major General Avgeropoulos:

Tuesday, 4 July

Today I was called in by the general. He wants a major
troupe to be set up and he's willing to support us with
all the means at his disposal. Whatever we need, we
are to go to him So far I've gotten whatever I asked
him for. The general was a sympathetic supporter of
a troupe from the beginning and now that he recog-
nizes our initial efforts his interest is growing. Besides
the other day he himself had put on a short timely
play. ("Imerologio," p. 43)

More immediate, if limited, provisions were thereafter forth-
oming from local EPON units and responsible village officials,
including labor to raise the stage, the loan of wardrobe, tem-
porary personnel, lodging, food, and transportation.

In organizing the troupe, the problems Kotzioulas had to
address can be grouped in four categories: popular acceptance
and organizational support; the writing and dissemination of
texts; the logistics of food, lodging, transportation, and security;
and personnel availability and experience. Personnel, as we have
seen, was the issue that most immediately concerned Kotzioulas
as Director of the Laiki Skini. Not only were actors and stage-
hands difficult to recruit, but once recruited, their parallel duties
with the army had to be accommodated. Those with the most
familiarity with theater were among the better educated and
so had regular responsibilities in staff offices. As a result,
Kotzioulas had to ambush them at mess or schedule rehearsals
during their off hours:

Rehearsals gave us a lot of trouble. First of all it was
difficult to find the appropriate person for the ap-
propriate role. We lacked people who had the frame
of mind and the nerve to stand up before others as actors.
But our biggest obstacle was that even these few who
were naturally educated men had their own duties to
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perform and couldn't find any spare time. I was forced
to wait for them after work, and I would take them
off to some secluded place after dinner or while dinner
was being prepared. Some would come promptly, others
would drag their feet. ("Istoria," p. 22)

Certain kinds of performers were generally inaccessible to
the troupe, in particular musicians who made up the only en-
tertainment that could reach the front lines. A performance's
proximity to a regimental camp often determined whether an
adartis, especially female adartes, might be borrowed for a
limited run of performances ("lstoria," p. 25). One particularly
desirable actor who took the pseudonym Biskoten, was fought
over by the Laiki Skini and the organizational unit from Voul-
gareli. His usefulness to both groups was as a designer, but to
Kotzioulas he had the additional importance of one who could
take charge of the troupe when, sufficiently experienced, it set
off toward the end of the tour without Kotzioulas along (XXIII;
see also "lstoria," p. 35).

Most recruits for the performance were inexperienced in
acting roles and had to be matched to roles in which they could
prove most convincing, a continuing problem that dictated
whether performances were considered credible or were ridiculed
by local audiences. In a typical instance, an audience broke into
laughter as the Division's typist was recognized:

The role of the girl from the city was being played by
our secretary, Adriana. Although she was willing to do
her part, her other attributes were not much help. Never-
theless, the audience laughed. They could see familiar
faces on the stage wearing familiar clothes, familiar
figures addressing each other in different names, using
unfamiliar words. This was something that could easily
pass as funny. ("Istoria," p. 21)

Kotzioulas could control such events to a certain extent by
writing roles for specific actors. If actors fit a role particularly
well, Kotzioulas would bargain with the Division to keep them
as continuous members of the troupe ("Istoria," p. 29). Kotzi-
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oulas had to deal with the fact that troupe membership remained
a temporary contract depending not only on military call-ups
or recalls but on the freedoms EPON youth took to drop in and
out of the troupe as family responsibilities called or personal
traumas overcame them. In his "Diary" (July 2, 1944), Kotzi-
oulas reveals that lack of organizational support had earlier dis-
couraged some who might have become interested in joining
them:

Sunday, 2 July

We set up a stage here too with rocks and dirt. That eve-
ning the rebel Detsikas, the young Dion. Papanikolaos,
and the young girl Electra Zaharis arrived from the 3-40,
all three assigned to the troupe. Others finally began
to get interested, from the outside; the political organ-
ization, which up till now hadn't paid much attention,
actually opposed our work preventing the two or three
individuals who were willing from joining us. Now
both NEA and EPON were asking to collaborate and
they promised to support us. We'll have to wait and
see if their words turn into deeds because thus far we've
had our fill of promises. ("linerologio," pp. 42-43)

Reinforcements were themselves only temporary replacements.
One non-commissioned officer was lent for a week, several
recruits until they completed their military training or specializa-
tion ("Istoria," p. 31). One daughter of an ELAS major was
assigned to the troupe until she could be permanently relocated
after she lost her home in an area held by the rival EDES fac-
tion. Another female student only remained with the troupe
long enough to get herself assigned to a regular fighting unit,
a third to find work in an ELAS office.

Personnel problems remained critical throughout the tenure
of the Laiki Skini, leading to acute shortages that were inef-
fectively addressed by the organization. Women •in particular
were highly sought after, often refusing to join an enterprise
that their families and co-religionists associated with a lack of
seriousness, city life, and the work of the devil:
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What we lacked most of all was women. We didn't
have even one. In those areas women were especially
behind the times. They were reluctant even to greet you
on the road. To suggest to any one of them to become
an actress was preposterous. They might even start
throwing rocks at you. ("Istoria," p. 24)

The female adartis would for the time being remain
with us. She wanted to leave to join the other women
who had taken up arms. She had two sisters in the
struggle and one of them was captain of the women's
division. She was still young, a high school student,
from a militant family. She felt it was beneath her to
remain with us theater people. We had a hell of a time
convincing her that her service here was of equal value.
("Istoria," pp. 25-26)

In other cases, families simply did not understand the
work of the troupe. Kotzioulas struggled to convince families
that their young girls should become actresses. He made the
case, for example, that a family could be more secure in the
knowledge that a daughter was traveling with them rather than
carrying a gun on the front lines. One family's reaction is re-
ported by a young recruit in a letter to Kotzioulas that tem-
porarily denies him her services:

Dear Comrade Kotzioulas,

You cannot imagine how much I regret the fact that
at the present I will not be able to join the Laiki Skini.
Perhaps you think I deceived you, but I'm not going to
try and justify my actions ... The inauguration of Laiki
Skini came at the same time as something horrible for
my mother, if I can put it that way. My brother who is
an only son is joining the adartes; you must appreciate
my mother's sorrow at a time like this. It was exactly
under these circumstances that Pericles arrived and
told her he was taking me with him. I wasn't there at
the time. When I returned, I found her in a truly
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deplorable condition. She was crying. She says to me,
"Are you all going to abandon me? Your one sister is
in Athens, and we haven't heard a thing from her
for so long. The other one is in ETA in Agriko. Raids
has gone with the rebels. For certain I'm going to die
alone." It was so sad that I couldn't find words to con-
tradict her. "You're right," I told her. "I'm not going
anywhere." I'm certain that you with your sensitive
poetic soul will be able to imagine this family scene
and will forgive me. Nevertheless, I don't want you to
think that this situation is permanent. My mother little
by little will get used to my brother's absence. In the
meantime, I'll play the sad and suffering maiden, and
she will eventually let me go. As you know, I like Laiki
Skini, and I believe it is the only place where I can con-
tribute to the revolution. Let me know where you are
so that the first chance I get, I can join you. (III,
"Arhio," pp. 49-50)

The more general case, even with willing female recruits,
was that the movement drew off females as they migrated
from the cities and kept them, Kotzioulas reports, for assignment
to the "Governor's Commission," using them where the pres-
ence of a woman's movement would be visible. When Kotzi-
oulas was able to anticipate the arrival of an actress—as he was
with the daughter of a doctor from Arta ("Istoria," p. 25)
he hastened to write plays that could capitalize on their pres-
ence, accounting for a handful of plays in which women figure
prominently.

In his efforts to organize the Laiki Skini for its tour, Kotzi-
oulas had to take on, in addition, the difficult logistics of feed-
ing, housing, and transporting troupe members and their equip-
ment as well as providing for the scenery, costumes, and stage
that would be necessary for the performance. Traveling light
meant that in most locations actors would have to perform in
clothing belonging to villagers, including clothing that had
just been worn:

There were plenty of rags in the village, but I had
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to pick out the ones that matched the best. So I found
the actor an old dyed plaid flannel shirt, the type the
villagers wear instead of dress shirts. It had been left
outside some hut among the unwashed clothes. But
before Thodoros could finish, he started to itch. "You
know what? You're killing me," he told me leaving the
stage. The lice from the outer flannel shirt had found
their way through his own. He took both of them off
and threw them in the ditch in front of the adages
following the performance. They remained there two
or three days until someone came by and took the
good one. In this way the owner paid for the performance
with his flannel shirt. ("Istoria," pp. 22-23)

On another occasion, the troupe relied on villagers in Mesi-
ouda to provide a warrior's costume for the hero Karaiskakis
in Slave, Arise ("Imerologio," p. 42). Not only were such out-
fits passed down inside families, but they were still worn by
many older inhabitants. Kotzioulas relates that the foustanella
(the pleated skirt of mountain fighters of old) they borrowed
could not be kept for long without the approval of the aged
head of one clan who sat high on a rock throughout the per-
formance to keep an eye on his contribution. The troupe soon
determined it was better to carry its own wardrobe in spite of
the scarcity of transportation across the mountain paths and
animal tracks they had to travel, for, as Kotzioulas put it, "no
one had the disposition to offer us one old useless pair of pants"
("Imerologio," p. 39).

As for scenery, rent sheets and blankets with holes could
serve for stage curtains but cloth itself for a backdrop was at
a premium. Adages were implored in an address by their com-
mander to share with the troupe the red and blue cloth allotted
them for shirts:

Kozakos, the popular people's captain, seeing how
much the theater appealed to the adages, bolstered
us up with something more. He kept the promise he
had given me in the beginning. We were in need of
permanent stage scenery. We couldn't do our work with
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old rugs and blankets full of holes. It was in bad taste.
Kozakos didn't lose any time. At that time, some
parachutes had arrived, the few that we got from our
allies. They had spread them on the ground to divvy
them up. The adartes had been left without shirts
and that's why they had gathered around this silk.
"Comrades!" Kozakos called out to them. "You have
to put something on your backs, but so do they (he
pointed to us with his hand) have a need of us. What
would you prefer, shirts or stage scenery? Speak up
freely. We have no one to fear here. Keep in mind that
these people are going to tour all the villages. They're
going to be a showcase for the Division."

The adartes company command agreed to let us
have whatever we needed without delay. They would
use whatever was left over and would wait for whatever
the allies sent. It was fated that their bodies never
touch silk. ("istoria," p. 30)

Actors and adartes together designed and constructed the back-
drop, a golden sun rising against a field of red and blue.

Feeding the troupe proved an even more frustrating prob-
lem. Kotzioulas objected, for example, to responsible village of-
ficials who were close to leaving the troupe's young members
to starve. In Voulgareli, a local donation to the troupe of a
dozen eggs was confiscated by the local garrison because the
daily fare for fighters there was only simple oatmeal. Hosepsi
and Thordoriana, celebrating their annual village festivals, were
accused by Kotzioulas of violating Greek custom by failing to
extend hospitality to include members of the troupe.

Villagers and adartes alike lived on minimal provisions,
often off the land itself. When the army had food, the troupe
could eat; what villagers had to eat, they gave, Kotzioulas reports
somewhat optimistically. Organizing provisions for an entire tour
was out of the question. The Division simply did not have suf-
ficient or predictable supplies. Food to feed the army had to be
sent to Epirus from Thessaly where it was grown and collected
for sharing. But it was exhausted as soon as it arrived and little
was left over to supply other organizational units. The troupe,
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knowing of the army's difficulty in this regard, accepted limited
stores for two to three days as it set off on its tour, carrying a
document soliciting assistance from the local guerrilla commis-
sariat (ETA or Epimelitia tou Adarti) which meant little con-
sidering the general scarcity of foodstuffs. At each stop, as a
result, the troupe ate only as often as the local inhabitants them-
selves, once a day, twice at most, and often only bread and some
cheese. Their schedule was thus partially determined by the
pressures of poverty as they kept moving, touring all the time,
to avoid straining the resources of a single community, however
hospitable it might be.

Security was a final not inconsiderable concern as the troupe
moved from village to village. Safety required that the troupe
move with speed, limiting the number of its permanent personnel
and picking up supplementary help at each performance location.
Two pack animals and light weapons assured the troupe's passage
by night on mountain paths and insured the protection of its fe-
male members from sexual adventurers on the roads and in the
camps. ELAS sentinels stood guard in most populated locations,
but the troupe was responsible for itself on its travels between
such spots. In contrast to the threat posed by the rival right
wing resistance group EDES, German and Italian forces were
taken by Kotzioulas to be less of a problem, possibly because
they tended to move by day, in large numbers, and along public
roads." Moreover, the foreign enemy was less likely to take
cover among the Greeks in the mountains; EDES had its in-
formers and, it was argued, its collaborators everywhere.

The Laiki Skini found, in sum, that its travels in the moun-
tains required a shrewd balance of support from local as well
as central organizational units and a strong dose of independent
initiative. Relations between the troupe and those with whom
it was interdependant remained tenuous under conditions that
ranged from less than optimal to devastating. Jealousy abounded
among recruits and officers in the fighting forces; they com-
plained that performers received better treatment than they
and that troupe members used the Laiki Skini as a way to dodge
service on the front lines. Villagers in larger towns were some-
times cynical and condescending, Kotzioulas complained, and
those in smaller villages suspicious. Towns that served as seats
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for the organization were annoyed that the troupe did not follow
their rules or honor their chain of command even as bureaucratic,
military, or political entities often responded to troupe needs
through personal contacts and favors. With few powerful friends
and limited organizational influence, Laiki Skini found it had no
voice; few had heard of the troupe or wanted to hear from it.
Introductory letters and prior notice of arrival accomplished little
on tour; enlisted help was as reluctant as forced labor; and troupe
members were left largely to rely on themselves. Local arrange-
ments might as frequently leave them hungry as fed, leave them
to sleep in an execution yard or exposed outdoors as indoors or
bivouacked in homes, •leave them to travel as often on foot as
by donkey or cart.

With so much movement through the mountains and the
need to travel quickly and with little gear, the troupe was highly
dependent on the concrete support that only local communities
could offer. The service provided by gathering an audience or
setting up a stage could prove critical to the troupe's need to
keep moving and to battle the inhospitable wind and snow of
the Tzoumerka area. Because performances were held during
working hours, delays meant losing the sun's heat and having
to locate performance lights or having to travel at night in the
dark mountains to maintain one's performance schedule. In the
effort to organize logistical help, sympathetic local organiza-
tions or village officials proved critical, if uneven. The same,
Kotzioulas found, was true of the divisional unit:

The adaytes and the public received us everywhere with
interest. Several cadres of the political organization
and a few officers from the Division were, however,
somewhat cold towards us, restrained; this was due to the
fact that they had not followed our work and had never
really attempted to grasp our purpose.

If, perhaps, some criticism concerning lapses or mis-
takes has been directed at us, we, who had to find motiva-
tion for everything we did, are not wholly to blame.
Those who could have given us guidance, but chose
not to, are also to blame. Nevertheless, the Division ad-
ministration did whatever it could. Without its crucial
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assistance there would have been no troupe today.
("Ekthesi," p. 53)

Condusion

This examination of the practice of resistance theater in
terms of both its logistics and the narratives it constructed sug-
gests that resistance emanated from and was maintained in terms
of the everyday experience of the resistance movement naturalized
in the lives of and the very landscape inhabited by the peasants
and guerrillas of Free Greece." The troupes were small, mobile,
and largely amateur, largely recruited from the villages and
guerrilla forces, although in some instances (the Kaftantzis and
Rotas troupes) the work of professional urban artists in exile).
Authorized by the central authority of resistance headquarters,
they survived through the support of locals, essentially living off
the land. Authors emerged from among village youth and adartes,
and authorship was informed by audience interactivity, both by
solicitation and reception. Troupes organized interdependently
with local organizations and larger mountain networks and were
highly responsive to local needs and interests. Their constitution
was in many ways spontaneous and improvised as they experi-
enced continual personnel turnover and had to address the de-
mands of environmental contingencies in their material produc-
tion. Context-dependent, resistance theater troupes, like the move-
ment as a whole, represented a division of sentiments and fac-
tions and were highly differentiated at the local level. In material
terms, their literary production was resource-driven, under con-
ditions of material scarcity and high competitiveness. Performance
and textual materials as well as personnel were immediate to
hand, if scarce, and specific to the rnoutaita experience. Theater
itself by virtue of its situatedness—both geographically and posi-
tionally—was integrated into the daily life of its makers and
was not an isolated product delivered to them.

Consensus, hardly to be taken for granted, was more the
result of numbers of people operating empathetically Here
we are speaking of a life form in the mountains in which con-
tradictions were left unresolved while the resistance body operated
as an understood unofficial whole vaguely coordinated and con-
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thmally reconstituting itself as if in a great gestalt. Life at the
micro level was left much to its own devices by means of which
local agentive solutions—individual and collective, agreed or un-
derstood—led to social production, feedback, modification, and
reproduction as in a great open-system metaphor (Morgan 1986).
The feedback loop in the theatrical production arm of the system
included three sets of roles—each of which could at any time
overlap with either of the others—that of villagers or adartes,
the theatrical troupe, and the audience; mutuality between the
three dictated the continually evolving (and at times devolving)
nature not only of the troupe's literary reproduction but the
resulting social reproduction which it was to inform. The com-
mon glue that held the system together was its embodied experi-
ence: the threat to a way of life and the instinct for survival.
The suffering that expressed this experience was to legitimize its
narratives and its narratives were to legitimize its resistance.

Within this framework, one is driven to seek the meaning
of such resistance. If embodied, resistance seeks to perpetuate
the presence of the body and to protect it from the assault of
the abstract and disembodied. It affirms a physical contract: if
I give my life, my desire is to fill this lack by being inscribed.
The absent body desires to be given presence, to be remem-
bered. At the same time, it resists being de-inscribed—erased
from the memory of history as a body of people; it asks to have
its temporal existence ensured by guaranteeing its future (Bauman,
1989; Langer, 1991; Patterson, 1992). But such a contract can
only be honored in experiential terms, that is, through memory
rooted in everyday life on its own in-time, as-lived terms. And
those terms were complex, contradictory, and fragmented. They
represented being tied to the local village rather than to the
global movement, indicating thereby a breakdown in relationship
to the organization. It meant differences that might not be
breachable. It meant a rag-tag patch-work of stitched-together
pieces that retained a relative autonomy while it gave its tem-
porary consent to the larger meaning of a national resistance.

If we were to attempt to draw a coherent picture of the
resistance movement based on the logistics of theatrical produc-
tion in Free Greece, it would be a picture that privileged a
spontaneous local organization that was decentralized and fol-
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lower-driven. In terms of its flow, it was characterized by tur-
bulence at the periphery but with a pull toward a unitary center
capable of coordinating a broad range of activities as a loosely
coupled network of environmentally sensitive responses. Cul-
turally tight but administratively loose, resistance activities within
the movement did indeed represent an interactive combination
of local and official moves, that is, multiple patterns with an
underlying unstable stability or common theme. The consensus
on which such a network was based is described here as itself a
loose and temporary understanding that, both interrogated and
contested, was in the process of continual construction, feed-
back, and subsequent affirmation recursively constituted. The
texture of the local provided a variety of rhythms giving way to
a rhythm of all the rhythms, enriching the system and providing
its flexibility and its improvisatory ability to respond to en-
vironmental contingencies.

But the local does not work by itself; it operates in relation
to the official, the global, the unitary. Acting as smaller multiple
voices below the smooth linear surface of the officialized voice
on a different scale, it represents the non-linear expression that
lurks inside determinate expression. It represents a means of
walking not on but in the surface of the story, presenting in local
states the whole in close-up, the infinities of local variants, much
like a fractal in the physical imagery of chaos theory (Gleick,
1987). Here, smooth boundaries inevitably resolve into com-
plexity because otherwise they fail to respond to the turbulence
of their times. The local, by contrast, cannot resolve in concerted
action unless it gravitates to simplicity. But it can stimulate in-
ventiveness in the official as an irrational and non-periodic
phenomenon capable of fertilizing the rational and predictable.
Thus, whereas the universality of the official is necessary to
liberate the local to become a meaning-giving activity, the dif-
ferentiation of local activities as they range over varied frequencies
is needed to broaden the reserves of the official story.

A critical point for our understanding is the proposition that
EAM, in order to generate the kind of support it elicited through-
out the resistance and in order to organize and administer the
regions of Free Greece under its control, had to be an adaptive
system capable of adopting emerging directions from ongoing
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processes." Such a system, should it prove unresponsive to its
components as well as to the environment in which it exists, is
unlikely to remain productive, much less to survive (Morgan, 1986,
p. 92). Indeed, the very underpinning of such a system is its
ability to challenge existing dysfunctional norms in a way that
appropriately accounts for unaddressed interests of its diverse
constituent parts. In this sense, the system needs to maintain the
requisite variety and flexibility to meet the challenges of its
environment, not only embracing the environment of which it is
a part in all its diversity but preserving the diversity of all its
parts to maintain the requisite variety to address that environ-
ment. In order to be as varied and complex as its environment,
the elements of the organization must "embody critical dimen-
sions of the environment with which they have to deal" (Morgan,
1986, p. 100). The dilemma implicit in this aspect of organiza-
tional development arises in leadership efforts to achieve in-
ternal consensus which demand a loss of diversity—here we are
concerned with officialized movement efforts to control multiple
local initiatives. The system is not then permitted to find its
own form but is bureaucratically driven, in our case by the politics
of the central unit dominated by the KKE." The system's capacity
for self-organization--which describes both its nature and its
strength—thus becomes eroded as, indeed, we find occurs at the
point where the central unit of the organization diverges towards
social revolution and a classist position, departing from its earlier
popular front position. The argument being made here is that
a self-organizing system becomes counterintuitive when its or-
ganization is imposed, and directive when it provides predeter-
mined rules and ceases to be responsive to changing demands,
and when it stops actively eliciting critical questioning at the local
level by its diverse constituents.

By contrast, a self-organizing system such as we find at the
sub-system level of local resistance organization takes its guidance
from the group members themselves—effectively local level rule—
and is capable of developing shared values and norms that evolve
with changing circumstances. Its modality is that of the emergent
patterns of a mosaic rather than an imposed hierarchy, relying
as its does on the autonomy of its sub-sections and their con-
nectivity. What is of interest here is that the system was initiated
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to innovate new solutions where then-existent alternatives proved
unresponsive. To address change, it must retain its flexibility,
that is, accommodate the ideas it produces, or it will block its
own innovations. If the point and success of the resistance move-
ment was to create the new—that which Greece had not previously
been able to accomplish—in effect to produce itself as some-
thing new, then in a sense its "own organization and identity
is tits] most important product" (Morgan, 1986, p. 236).31

At the point where its most important product becomes
environmental intervention (that is, as the movement moves on
to pursue social revolution over cultural solidarity) two things
happen: one, the organization shifts its identity and, two, it
privileges maximum specification of the organization—focusing
on an elite's ideology rather than the needs of the diverse group—
ceasing its efforts to create "enabling conditions" to allow the
movement to find its own form. The shift of identity—from
the emergent group values of a popular front to the imposed
factional ideology of a communist led revolution—dissolves the
temporary consensus produced by self-organization. The change
from minimal to maximal specification reduces the diversity
and the flexibility organization needs to change in relation to its
environment. The result of this lost flexibility increases the in-
appropriateness of its responsiveness to environmental flux. In
Morgan's analysis (1986), such a system shift overplays the im-
portance of a fixed sense of the organization's self (and its
determination to impose that identity) and underplays the im-
portance of the wider system of relations of which the organiza-
tion is a part. This overassertive "figure" denies the cultural
conditions or "ground" necessary to its existence. It loses its
groundedness and sacrifices the back and forth movement between
self and context necessary to a realistic sense of self that recog-
nizes figure and ground can only exist in relation with each other
(Morgan, pp. 243-244). The unrealistic and narrowly bounded
identity it then produces distorts the wider context so that its
interventions are inappropriate to the way in which it is evolving.

What is being argued here is that where EAM offered the
innovativeness needed to address the social extremes that attended
coercive Nazi rule of Greece it did so by means of an organiza-
tion that was ambiguous and overlapping, multiple and incor-
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porative. It provided redundancy in its administrative functions
and allowed for spontaneous local adaptivity to meet environ-
mental contingencies in an immediate and flexible way. EAM's
recursive administrative structure not only ensured excess capacity
and the room to maneuver through its built-in redundancy—such
that if any of its semi-autonomous units was cut off the system
could easily reproduce its functions—but it allowed for deliberate
ambiguity and overlapping to keep the organization sufficiently
diversified and flexible that local units could step in to supply
the lack of centralized units. In these ways, the whole was en-
folded into its parts to guarantee both significant interconnec-
tivity and the ability to accommodate considerable environmental
uncertainty. These assets, unclear at the outset, were to be clarified
through practice as the intuitive possibilities of self-organization
made themselves felt by the movement as a network rather than
as the abilities of single individuals.

The understanding of itself arrived at by a system is repro-
duced in the products it creates both as a form of self-reference
and as an effort to create and maintain its identity, thereby in-
tervening in its own functioning (Morgan, 1986, p. 241). By
the same argument, the way in which a system looks at its en-
vironment creates an opportunity for it to understand itself and
the relations it has with the world which is a part of it and of
which it is a part. In this sense, the organization is a cultural
phenomenon existing in a cultural context to which it is con-
nected and which generates the patterns of meaning that inform
the organization as a cultural phenomenon. Theatrical resistance
not only expressed this interconnectedness but provided the op-
portunity for mutual influence, for mediation, for feedback
between the organization and its world.

NOTES

lAmong other revisionists (Vlavianos, 1989, 1992; Iatrides, 1980;
and Woodhouse in more recent work, 1976), Mazower (1993) takes a
local view of the resistance movement, suggesting it was follower rather
than leader-driven, rejecting the assumption that the massive movement
can be "attributed to the actions of a small nudeus of dedicated corn-
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munist activists who dragged a mass of anonymous followers in their
wake" (xvii). He holds that adartes at the rank and file level were
neither political radicals nor devoted to a future one-party state (p. 321),
but were rather dedicated to social liberation at the village level from
dictatorship of any kind (p. 315). Kolko (1968, p. 173 in Mazower)
supports this point: "From its very inception the Greek resistance was
marked by a lack of centralization and an unusual degree of local initia-
tive. That quality was to prove crucial, for it critically minimized the
ability of the communists to organize it." As Mazower makes clear,
the ability of even a powerful organization to "ensure that instructions
from the center were obeyed at the periphery" (p. 266) is very much
at issue. Moreover, he claims, with the collapse of the authority of the
government in Athens, a power vacuum opened up in the provinces that
was filled by local initiatives.

2The focus on resistance when it is viewed from the perspective of
its ambiguity shifts away from calculated, formal acts officially planned
and intentional, to those that are coterminous with informal everyday life
and relations. In the latter terms, as McNeill (1978) indicates in his
discussion of the decade of the 40s (where he deals largely with the
Greek Civil War), it becomes clear that behaviors are geared more to
familiar local patterns than to directive ideological efforts. Families that
had cooperated as part of a larger agricultural community found it dif-
ficult to turn on their neighbors despite their political differences or
their clans. Many (a majority in Kerassia near Volos, in Thessaly, p. 153)
remained passive; others refused to commit to any side (as in New
Eleftherohori, p. 143), right or left, government, occupier or guerrilla
forces. Both these approaches left villagers open to victimization on all
sides. Nevertheless, villagers were in a position of having to deal with
different factions merely to survive. A village like Kerassia (pp. 152-
155) might be under government control by day and by night in the
hands of the guerrillas. In the village proper, villagers would have to
deal with government forces, while to get to their fields they had to
cooperate with the guerrillas. Indeed, no matter how heavily under the
control of the government an area might be, a village like Old Corinth
still found that personal links were intimate and manifold (p. 149).
Villagers thus maintained contacts with the guerrillas to the extent that
it was common to adopt guerrilla groups and develop support networks
to keep them supplied. Whereas some families' EAM sympathies during
the occupation did not lead them to fight as part of ELAS, others not
only sent their sons, but used their influence on fellow villagers to con-
tribute to supporting them McNeill describes even government forces
as reluctant to fight their fellow Greeks so that, by mutual consent,
battles were not completely engaged. Indeed, the mere fact of serving
as a guerrilla or government recruit was in many cases an accident of
timing as large numbers were conscripted on both sides. Clashes of
ideology and political hostilities were thus to play a more muted role
(p. 155) than partisan accounts have led us to believe. In many ways,
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war was less a question of resisting tyranny, assisting allies, or winning
a conflict than a cultural issue expressed in everyday terms.

aThe popular front sought unity in diversity and in opposition to
an enemy or 'other," not in a singularity of self. It thereby required
alliances across political groups, classes, and even nationalities, alliances
whose anti-Fascist targets, this study contends, were what gave them
coherence. Both because of the prevalence of collaboration and the tem-
porary nature of resistance coalitions, the unity the movement achieved
was largely political rather than national.

It is interesting here to note a counter-trend in Greek politics, the
reliance on clientelist, or patronage, networks within political parties.
As Mouzelis (1985) explains, it was not easy in the pre-war period to
by-pass the authority of local factions and reach the people directly. As a
result, charismatic leaders had less broad an appeal. The political parties
of postwar Greece retained "extensive dientelist networks controlled by
influential political figures who were neither totally dependent on the
leader's goodwill, nor constrained by formal party structures and regula-
tions" (p. 337). What we find, in sum, in both the resistance move-
ment and the traditional parties is an emphasis on local leadership and
a unity that looks more like a temporary contract than solidarity.

Along these lines, Mavrogordatos (1982) attacks what he calls the
twin myths of national and social homogeneity in his examination of
modern Greek historiography, demystifying the view that "the national
identity and homogeneity of the Greek people could always, somehow,
be taken for granded" (p. 106). Even critiques of Greek society, he
holds, failed to explode these conservative myths and neglected the
religious cleavages and movements, minorities, regional differences, ethnic
divisions (particularly among refugee groups), and class conflicts (in-
cluding rival factions and strata) that he finds worthy of examination.
With regard to treatments of populism, he rejects the crude identifica-
tion of the "people" and the nation" as well as the crude dichotomy
maintained between those terms and "foreigners" and their "agents'
(the local "oligarchy").

4Figures of EAM/ELAS membership vary greatly and are no more
than estimates; Stavrianos (1952), for example, puts the figure at any-
where from half a million to two million. The British Brigadier General
K. V. Baker-BenfieId, by contrast, put the figure as low as 200,000
(see Hondros, 1981, p. 41). Iatrides (1972) put tt as 700,000 Ger-
man records, according to Hondros, provide no estimates but to make
the point that "90 percent of the population opposed the Axis and
verged on insurrection (p. 145). Vlavianos holds that 30 percent of
Greeks belonged to EAM/ELAS and 300,000 to KKE, a combined
figure of 2 million: "Towards the end of the occupation period it
readied such proportions that it became virtually a de facto government
and consequently a rival of the regime in exile" (p. 24).

5By contrast, Thomadakis (1981) takes the position that the resistance
represented a force for both economic instability and stability. Resistance
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in the areas of labor and production proved, for example, critical to
the "continued reversals, instability, and crises in the economic policies
of the occupation authorities" (p. 65). The occupation government
was thus forced to circulate occupation currencies and organize product-
sharing arrangements to induce entrepreneurs to collaborate with official
economic activities, moves that led, respectively, to inflation and the
growth of a black market. The black market proved inaccessible to the
average worker but a source of goods for those who could liquidate
tangible wealth which was thereby transferred from established property
holders to a new rich class of black marketeers. The antisocial and
criminal activity of the latter profited the few, compared to (1) of-
ficial rationing policies meant to support the new government and the
war activities of its German partners (pp. 70-73) and (2) the shared
economy of Free Greece which operated to preserve more equitable
access to goods for the greatest number (Stavrianos, 1952). As a
strategy, rationing had at least the merit of uniform distribution and
more equal allocation which was nevertheless undermined by black
market subversion and plundering. The occupation government, power-
less to do much about a form of economic activity that its own policies
had encouraged and in whose profits individuals from the government
shared, gave way to the resistance as a source of economic stability. In
terms of this argument, the real force behind rationing was the or-
ganized resistance. Its growth saw a parallel rise in the effectiveness
of government rationing due to workers' demands which commen-
surately shrunk the black market's area of control. The resistance itself
formed cooperatives as part of the policy of EAM and PEEA which
freed commodities from the black market stranglehold. In addition, au-
tonomous operations like the international Red Cross were protected
by the resistance (they were, as well, guaranteed freedom of move-
ment by the occupation government) which took responsibility for
orderly distribution of supplies at the local level in the face of dis-
ruptive efforts by black market forces. Finally, the resistance mounted
its own direct attacks against hoarding by wealthy merchants and black
marketeers whose goods were then redistributed at rationed prices
(Thomadakis, pp. 76-78). Thomadakis provides a summary claim
describing the overall effectiveness of resistance efforts: "The viability
of the rationing system and its effectiveness and equitable operation
were increasingly linked with the development of the economic processes
of production and distribution outside the area of, and as an alter-
native to, the practices of the occupation authority.... The degree of
success of the resistance movement in organizing autonomous forms of
economic life could have been a decisive element in the historic pos-
sibilities of postwar conversion of resistance to an independent liberated
state" (p. 80) . Laiou (1984) reports, based on one eyewitness ac-
count, that "[go the inevitable black market RAM] opposed a sys-
tem in which prices of essential goods were determined by political
action ... the EA.M organization had posted a price list on the doors
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and walls of various shops. Black marketeers were faced with a death
sentence, and many had in fact already been executed ... the popula-
tion's support for the guerrillas was to some degree the result of these
measures" (p. 35).

8Hart (1992) contends that a consensus existed within the resistance
to crack the political code built upon clientelist structures and political
exclusion and that leftist populism in Greece represented a new world
view based on the inherent right of the people to rule. In the use of
narratives, that is, as a form of people-based philosophy, Hart holds
that political populism kept the concept of the nation purposefully in-
determinate "to attract a cross-section of the population while seeking
to divert attention away from particularistic identities such as class, gen-
der, region, ethnic group, or religion. Paradoxically, then, at the same
time that influential `authors' are emplotting narratives based on in-
clusionary principles, localized concerns are viewed with suspicion"
(p. 646).

The present study, by contrast, conceives of the consensus as a
negative one based on anti-fascism and opposition to foreign influence
in Greek affairs, one that did not extend to a new world view. In
this context, the marvel of Kotzioulas's interactively constructed texts
is their ability to resist the pull of the inclusive to assert the perspective
of the local, even if they risk becoming, in Hart's terms, "ideological
patchwork" (p. 647).

7Mazower (1993) identifies the cause of the resistance as the in-
eptitude of the government, the acute food shortage, and shifting social
relations as a result of economic collapse and the redistribution of
wealth such collapse entails (pp. 90, 108). Such an analysis suggests
discontent is the necessary cause of the resistance movement and the
administrative structure of the resistance organization is the sufficient
cause.

Vlavianos (1992) holds that the occupation government represented
itself as engaged in a war between West and East, anti-communism
and communism, the Germans and the Slays. But as anti-communism
became conflated with the Germans, and the communists with the
popular front, the KKE became less rather than more fearsome. More-
over, the immediacy and local familiarity of the communists and the
punitiveness of the invaders made the popular front even more at-
tractive. The contribution that the allied blockade of Greece made
to the starvation winter of 1941-1942 made the Greek resistance even
more palatable than was the Greek King and his government which
was allied with the British. Finally, food requisition, the impress-
ment of labor brigades, and the development of a black market under
the occupation government further impoverished the Greeks, turning
them against their existing rulers (pp. 22-23).

8The issue of the revolutionary intent of the KKE during the
occupation period and its instigation of the Civil War that followed
the occupation from 1945-1949 had been addressed at length in his-
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torical accounts of the period. Richter (1987), reviewing differences
on this issue, concludes the KKE did not harbor such ambitions.
Smith (1987) holds that, in fact, the KKE's intent was to avert a
civil war despite being provoked by the post-occupation government.
He contends that the KKE had organized a system of self-defense in
lieu of pursuing an armed uprising (pp. 162, 166). Indeed, he con-
trasts EAM policy during the occupation to what it would take to
prepare for a well-planned revolution (p. 176).

9An interesting new work on Greek historical constructions
(Faubion, 1993) does not directly address the resistance.

"Even though a small number of editions did manage to cir-
culate, literary production in the mountains was limited—affecting
poetry, prose and songs. The situation in the visival arts was compara-
ble; for example, only five or six painters from Athens and two laic
painters are reported to have worked for the movement in Thessaly
(Grigoris, May 18, 1944, p. 123, in Rotas, 1982). The advantage of
theater rested in its immediacy, its oral nature, and its relative free-
dom from reliance on the print medium in which production remained
difficult to manage both because of a lack of physical resources (type-
writers, paper, and printing presses) and the difficulty of distribution
to develop large audiences for its products.

110n 28 September 1941, the KKE joined the SKE (Sosialistiko
Komma Elladas, the Socialist Party of Greece), the ELD( Ettosi Laikis
Dimokratias, the Union of Popular Democracy), and the AKE
(Agrotiko Komma Elladas, the Agrarian Party of Greece) to establish
EAM with a three-fold aim: liberation from occupation, the creation
of a provisional government to hold elections for self-determination,
and the sovereignty of the people. Guerrilla bands were officially
approved on April 10, 1942; they became a reality on May 22, 1942,
when Aris Velouhiotis organized the first unit (Gerolymatos, 1992,
pp. 207-209; Hondros, 1983, pp. 109-115).

"Kitroeff (1993) suggests the considerable importance of the
peasantry to the success of the resistance, given that it comprised over
60 percent of the population and had traditionally been passive and
conservative (p. 63). He concludes that Metaxas had undermined
rural dientelist networks, that the urban upper class was out of touch
with peasant needs, and that liberal power bases in the countryside had
deteriorated (p. 78). Moreover, the failure of Metaxas to deliver on
promises to improve the lives of the peasants undeceived them about
their importance to the central government. Finally, the Metaxist regime
failed to capitalize on the spirit of national unity that was generated
during the six-month war during which Greece resisted invasion; it
remained a politically divisive government without a popular base
of support. Kitroeff suggests, like McNeill (1978), that Greek resistance
was strongly tied to the needs of survival and that highland peasants
undertook spontaneous acts of resistance as part of a tradition of in-
dependence even before resistance was formalized (pp. 78-79). Such
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traditions went back centuries in the mountains where transhumanant
shepherds had long been associated with the freedom of outlaw life
(the result of raids by inhabitants of the highlands in times of priva-
tion), a tradition that had developed its own dynamic dating back
to Ottoman times (McNeill, pp. 153, 206). As McNeill makes clear,
in 1941, in a period of starvation and in a land in which the Greek
army had just disintegrated (so that young men trained in armed war-
fare and possessing weapons were now returned to their villages)
and •in a land in which there still existed (from the klephts and
armatoll of the Ottoman period to the border fighters of 1905-1912)
"a living tradition [that] sanctified guerrilla action," it is not hard
to understand why in a time of "patriotic crisis" it seemed only natural
to join the armed guerrilla bands resisting the nation's new invaders
(p. 65). As Kitroeff lays out the case (taking a leaf from McNeill's
work), food policy (including rationing, distribution, and countering
the black market) and national unification were linked as resistance
mobilization issues among the peasantry; the way in which EA.M
addressed food policy (by means of EAM-established local self- govern-
ment whose central function was subsistence) capitalized once again
on strong roots of autonomy in the peasantry which with the advent
of Greek independence had lost the right to self-rule granded it un-
der Ottoman rule. The operational components necessary to mobiliza-
tion of the peasantry were also present, according to Kitroeff, in the
existence of a class of small landowning peasants vulnerable to the
economic changes elicited by the war and their presence in areas
(mountainous regions) distant from control by the central government
which together allowed for politicization of the peasant class in inac-
cessible areas where the resistance could freely conduct political
organization (pp. 75-80).

15The whole issue of carnival as a licensed form of inversion/
subversion is nicely addressed in Dirks (1994).

"Among other memoirs or diaries available to us from members
of the theatrical resistance are those of Akiloglou (1962); Stavrou
(1962); Rotas (1981, 1982); Damianakou (1975); Sakellariou
(1989); Kotzioulas (1976) ; and Kaftantzis (1990).

15Mass population movements continued throughout the decade
of the forties feeding a variety of interests and in various directions.
Traditional ways of addressing privation in the mountains from the
1770s (McNeill, pp. 206-207) were used in the 1940s as well, so
that mountain villagers invaded the plains to seize supplies by force.
By contrast, the presence of occupation forces in the pains forced
many into the mountains. The pressures on the food supply provoked
by German requisittons of industrial equipment, transportation, and
supplies together with the allied blockade of Greece increased violence
and made pacification by depopulation and repopulation a useful
strategy, quite apart from the numbers who voluntarily displaced them-
selves for subsistence reasons. Starvation and joblessness in Athens,
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as well as labor strikes and reprisals forced city-dwellers into the
countryside in large numbers from 1941 to 1943.

Beginning in 1947 with the formation of the Queen's policy on
children, the Greek government initiated a new form of displace-
ment by adbucting children of the guerrillas and placing them in
indoctrination camps called Schools of Frederica on the prison island
of Leros. The communists themselves removed children from the ages
of 3 to 18 into Albania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Hungary, Poland,
Rumania, and Czechoslovakia, defending their actions in two ways:
(1) that they were in response to requests by villagers who, them-
selves facing starvation, wished to save their children and (2) that
they were merely reacting to government abductions of their supporters
(Baerentzen, 1987, pp. 128-129). In the village of Kotta near the
Bulgarian border (McNeill, 1978, pp. 158-159), only one third of
the village remained by the end of the Civil War; half of the adults
had disappeared or been killed and 50 percent of the village (all of
its children from ages 2 to 14) had been removed.

In the middle and later years of the decade of the 40s, large
numbers of displaced persons came out of the mountains into the
lowlands (Laiou, 1987, p. 60) and villagers moved from one village
to another, while many who had been recruited by EAM failed to
return to their birthplaces. As Baerentzen (1987) reports, "[b]y
war's end about one-tenth of the entire population of the country
lived in refugee camps on the outskirts of a few cities" (p. 87).
During the Civil War, population movements largely went in two
directions (Laiou, p. 56) : (1) members of the democratic army—
Damokratikos Stratos Elladas—rebelling against the post-war govern-
ment moved into the mountains while (2) large numbers of civilians
moved from rural to semi-urban and urban locations, some willingly,
others by evacuation. As Laiou (pp. 61-68) makes clear, the national
army found much of the countryside hostile and unsecured, linked by
supply and intelligence networks to self-defense efforts of the dem-
ocratic army. Interception of those supplies not only forced spon-
taneous migration but the government itself evacuated villages and
relocated their populations, many of them going to camps and others
to cities and towns. The intensive agricultural decline (in Thrace and
Macedonia, for example, wheat and livestock were down 50 percent
and cereals 75 percent from 1947-1948, p. 86) that resulted sponsored
more population shifts, as did migration by the unsympathetic to escape
those parts of the mountains controlled by the communists. One argu-
ment maintains that the refugee problem was purposefully created by
the KKE to cause the collapse of the state by emptying the country-
side and disrupting the economy (p. 61). As for defeated members
of the democratic army after the Civil War, possibly as many as one
quarter of a million took refuge in neighboring socialist countries
(p. 60). Epirus alone by May, 1949, had lost 113,000 of its 684,000
population (p. 74) from mountainous areas that were sparsely settled
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to begin with, so that the effect of losing such a concentration of the
total population would have been intense. Much of rural Greece was
thus reduced to the condition of refugees while the economic and
social fabric of its villages were destroyed and the social and economic
cohesion of the cities deeply disrupted. By 1950, many Greeks had
refused repatriation, urban centers remained swollen, and large-scale
out-migration from the country began in strength.

"Organizational centers or occasions where performances were held
include such places as the EPON headquarters at Karditsa, the 13th
Merarhia celebration in Marmara, the officers school in Redina, rich
villages like Anavri, the central staff meeting at Koryhades, the EPON
conference in Sperhiada, the conference of RAM in MouziIo, the
Panthessalian conferencee in Kastania, the EPON festival at Rovoliari,
and the combined political-military conference in Fourna.

17What is perhaps insufficiently appreciated by students of the
resistance period is the importance villagers attached to the kinds of
physical improvements EAM was able to bring to their lives. Beyond
the renewed sense of national pride and self-rule, EAM provided (as
Tsoucalas, 1969, indicates, pp. 61-62) mended mountain paths, wire-
less communications, telephones, and village loudspeakers, relief work,
cooperatives, shared resources, schooling, and even libraries and enter-
tainments. Organization meant subsistence and often survival; it meant,
as well, being regarded as an important swatch of the national fabric.
Perhaps deprivation is the best gauge of the centrality of what might
appear from a bourgeois or urban perspective to represent minor im-
provements, but, as Salamone (1987) notes with regard to the island
village Ammouliani, it is just such amenities that stigmatization denies
a village, that is, "paved roads, new wells, better public sanitation,
and other facilities that had become commonplace in every other part
of Halkidiki long before Ammouliani got them" (p. 154).

18The irregularity of nonlinear systems like the resistance move-
ment maintains its own particular pattern so that one could speak
of a kind of turbulent flow pulling toward an attractor, thus• yielding
a property of stability that is still nonperiodic, not a single rhythm to
the exclusion of others but a broad spectrum of rhythms at once
(Gleick, 1987, p. 138). Disorder is channeled into multiple patterns
with an underlying theme. In this sense, individual bits move in-
dependently and with infinite possibilities but in relation to their
neighbors so that the degree of freedom is to some extent controlled
(p. 123). That control remains in effect in such a way that it appears
permanent until some break or jump yields a new pattern or lack of
one. The choice a system makes for a particular form of equilibrium
even when it chooses stability can thereby only be considered arbitrary.
'What is clear, however, is that in the middle of complexity, stable
systems will find a window through which to reappear (p. 73).

The accusations raised against Rotas, for example, differed con-
siderably from those Kotzioulas had to face. Based on his work with
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the Theatriko Spotedastirio (Theater School) in Athens, his reputation
as one who understood the connection between education and art and
the relation of common people to theater was secure (Asteriski, 1977,
p. 403). What came into dispute was the level and style of theater he
performed—identified by his critics as urban theater—and the fact that
predominantly he performed a limited range of texts based largely on the
period of 1821 rather than contemporary events. What was being asked of
Rotas was that he drop the poetic language and the symbolic nature
of his texts which were considered dense and unresponsive in the
context of the everyday world of his audience. References to the
EPON troupe of Thessaly as Thiasos Rotas (Rotas's Troupe) called up
visions of a cult of personality which Rotas roundly rejected (Damia-
nakou, 1979, pp. 405-406). Born of the PLEA and its sponsorship
of laic democracy and popular sovereignty, his supporters argued, the
Thessalian unit lay claim to being a people's theater and not a na-
tional theater of Greece as Rotas's detractors claimed (possibly a
reference to the state-sponsored theater in Athens that performed
classic works. Intent on being identified as a culture carrier who lent
new blood to the struggle, Rotas saw the mission vested in him by
PEEA as that of educating adartes and wouth in art and presenting
a peasant revolutionary art that had a national character (Damianakou,
1979, pp. 405-406). By national, he meant not merely of the people—
that is, a class art—but an art that created subject/agency, that en-
gaged, involved, and activated. He sponsored an indigenous ideology
historically contextualized by reference to 1821 as a precursor to to-
day's struggle and not an ideology, as EA.M's central committee had
debated, tied to •the dictates of international communism or Soviet in-
fluence (which threatened to split the popular front movement by
separating bourgeois liberal republican elements from their communist
counterparts).

Nevertheless, "indigenous" ideology, as Rotas understood it, should
not condescend to the peasants. Why shouldn't they, he argued, be
brought works that had aesthetic value rather than the "oats" they had
gotten used to Rotas refused the distinction between urban and moun-
tain theater in preference for one between good and bad theater. In
a reprise of Marx's dictum "ascend to the concrete," Rotas "rose" to
the peasant class through the language of demotic song and oral lit-
erature, the poetic language of non-literate people. Rather than teach
the "right" way through propaganda based in the everyday world
they knew well, Rotas reached for art energized by symbols that allowed
the truths of another reality. He turned to mythicized forms of struggle
like that of 1821 using the laic material of folk heroes and demotic
poetry to reach to what he considered the greatness of deeds and
the dramatic vision of laic democracy (Damianakou, 1979, pp. 408-409;
see Myrsiades, 1991).

20Kotzioulas's reports of village attitudes are supported by the
following sources which address experiences throughout the mountain
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villages across the period in question: Koutoungas, 1987; itotas, 1981,
1982; Damianakou, 1975, 1981; Stavrou, 1962; Damianakou and
Vasilopoulou, 1979; Sakellariou, 1989; and Kaftantzis, 1990. Addi-
tional data on village experiences of the period are provided by
McNeil, 1978, on four villages—New Eleftherohori in Macedonia,
Kotta near the Bulgarian border, Old Corinth near Corinth, and
Kerassia near Volos; Aschenbrenner, 1987, on Karpofora near Kala-
mata; Laiou, 1984, in the area of Evros on the Bulgarian and Turkish
borders; Du Boulay, 1974, on Ambeli in Evvia, and Salamone, 1987,
on Ammouliani, an island village near Thessaloniki.

Our sources suggest that villages were split somewhat evenly
between republicans and royalists before the war and that during the
war the split was experienced as a more general difference between
the political right and left, in this case with the left experiencing
a much heavier ground of support once it initiated organizational ef-
forts through a popular front movement. Its support depended on
its ability to maintain its independence of the British and its distance
from the Germans (the two significant foreign influences on Greek
soil across the occupation), something the right wing resistance groups
failed to do. Du Boulay makes the point that resistance against the
Germans became confused with the struggle between the right and
left Greek factions to the point that the latter struggle became more
important than the former (p. 238). Salamone, by contrast, reports that
in Arrnnouliani, a refugee community from Asia Minor with strong
communal ties, the communists interactively policed and supervised
many black market operations in the village's prospering underground
business. At the same time (1941-1944) that villagers (among them
collaborators, rightists, and leftists) produced clandestine goods and
profiteered from contraband, they taxed all black market cargo 10
percent to support EAM (pp. 147-149) and contributed heavily to
support the poor through an organization identified as ETTA.

Aschenbrenner provides an interesting time-line on right/left rela-
tions in the village he studied in the southwest Peloponnesos. There,
from 1941 to early 1943 the struggle to survive preoccupied villagers
and political differences were not so disruptive that the village could
not recover from them. With the advent of an active organized resistance,
initiated by groups of village leaders, the balance shifted. At first, the
resistance was neutral and undivisive. An EPON unit was formed
randomly from among all village factions across political lines, pat-
rilineages, and agricultural cooperatives. Polarization between two nuclear
resistance units (the anti-Communist royalists and the republicans,
affiliated with the communists) graduated to violence in which five
rightists were executed in conjunction with a visit to the village of the
guerrilla leader Aris Velouhiotis. The right retaliated and rivals houses
were set on fire. Hostilities increased as German withdrawal neared
and then exploded with liberation when, lines of authority being am-
biguous, a power vacuum opened up (pp. 114-117). With the ensu-
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Mg Civil War, power shifted back and forth between the right and
the left until the left was finally defeated.

21.In all, Kotzioulas was to write thirteen texts that survived this
period to be published in 1976 (0 Stahtiaris was also published in
1976 but was written before this July-September, 1943, period and
was not performed in the mountains). An additional three apparently
written by him (Haftalevris, I Agonistes us Polls, and To Kenourgio
Eikosiena), are mentioned in his Diary ("Imerologion Laikis Skinis,"
24 September, 16 November, pp. 43, 46) and History ("Istoria," p. 16)
but have not survived. Documentation of performances is available for
six texts he is known to have written and published (To Prostimo tou
Dasikou, Ksipna Ragia, 0 Astinomos, 0 Ipefthinos, 0 Akatadehtos,
and 0 Prodotis) as well as for the three attributed to him ("Imerologio,"
June 29; "Imerologio Laikis Skinis," September 24, November 16,
November 19; and "Istoria," pp. 16, 18, 22, 23, 29). Of his total
known theatrical output, all but one and possibly two texts were com-
pleted before his first regular tour (Kleftovasilio was written Septem-
ber 13, before his second tour; 0 Prodotis is an undated late play),
although his own History ("Istoria," p. 29) reports just two texts
ready for performance (Xipna Ragia and Dasikou) and the resistance
newspaper Fon; tou Lou (November 10, 1944, in "Arhio," p. 55)
reports only two (Prodotis and Dasikou). Astinomos is the play for
which most copies were requested, while Ksiuna Ragia, Astinomos, and
Darikou were the performances most frequently mentioned in the
correspondence ("Arhio"), Diary, Report ('Ekthesi"), and History.

The following letters are relevant here: V, VI, VII, VIII, XI,
XIV, XV, XVI, XVIII, XIX, XXV, XXVI (see Kotzioulas, "Arhio,"
1976). Subsequent references to letters from this source will be
by Roman numeral.

°Whether or not Kotzioulas was at this time designated Director
of the Kallitehniki Timi is unclear, for Order 4951 has not itself
survived; a version of it has, however, been paraphrased in Kotzioulas's
Diary (July 11, 1944, "Imerologio"). Yiorgos Kotzioulas's brother,
Kostas G. Kotzioulas, does identify him as Director of the Artistic
Department from 19434945 (1976), and Yiorgos Kotzioulas refers
to himself in his History ("Istoria," p. 32) as having "earlier" been
designated Director. Neither is completely convincing in the face of
Kotzioulas's letters from the period in question (of which we have
examples through 9 October, 1944, "Arhio," and Rotas, 1982, pp. 141-
144) in which he fails to identify himself as Director. A letter from
G. Pa.payeorgiou, XVIII, on 26 August 1944 does address Kotzioulas
as Director of Laiki Skini, but Kotzioulas signs his Report of 29
August ("Ekthesi") without using either the title Director of Laiki
Skin; or Director of the Kallitehniki Timi. In any case, the establish-
ment of the Artistic Division on July 11 makes it unlikely that a
Director would have been appointed prior to that date.

"Grigoris's (Gerasimos Stavrou) assessment report (May 18,
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1944), in Rotas, 1982, pp. 121-124) on the state of mountain theater
reflects a similar concern. It cites the lack of women for roles while
it notes that young men from EPON can be found.

25The Greek resistance, according to Hart (1987, 1990a, 1990b),
sent women the message "that it was acceptable for them to step out-
side the boundaries of traditional behavior and into the public sphere"
(1987, p. 7) as well as the possibility of "becoming more fully in-
tegrated into politics at the mass level" (p. 22). She contends that
the process of women's empowerment in Greece was initiated by the
resistance as part of a "mass-based social movement ... to resist Nazi
occupation" (199013, p. 97), but that it was based in acts that were
originally aimed at a set of cultural and political rules of conduct
that effectively barred women... [a situation} that was aggravated by
the primarily agrarian, dependent character of its economy, its geo-
graphical isolation, and by the traditional weakness of movements
such as labor and suffrage" (pp. 98-99). Hart cites the PEEA report
of May 7, 1944 (Bulletin of Actions and Decisions, July 30, 1944)
which approved an equal rights clause (Article V) whereby "all
Greeks, men and women, have equal political and civil rights" (as
quoted, 1990b, p. 114). She roughly estimates that "by 1944, ap-
proximately one third of all Greek women had probably engaged in
some kind of resistance activity" (pp. 100-101).

Of interest here is the fact that urban control of the countryside
required mechanical transport which had been conscripted by the Ger-
mans for their war effort. The guerrillas, by contrast, traveled on
foot and by pack animal and were thereby unobstructed in their efforts
to move freely through rural areas (McNeill, 1978, p. 68).

The difficulty with counting everyday acts as acts of resistance
means that the concept itself soon becomes meaningless as it can be
explained away if the other side wins. Thus, the desire for clarity has
led analysts to privilege more extreme acts farther down the con-
tinuum from the pole of collaboration and more clearly distinguished
from those which simply flowed from the instinct of self preserva-
tion. (We find this, for example, in the great deal of attention paid
by Greek historians to the Gorgopotamos Bridge assault and to other
finite acts of military resistance in their calculation of the effect the
resistance had on the war effort.) The danger was always that the
resistance could, as a result, become the revolt of the few in the face
of the passivity of the many, of the singular rather than the multiple,
of the tyrannizing or terroristic rather than that which represented a
more general or diversified consensus.

28James Scott expresses a similar notion through his concept of
hidden transcripts that crystallize public action based on shared un-
organized emotions, a form of family resemblance, a single under-
stood power grid, or mutual system of belief recognized even if left
unexpressed (1990, pp. 222-227). The philosopher Joseph Margolis,
relates this whole notion of Wittgenstein's 'forms of life."
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"Self-organization, according to Stacey (1992), is a group phe-
nomenon without management or leadership, based on informal groups
and networks within a larger loosely organized whole (that is, a tight
culture loosely organized). No central authority organizes the network
of informal contacts and coalitions that spontaneously develop, yet
the network behaves in a controlled way so that the whole is charac-
terized by a degree of stability while protecting change and innova-
tion. The process, as Stacey represents it, is one of trial and error with
no map to follow; rather, members make their maps as they go along,
by means of constant small incremental changes at the local level in
response to a continuously changing environment The resistance in
his telling would thus have been a modified form of self-organization.

"Estimates of KKE domination of EAM/ELAS vary widely.
Woodhouse (1948, pp. 64-65) described it as minute among active
units, 20 percent in PEEA, and 15 percent in EEAM (Ethniko Ergatiko
Apeleftherotiko Metopo, the National Workers Liberation Front).
Hondros (1983, p. 251) puts the figure more generally at 10-20 per-
cent of the leadership and rank and file. Aside from disagreement
about factionalism within the party, analyses of the role of the KKE
during the resistance tend to agree on the interactivity of the local and
the central, the multiple and the singular forces at work within the
resistance movement. First, the ICU acted when other factions failed
to act. Granted, until the Germans invaded Russia, the Greek com-
munist party was paralyzed by indecision, bound as it felt itself by
the German-Soviet non-aggression pact of 1939. But once its inhibi-
tions were removed by the German invasion of the Soviet Union—
and once the party extricated itself from the confused state into which
it had fallen under Metaxist policies of forced recantation and the
establishment of a "shadow" communist party central committee, the
Temporary Administration, designed to confuse the authority of the
party—the KKE became the central force behind a national front for
social liberation and popular rule based on a patriotic and national
rather than a class basis. This second feature—its sponsorship of a
common front—meant that it organized itself to incorporate a wide
range of social groups, capitalizing on a third feature which it alone
possessed: its experience in secret political organization, refined to
an incisive point by years of forced underground activiy under Metaxas
(Hondros, 1983; Vlavianos, 1992; Mazower, 1993).

mHart (1992) and Mazower (1993) both take the position that
the resistance movement was a spectacular new form of Greek politics.
Mazower bolds it was "something unprecedented in modem Greek
history—a mass ideological movement in a country of clientelist factions
and charismatic leaders" (xviii). Hart considers it had the political
potential through its ability for mass mobilization to threaten the ob-
solescence of traditional political parties (including, particularly, Metaxist
and royalist factions) as something they had not been able to achieve.
The present study's analysis suggests, by contrast, that the resistance
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is more profitably regarded as an extension of natural self-organization
that existed among the Greek people as a developed form from at
least the period of Ottoman rule, and possibly earlier under Byzantine
rulers.

All translations in this essay are by Kostas Myrsiades.
88This study is part of a forthcoming book by Linda and Kostas

Myrsiades on Resistance Theater.
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Ethographia and Nationalistic
Anxieties: The Short Stories of
Konstantinos T. Kazantzes

by YIORGOS KALOGERAS

Kairotoc (59a.oc	 p.ac btrlytieri to KGMILKOV CkVaK-
SOTOV AvOc ToOpxou, To0 lopexty Xerra. ALA .56o-
Tpd.c tSbolidcbac gyLvEv to 058-Trpov Toi3 OTEVOG
TOO ME.T(TFLOO TOO AlatATI, 450TE Btv Tatioaae ver
Trapdroli xavalc Tip/ vincra. 'Exoupxoa.cbvero [La 05c-
eEc Kat g8yauvav derr6 Ter ToüpKoroc Mc vac
Tpolkócf,ri Tobc Stoc(156Tac, eiSc 'ma vtoc epabudc, lbo-
xlvaaa TO( TOLcx Kai crrOv ilavayworriv Aoirtiov, Tew
'Axapvava, ,e.v3 'fracy.rpEcpav dote Kano= &acme,
baow atr5v TL 0.50up.oc. 'AXX' airrec Sky TO pa-
yiac Kai biv EIxEv doro6oet 'TIOTe ToOpicura
vrtEvia. To0 itnrá8i Xourav ith Thy 1.tayyoópav
TOO Kai Tew rIveryxaas vet TEET&E,,ii Kat graceac Kat oa-
phu Kat vck tpái1 ver aeibcoGii oTel Tociit. (IP 29)

Somebody else. .. narrated a comic anecdote about a Turk,
Isouf Hodza. For two or three weeks he became the terror
of the narrow passage known as Liami's Metziti. No one
dared go out at night. He would cover himself with woven
mats and would emerge from the Turkish cemetery to scare
the passers-by; until one night, he tried the same on Pana-
giotis Loumos, from Akarnania, while the latter was coming
home from a party and felt a bit on high spirits. But he
was not a slave and had heard nothing, ever of Turkish
jins. He jumped on Isouf with his stick and made him
throw away woven mats and headdress and run all the way
to the mosque. (IP 29)

This comic anecdote concludes with the culprit punished

YIORGOS D. KALOGERAS is Associate Professor, Department of English,
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Greece.
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and the social order re-established. However, the ending sig-
nifies a new distribution of power. Isouf has taken advantage
of the feudal and superstitious state of affairs that prevails in
the subject territories to keep his christian victims scared. On
the other hand, the Greek chases him into the mosque because
he is the rational citizen of a free, modern country. Then Isouf's
banishment is implied to be, on a national-cultural level, the
victory of a modernized state over a backward, medieval society.
Therefore, the re-establishment of order does not return the
reader to a previous state of affairs. The ending has inscribed
in the text the national-cultural difference between being a
subject of Turkey and a citizen of the Kingdom of Greece.' The
anecdote, after all, promotes a common fantasy among ethnic
Greeks of Ottoman Empire. It was an extension of MEydan
'Mika: in this case, Epeirus's annexation to the Kingdom of
Greece would mean the area's political emergence from medieval
feudalism to the modern age. What is fantasized here quite
unambiguously, I think, is the existence of a modern, rational,
European state which can complete the Hellenic palingenesis
began in the 1820s.

The superiority of a Greek national over an Ottoman sub-
ject connects with the prevalent nationalistic discourse of the
times and is realistically articulated and proven. How strange
then it is to place this anecdote into the original context of
Konstantinos T. Kazantzes' (Ioannina 1864-Corfu 1927)

atoptEc Tfic llorrptboc vou (IP) (Chicago, 1910).2 In
context, it constitutes a paradoxical and unexpected rational
respite; it is a rare moment of national pride; primarily, it is
an ironic narrative 'moment in the midst of much irrationality,
ambiguity, partiality, lack of closure both on the level of fic-
tional discourse and on the level of the text's national imaginary.
In other words, the re-distribution of power the anecdote
proposes, from Ottoman Empire to Hellas and the consequent
socio-political transformation remain impossible projects through-
out the book. After all, IP is a text which depicts a society
enthralled. A society, that is, strongly attracted to the possibili-
ties of liberation, but at the same time terrified, impotent or
incapable to take that first step towards self-redefinition. Socio-
political and national palingenesis is deferred in this book. The
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historical context and point of reference of the published volume,
after all, was the war of 1897; it was a war that had proven
defunct old apocalyptic discourses of palingenesis as well as
contemporary political narratives of national and cultural
superiority.3 Thus the past appears in the "In Lieu of a Preface"
in the metaphor of the vampire; the youth of Epeirus faces
fearfully the implications of •this past upon their future. The
narrator describes them thus: "Exouv topin mo-rEt.tevo
a& vac EThocv Kavba GpuKacoca" (a) (Their eyes re-
flected terror as if they had seen a vampire). For the younger
generation, the experience of the past introduces this sense of
entharllment and it is a consequence of an actual national-
political crisis.4

Konstantinos T. Kazantzes belonged to the new genera-
tion of Greek writers who emerged in the wake of defunct
romanticism and triumphant demoticism, when the first proj-
ects to modernize Greece and establish its literary canon were
implemented. Moreover, he belonged among those writers who
were born in areas outside the boundaries of the diminutive
Greek Kingdom and who along with their Greek born con-
temporaries took advantage of the new interest in realism/
naturalism, spreading all over Europe and in the U.S.A. to
produce contemporary, Greek stories about their native lands.
Georgios Vizyinos, Kostas Krystallis, Konstantinos Kazantzes,
Argyris Eftaliotis, Ioannis Kondyllakis, Ioannis Damvergis,
Alexandra Papadopoulou, were born in Thrace, Epeiros, Lesvos,
Crete, Constantinople (Melissa.ratou 50); they all tried, in their
own way, to map what they saw as the ethnic, literary geogra-
phies of Hellenism.5 They attempted, that is, to "annex" these
geographies to modern Greek literature before the actual lands
were annexed to the Kingdom of Greece. However, it is now
becoming clear that several of them deliberated on the prob-
lematic nature of such an annexation of their native lands"
They presented the incompatibility of the fictional hellenization
of their space of origin on the one hand, and the actual socio-
political "translation" of a former Turkish province into a
province of the Greek Kingdom, on the other. In short, they
perceived as problematic the inscription of their stories within
the prevalent Greek idiom of nationalism and modernization.
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Their work of fiction reflected the fragmented social realities
created by competing ethnic interests, and the overriding na-
tional drive for homogeneity, modernization and rationalization.?
For example, Vizyinos' ending of "Moskov Selim" articulates
essentially the crisis such an attempt involved for the author
and his text.'

A few years after the disastrous war of 1897, Kazantzes
expressed more overtly than Vizyinos and with a greater sense
of irony the magnitude of the problem. As an activist, agitator,
immigrant, lawyer, politician, twice member of the Greek Par-
liament, governor of Florina-Kozani and Samos, he was certainly
more directly involved in the political scene of the times than
Vizyinos. He actively participated in and promoted the annexa-
tion of Epeirus and Northern Epeirus to the Greek Kingdom.
But he also lived through the political crisis and was deeply
affected by the course of historical events in Greece and Epeirus
both as a politician and as a writer.'

My claim in this paper is that IP presents an example of
fictional representation of the dual crisis in Greek politics and
poetics experienced by a turn-of-the-century writer of the dias-
pora. Responding to the spirit of the times, and to ethographia,
Kazantzes experimented with the narrative transformation
of folklore and local anecdote into realistic short-stories on
the one hand; on the other, he attempted the production of a
coherent, contemporary public space in the context of the dom-
inant Greek "idiom" of nationalism and modernization. So far
his work does not go against the ideology which intellectuals
such as Nikolaos Politis and Georgios Drosinis cultivated among
the creative writers of their times." However, Kazantzes actively
interrogated any ideological prescriptions. His book is ultimately
a satirical, self-reflexive text. It pays lip service to the pieties
of ethographia, while it undermines them. In this light, the
author's dedicatory words to Nikolaos Dosios in a "In Lieu of
a. Prologue" can be read ironically:"

[X3o0 T' dap LEpavca yi.ex vex Staedccrric Kat vdc
Kai GO, Kai v6c xatioyandayric TO xatt6-

yEXo Tfic avavvlicrecoc, T6 &Exact u(6, To &aXa-
cppcoTtx6, yt.6: vdc cpavTacrafig Trcbc g&ccvaGpteliKec
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a'KstvaTecxpOvta,a'tx.eivovTOVTO IC 0

Kai vex kriavoverric Tip/ Taxpa Ttob Exouv
va--bao Kai vex' thvcallEv—Tex Epritia.()

I dedicate these to you so that you can read them and
bring them back to your mind and by doing so smile,
forget, relax, imagine that you found yourself back in
time in that particular space and thus forget the bitter-
ness you have been experiencing by living in foreign
lands. (Emphasis mine)

Memory and nostalgia did not produce the aesthetic re-creation
of an a-political, utopian past and an a-politicized equally
utopian space as the quote suggests. Instead, folklore and local
anecdote as well as the community of Ioannina are subjected to
a rigorous critique which revealed the futility of trying to
articulate fictionally a contemporary and coherent public space;
furthermore, Kazantzes situated this critique at the juncture
where narrative modes met but failed to accommodate political
agendas.

IP is a collection of five short stories which can be read
as a series of episodes in the life of a community." The town
of Ioannina provides the unifying factor, but at the same time,
the narratives initiate a process which attempts to produce
"Ioannina" as a coherent and contemporary public place. This
place connects to the Kingdom of Greece in a dual fashion: its
production has become possible thanks to the impetus of the
ethographia movement in Athens: secondly, the socio-political
concerns of the "Ioannina." community coincide and/or are
prescribed by the ideological problematics of the Greek state.
Kazantzes' text, is a document that "names" a specific space
politically. Interestingly enough, this political toponymy is
articulated in gothic terms. The gothic, after all, with its political
ambiguities—it is both reactionary and anarchic—allows the de-
ployment of a critique of Greek nationalistic discourse. It errupts
in the midst of realistic narratives as repressed and/or subversive
fantasy; it defuses and creates nationalistic anxieties and then it
is contained within a legitimate and legitimizing discourse. In
other words, the gothic designates fantastic/fantasmal landscapes
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where subversive desires and/or gestures at radical social and
political changes are acted out and then repressed. The produc-
tion of "Ioannina," then, is expedited in this ambiguous manner;
hence the project of its annexation to the Kingdom of Greece
as a contemporary, coherent public space is rendered problem-
atic." IP centers on specific socio-political anxieties for beginning
of the century Greek nationalism, such as ethnic homogeneity,
racial miscegenation, and the assimilation of repatriated diaspora
Greeks"

The national anxiety of ethnic homogeneity is satirically de-
picted in the first story of the volume "là Mpt TOO `Aytou
rpriyoptou" [The Arm of Saint Gregory]. ASG is narrated as
an enfolded tale. The reporting narrator introduces us to Papa-
Zeese, a priest who is in charge of taking the arm of St. Gregory
to the homes of the sick. In exchange, their families would donate
money to the monastery where the holy relic belongs. How
did the relic end up in that particular monastery, however?
The grandson of the merchant who donated the relic tells the
story of the reporting narrator. Many years before, Theoklitos,
a corrupt priest, set out from Epeirus to collect alms for the
completion of his village's church. During Easter week he ar-
rives in Constantinople where he runs into a fearsome Jannisary,
Hatzi Mehmet. The latter orders Theoklitos to follow him to
his abode and subsequently leads him to the innermost section
of the house where he reveals that he and his family are crypto-
christians born in Epeirus. They ask the priest to conduct the
Easter service for them and much to his surprise Theoklitos is
led to an undergrotmd church built in the years of the Byzantine
Empire. He is consequently so moved by the religious devotion
and ethnic feelings these people express during the service that
he almost overcomes his cupidity and is reborn as a politically
oppressed ethnic Greek. When the celebration is over a week
later, he is offered to take back to his parish money as well as
one of the relics-national treasures the Jannisaries protect in this
underground church. Theoklitos chooses the most expensive
treasure of them all and appropriates it •for his benefit. Upon
returning to Ioannina ,he falls into hard times, pawns the relic
to a merchant, Tziatzias, and uses the money to emigrate to
Romania. A long while passes, the Turks burn down the market
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place, Tziatzias loses his assets and the paper Theoklitos signed
to confirm their transaction. Unexpectedly, the priest shows up
one day to claim the relic which Tziatzias had already dedicated
to the monastery. A legal battle ensues and the whole issue is
taken to religious court. The bishop asks them to take the oath
on the relic; Tziatzias refuses, but the priest does not hesitate to
commit perjury. They open the casket for the oath to be sworn,
and the document appears held between the bony fingers of the
saint. 'When the reporting narrator asks Papa-Zeese how this
happened, he gets an inarticulate answer; when he turns to
Tziatzias' grandson he only receives a drunk smirk from him and
the sarcastic recommendation to go ask the long-dead merchant,
Tziatzias.

In this story the romance of national palingenesis can be
rehearsed not in Ioannina but in a fantastic location, underneath
the city that stands for the fantasy of nationalistic fantasies:
Constantinople. The locale is undoubtedly gothic: an under-
ground church with an exit to a cemetery; moreover, a church
which is filled with sacred bones. Theoklitos witnesses there
one of the foremost fantasies of Greek nationalists: despite
incidental transformations, the Hellenic race has survived. Hatzi
Mehmet is really Ioannis."

`Anpayixavol. (Ind Tobc K6kiroug3v yov6cov
TOW, b<p14cotaavot dcTrd TO gbacpoc Tfjc itaTptboc,
gaTpatavavot. VCCVT COV TEM/ C3C5EAlpe.3V TOV, to:-
CTOVO t. Etc itavbripov XaTpEtav tpEuTonpocpirrou
Abc7a, Etc tdc KocTorxedivLa Tric yijc, Etc TO OKOTOC
atovtou vuKT6c, auvriOpotovTo Kpucptcoc vdc
XocTpEOcrouv, t.th 8?o1v tv ObOvriv rfçdcvailvti-
aEoc, va OAT 'art/ dcycavtav Tic ecvccKaXinpacoc,

Ten/ OckvaTov Etc Tdcc tpuxecc Tally T-111, gkrtt-
ba Etc Tag Korpbtac, Tel/ eaev Tew itaTkpcov
'NOV. (7-8)

n E p Lott. t5CCVTO 8t.tcac dakfiXouc dcOEX.cpucckcacc
kat ikirthicrav To0 xpOvou	 `Ayuit XocpLdc,
I.LETdc TroroillfiaEcac docXovT)Tou Kat 	 ckcpEXEnTdc-
TM/ cpuaLKOTTITa. (9)
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They had been grabbed from the arms of their parents,
they had been uprooted from their fatherland, they had
been made to turn against their brothers, they had been
forced to worship publically the false prophet, and now
here, in the bowels of the earth, in the darkness of
eternal night, they came together secretly to pray to
the God of their fathers, with their painful memories,
anxious that they might be discovered, with death in
their souls but hope in their hearts.

They embraced in a brotherly fashion and wished one
another, next year in Aghia Sophia, with a profound
conviction and a charming naturalness.

He himself is temporarily converted into an ardent patriot. Only
temporarily though. The narrative is restored to realism and
history with the reporting narrator's comment: '1'1 ME-yeart
'15th Et5p1OKETO OTO °nap(la, Say EIxE eXacrrilari
Kai [.tapavaij." [The Great Idea was still in the bud, it had
not blossomed away."j (9) Filiation and ethnic homogeneity
can be fantasized only in a self-defeating dream of a "rehearsed"
palingenesis. Constantinople can be nationalistically imagined
and appropriated only in anti-realistic terms, in a mockery of the
precepts of Maya '15th. Theoklitos leads us into an atem-
poral past. Only there can he find himself in a nationally
coherent space. Once historicized, this fantasy proves futile; the
political decadence of the times as well as the decadence of the
church are historical realities. Especially the church is presented
as a paddler of national treasures and therefore, a national
traitor. The past invades the fictional present not as a nostalgic
fantasy of palingenesis, but in order to produce a political state-
ment on the corruption of the church and on the futility of na-
tionalistic aspirations.le The gothic fantasy finally becomes a
nihilistic statement on romantic/organic theories of national
revival. After all, "the gothic fantasy is a fable of identity frag-
mented and destroyed beyond repair, a fable of the impossibility
of identity." (Day 6) Kazantzes' story adopts this "fable" and
applies it to demonstrate the impossibility of achieving a com-
munal, national identity on the level of the community.
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Ethnic homogeneity is a prerequisite of nationalistic revival.
Racial miscegenation, however, is the much feared reality the
community faces and represses. It comes therefore as no surprise
that the anxiety of racial miscegenation acquires such an ex-
treme narrative form in the third story, "TC:c Aud T"Abaspia"
[The Two Brothers) (TB). Kyr Yiorgis Raidis, the narrator,
is a representative of the older generation; he is a man of action
who has fought in the Greek uprising of the 1820s. Further-
more, he is a man who cannot be intimidated by the younger
members of the audience and who silences the most sarcastic
among them, Kotsikas, on several occasions.

Structurally, this story is the most complicated of the book.
As a young man Raidis frequented Gavetzas's house with other
men. One night two young men joined them: Dimitrakis, son
of a wealthy town elder, and Nakos, a revolutionary hero of the
War of Independence. Nakos despises the Turkish woman
Dimitrakis loves, but she feels deeply in love with Nakos.
Blinded by jealousy, Dimitrakis challenges Nakos to climb at
midnight into the enclosed tomb of the "two brothers" and force
his knife between the two graves. Everybody tries to dissuade
Nakos who, nevertheless, leaves to accomplish this task. In a
narrative within a narrative, Gavetzas, the host, begins to tell
the story of the two brothers. There was a widow in Ioannina
who had a son and a daughter. When the Turks arrived to
select the best christian boys for the Turkish army, she tried to
hide her son but the head Janissary discovered the boy, took
him away and told the mother that he would return the boy
to her only if she slept with him. After much heart-rending the
widow goes to bed with the Janissary who, however, does not
return the boy to her afterwards. Nine months later, the widow
gives birth to another son whom she names after the lost one.
The years go by, the widow dies, the second son becomes a
monk. Then the daughter falls in love with a handsome, young
Janissary. They get married, but when her brother returns home
from the monastery, it is revealed that she has married and
is pregnant by her long-lost brother. The Janissary and the monk
fight to their death and are •buried together in the enclosed
tomb called ever since "the two brothers." This area is allegedly
haunted by their restless spirits. Their sister takes poison and
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dies shortly after she brings her child to the world. Gavetzas
finishes his story while the audience-in-the-text receives a preter-
natural intimation that something awful has happened. They rush
to the tomb to find Nakos dead over the two graves. What hap-
pened? Did the ghosts claim the soul of the man who desecrated
their tombs? Is Nakos descended from the two brothers? Is it
divine retribution? Or is it as Kotsikas claims simply heart at-
tack? Nakos's skirt had been caught by the blade of the knife
he stabbed the graves with. This tale remains particularly frustrat-
ing in terms of its ending. In a surprising move the narrator
resorts to the essay form to conclude it. The story ends with the
diatribe that Greek and Turk cannot mix their blood because
they represent two extreme opposites.

Here we are presented with a series of enfolded tales. The
narrating moment is inscribed over and over again; the story
is told by a series of narrators who step forward one by one
from the past: reporting narrator-Raidis-Stephanos Gavetsas-
Gavetsas' grandmother. There is certainly a reason why this
series of enfolded narratives reads so unreal. The unreality of
the narrative situation protects the audience-in-the-text from the
enormity of the events described: incest, fratricide, racial mis-
cegenation. They cannot •be recounted in realistic terms. Mis-
cegenation remais the most heinous crime of all; on this occasion,
the situation cannot be resolved into the filiative fantasy of
ASG. The image of the grave persists; it is the restless but only
abode of the two spirits which cannot find reconciliation or be
appeased. The reason is that neither one of them can claim to
be a pure Greek or a pure Turk.

The narrative collapses in the end under the pressure of
its own unresolved anxieties and dilemmas and consequently in
the midst of narrative blind spots. TB treads precariously be-
tween fantasy and realism. The fantastic tale of the two brothers
is introduced in the context of the realistic rivalry between
Nakos and Dimitrakis Athanasiou. Moreover, it connects with
the realistic story in an interesting doubling of the main theme
of racial miscegenation; Dimitrakis, Nakos's rival, changes ethnic
affiliations at his convenience; he becomes a Muslim to marry
a Turkish woman, and when the marriage fails, he reconverts
to christianity. What is Dimitrakis' place in the community?
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The narrative avoids to answer this question; instead it dislocates
him and moves him to the margins of the story, but more im-
portantly to the margins of the community: Dirnitrakis emigrates
to Romania. Thus on a second narrative level, the story produces
a narrative of ethnic miscegenation less fantastic than the one
in the story "the two brothers" and with a realistic ending. In-
terestingly enough, what maintains the center of the stage is
not this realistic conclusion of the rivalry between the two wen.
Nakos' death which has occurred under preternatural, gothic
circumstances is the most important issue. Why? Because Nakos'
death apparently continues and concludes the narrative of the
two brothers. He is probably their descendant. This descendant
has to all appearances resolved the point of contention between
the two spirits—the mixed blood heritage—and has emerged as
a Greek and a revolutionary hero to boot! This sounds like
staff melodramas are made out of. The real issue, however, which
remains repressed is: can biology be overlooked under any cir-
cumstances? Can Nakos really be reborn as nationalistic scenarios
fantasize?

The unresolved fantasies and dilemmas bear heavily on the
conclusion of TB. This story of extremity concludes with an
equally extreme ending: on the surface, the story cannot con-
clude at all because of the proliferating interpretations regard-
ing Nakos' death. Classical allusions to the myth of Oedipus,
theological allusions to divine justice, historical allusions to
Constantine Paleologos and the Ottoman subjugation of the Greek
nation which cannot co-exist with the Turkish, medical and psy-
chological explanations of weak heart and vivid imagination.
The ending remains inconclusive and frustrating, monstrous and
unmanageable. The proliferating interpretations have another
effect though: they change the focus of discussion from Nakos'
death to the question of whether Greek and Turk can live to-
gether. The essay the reporting narrator concludes the story with
would be clear to his contemporary supporters of the Greek
nationalistic agenda. In a last pitch for cohesion, closure and
realism, he brings the story before a "national tribunal." He
synthesizes everybody's explanation to draw the moral: that
Greek and Turk despite the fact that they might mingle their
blood, cannot live together:
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&cat; Niticac 61.6v. &mg entXoNdYrata tUi-
yriaEv 6 yepo Panic "TO xasi. IA TO vEr36
dcvaKorrthvorrat."; &On evat 6vrcoc Sim "(Iva
tvdcvna otoixda"; &Ott. timpoaconot3v Ma bi-
6apopa nvEat.icrea, Errrana dart IKE (1,1EVa, Tfl

—AvoctoXfic Kat Tfic AócsEcoc." (50)

Why? Could it be, as old man Raidis simply explained
"oil and water don't mix" ? because they are indeed
"totally different elements" ? because they represent
two different spirits, opposite since old times, of "the
East and the West." (50)

The concluding statement concerns the two brothers, but
also Nakos. After all, the diatribe that precedes it began with
the mystery of his death. In his figure, the nationalistic discourse
of the ending recognizes its own fantasies and anxieties: the
Greek race can overcome its incidental ethnic transformations
and be reborn: but what if it cannot? This seemingly unresolved
question influences the narrative; it foregrounds the gothic fan-
tasy of Nakos' story and suppresses the realism of Dimitrakis.
The question is only seemingly unresolved because the answer
has already been implied by Nakos' death and Dimitrakis' exile.
The story fails to •become realistic to the extent that the com-
munity fails to predicate a common, viable future for Greek
and Turk. On still another level, this failure and recourse to
gothicism seems necessary in order to defuse a prevalent na-
tionalist anxiety.

The author's critique and defusion of this prevalent anxiety
depends to a large extent on the proliferation of the enfolded
tales. One of the salient characteristics of this book as well as
ethographia in general is the narrating situation. A story is told
by a folk narrator to a more sophisticated one who reports it
to an implied audience. Massimo Peri considers this an indica-
tion of a "positivist inclination to collect and maintain testi-
monies, so that the short stories of ethographia present them-
selves as ancillary to the scientific research on folklore on a
more popularizing level." (13) [Emphasis mine) I emphasize
the word testimoniesitiaptuptEc because it implies a legal
context for these stories, a context that has gone unnoticed and
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undiscussed. This context could be related to the narrator's
effort to rationalize the stories and provide a realistic form to the
folk story or local anecdote; this legal context, however, is also as-
sociated with the gothic tradition (Sage XX). Given what I
have said about TB, it should be evident that in IP the relation
between "folk" narrator (s) and reporting narrator is one of
crisis, not a patronizing one. There is a plethora of reports/
testimonies and information which, however, remain quite un-
manageable for the reporting narrator. The latter is called to
function as an "editor" of material that remains monstrous
despite his efforts. This "editorial" intervention is expressed as
an act of aborted transformation. A transformation which will
place the stories within a rational framework and a legal context.

TB and "The Tomb of the Excummunicated" (TE) are
typical in that respect: the stories are handed down to the re-
porting narrator as folktales by specific folk narrators. Their
credibility, nevertheless, is constantly questioned not only by
Kotsikas, the rationalist, but also by the many blind spots of
the narratives. The legal frames then the reporting narrators
foreground seek to impose a rational closure and to transform
the fantastic/gothis stories into realistic texts. ASG concludes
with a court scene, TB concludes on a judgment scene. However,
the stories remain fragmentary, circumstantial, interpretation
elusive, and the implied reader's understanding limited; the re-
porting narrator proves quite ineffectual as "editor." His effort
to pull the fragments together and rationalize them fails.

But if the rationalization of the gothic/fantastic fails, what
about the immanent transformation of the gothic into a detec-
tive story? IP presents two interesting examples of detective
stories manqué, RR and SW. This failure connects with an-
other nationalistic anxiety: the assimilation of the diaspora
Greeks within the social fabric of the community. In the two
stories the diaspora Greeks are carriers of alternative social and
political attitudes which, however, threaten the complacency and
the cohesion of a very traditional, conservative society. This
community construes a relationship of self-other vis-A.-vis the
expatriates. It is a relationship analogous to the one this com-
munity maintains with the Turk; it is characterized by an in-
sistent voyeurism which underscores the fantasies the community
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has for the returned expatriates. The voyeurism signifies the
feelings of discomfort and desire that the community experi-
ences; the latter cannot resolve these feelings in a final gesture
of self-transformation and self-redefinition. The gothic in this
case persists as a subtext which would not be allowed to emerge
and catalyze the social and political situation but remains re-
pressed and repressive. The narrative's transformation to a de-
•ective story, a story that is of ratiocination, fails in the end and
the stories return to the indeterminancy of subversive fantasies
acted out, exorcized and recontained within a traditional narra-
tive and socio-political order.

Yiannis Kalamas in RR is a diaspora merchant who has re-
tired to Ioannina. One evening he walks in on a gathering of
frightened and indecisive merchants and professionals who delib-
erate on how to protest the murder of Kritharakos, a local mag-
nate, without insulting the Turkish authorities and without jeop-
ardizing their financial interests. Kalamas' logical argument
exposes the hypocrisy of the merchants as well as their incoherent
and unjustified reactions which are motivated by the fear and
obsequiousness of a subject people in the Ottoman Empire. Fully
aware of the irony, Kalamas rationalizes their phobias away
and provides them with justification enough for them to re-
turn to their work. Then he turns to the investigation of Kri-
tharatos' murder. What Kalamas learns from the testimonies
allow him to piece together the facts; he concludes that Kri-
tharatos was murdered by someone who was carrying out the
plans of divine retribution: "those who live by the sword die
by the sword. The story Kalamas now reports, the enfolded tale,
differs from the others in the book in that it rationalizes in-
stead of confusing the facts that preceded this murder. Kritha-
ratos and his brother used to run a coffeehouse and inn for im-
migrants in Galati, Romania. Among the new immigrants, there
was a young man, Yiannoulis, whom the Kritharatos brothers
treated as if he were their kin. One day Yiannoulis inherits
money which he collects and entrusts for safekeeping to the two
brothers; then he leaves Galati to consider a prospective invest-
ment. 'When he returns, the Kritharatos brothers claim that he
had left no money at all with them. A fight ensues during which
the brothers stab and strangle Yiannoulis. Yiannis Kalamas, a
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young boy of 15 then, had been staying at the Kritharatos'
Unbeknown to the murderers, he becomes the unwilling witness
to the theft and murder. The following day, the suspicious
brothers send the boy away, invest the money they stole and
become very wealthy. The older brother dies and the younger
returns to Ioannina to marry and settle down. But his wife and
their new born baby die at childbirth. Now he is dead too,
stabbed to death. Who murdered him? Preternaturally, he has
been murdered the same way he assassinated Yiannoulis. Is it
Yiaimoulis' brother who has taken revenge on him, or is it a
sign of divine justice? Kalamas' testimony provides the short
story with a narrative coherence and continuity. The gothic cir-
cumstances of the Kritharatos' murder emerge temporarily in
clear daylight. The story apparently sheds all anti-realistic ele-
ments and becomes a detective story.

This has a number of consequences: Kritharatos' murder is
no longer a case whose solution is motivated by and explained
in the context of the ethnic community's irrational fear of the
Ottoman authorities; furthermore, it exposes beyond doubt the
corruption of Kritharatos, a figure much respected and feared
by the community. But it also implicates Kalamas. This results
because of Kalamas's desire to situate himself within the com-
munity in good faith and not on false pretenses. However, it
makes him vulnerable to the corrupt local lawyer Fezas who
uses this opportunity to undermine Kalamas' authority as a com-
munity leader and storyteller. Thus the connection of the en-
folded tale to the frame narrative acquires legitimacy, but also
undermines the very community and the narrative itself. The
gothic is rationalized as real and yet this metamorphosis threatens
the short story with collapse. This is no longer a folk tale, but
a very pressing and overwhelming "reality," a detective story
in which responsibilities have to be termed out. It cannot be
"edited," however haphazardly, like the other enfolded stories
of the book. The community cannot say now safely and con-
veniently that the culprit is the Turk. Kalamas's story has under-
mined the community's assumptions about their prominent citi-
zens and ultimately about itself. If the culprit is not a Turk,
then who can it be? Naturally, they will offer this role to the
expatriate Greek, an action which will allow the community
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and the story to return safely to the gothic fantasy.
Hence a narrative concludes with an affirmation of the

gothic as a repressive agent. Fezas the corrupt lawyer who finds
himself among the audience and who takes advantage of the
socio-political paralysis of the community picks up on the clues
of Kalamas's narrative to implicate him legally in the murder
of Yiannoulis and thus discredit him. The issue is no longer
Kritharatos' or Yiannoulis' murders or the hypocrisy of the
community: it is Kalamas's responsibility. Fezas presents
the issue quite blandly; if all this was not a dream the boy
Kalamaras dreamt, then his reluctance to report the crime to
the authorities is inexcusable.

rafiv, Kt5ptE 'I czavvrb Trc:cvg.Xa8E 6 bualy6poc,
rgpoc ccOoTripOv bacithXou eTcrra.firrov-roc tia-

OiTliv, bV iEcc EtTraTE Tic fly 6 Mac yEyo-
v6Ta Kat in) KaTocyyEtXac a6Tok; Oilloc tom
cboaincac Tykoptac egtoc SLOTL TcapaEttliE 00-
eapew TCpag TeiV Kowcaviav KccaliKov. 'Avamp-
pliTcoc, f1.8.Eta 611(11 T1.1163p£1. v TaEL TOC3C Av6-
xouc, dcXX' 6:v OcTcccvTEc ot ytarwaTtal. dapE063.-
ow Etc Tfiv Ttlacoptav Tot) 'YtpiaToo at Kotvcovlai
dercocruvct*EvTaL.

"OTav fivriv SEKCCTthVTE xpovc7w naibt, Kat
dcypailtiaTo, U.v Eupa Epoa 12ftt5pEL gvac
K1ly6p0C CrTO: TptOcvia, EIRE [6 KaXac) Kat
gx.tvrioE. vdc cpóri buoapEaTiwavoc. (76)

Mister Ioannis, repeated the lawyer, in the manner of
a teacher scolding his student, you have not told us
who was the man who witnessed the events and did
not report them to justice? He is also worthy of punish-
ment because he omitted a very serious duty to society.
Without doubt, divine retribution is meted out to the
culprits in the end, but if all criminals are left to the
hands of God, societies would collapse.

When I was a fifteen year old, illiterate boy, I did not
know all •that a thirty year old lawyer does, and dis-
pleased he [Kalamasj moved towards the door. (76)
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The real issue of the narrative is displaced in this case.
The legal frame that Fezas as "editor" of Kalamas' story im-
poses relegates the story back to the gothic domain of enthrall-
ment. Kalamas is displeased because the corrupt lawyer has
triumphed over him and has emerged as the ultimate narrative
authority. The point of communal enthrallment to Ottoman
rule and corrupt Greek elders is lost to the legal point of being
an accomplice to a murder; moreover, a legal point that can have
no actual relevance, because of the time lapsed, and the state
of the Ottoman justice. Then it becomes a way of morally dis-
crediting Kalamas, undermining his authority and more im-
portantly placing him outside the community. Thus the diaspora
Greek becomes an outcast; but the community voyeuristically
keeps on fantasizing on the spectacle of gothic terror Yiannoulis's
and Kritharatos's murders offer.

The most critical rapture between the community and a
dispora Greek, however, occurs in the last story of the collection,
"ell ETpocyyaXic*vri" [The Strangled Woman] (SW).
The town of Ioannina wakes up one morning with the news
of Eulalia's murder. The reader is led to believe that the woman
is a prostitute and that she has been murdered by Muslim sol-
diers on the nearby barracks. The doctors are requested to per-
form a post mortem not for evidence that might elucidate the
murder, but in order to establish whether Eulalia died a virgin
or not. When she is proclaimed a virgin, the reporting narrator
offers the reader Eulalia's story. Born in Ioannina and an
orphan at a young age, she was raised in Romania by her
brother. Then financial trouble forced her to return home and
live with her sister; she brought with her the cosmopolitan cus-
toms and mores of a Europeanized capital. However, disillusioned
by the pusilanimity of her sister's family, she chose to move
alone into the abandoned and dilapidated mansion of her dead
parents. Her intention was to break through the social restric-
tions of her hometown and as a woman to keep a salon where
she would receive the young people who also suffocated in this
provincial capital. Predictably, only the men frequent her salon
and when she does not favor anyone among them they support
the town's rumor that Eulalia was of loose morals. She knows
that she treads a fine line and that love could only put her
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at a disadvantage. In the company of men, she remains a social
aberration. Thus it is a relief for all the men that she finally
seems to favor Yarzonis the dark, brooding new rival. He, on
his part, takes advantage of her weakness, tries to rape her
and strangles her instead. The mystery of the murder is solved
by another young man, Moschos, a lawyer. He collects the
evidence and discovers the culprit, but he does not turn him in
to the authorities. Instead, he follows him around acting as •the
man's guilty conscience in a unique sadomasochistic relation-
ship until Yarzonis dies of grief. In the end, the reporting nar-
rator then asks Moschos to consider his own involvement in
the crime.

The story begins as a mystery, develops into a story of
ratiotination and collapses into the ambiguity of a sado-
masochistic gothic romance. The reporting narrator appears as
a thoroughly individualized voice only in the end of the story
to condemn Moschos for his sadistic behavior. For the rest of
the narrative, he remains a submerged voice who appears to
reflect, albeit critically, the voice of the community. He presents
the opinions of the community without much intervention, al-
though he seems to distance himself and to know more than
he admits. Therefore, his "editorial" intervention is minimal
and his voice coincides with the voice of the community.

Both the reporting narrator and the community simul-
taneously desire and fear Eulalia who despite her name—it
indicates a melifluous voice, but also an eloquent one, [a
siren( ?), an intellectual( ?) )—is never allowed to speak directly
in the text." She is a socially unmanageable presence that can
be categorized by a traditional community only, as a social and
ethnic outcast, that is as a whore who sleeps with the Turks.
But the social crisis she introduces translates into a narratological
one as well. The narrative begins with an ethnic crisis: accord-
ing to the community, Eulalia has sexually transgressed the
ethnic boundaries and has taken Turks for lovers. Her punish-
ment then is just. Even those who know her, including the
reporting narrator, refuse to set themselves against public
opinion: 'Aopoi3 6 KOopoc in.oc TO acve, qxx1voilEvua3c
5ucccicoc, TI gEupcxv OCOTOI 807E Va EIVOCI u8a101.

0:•xaTo Kpuqxk ecycernitiKok, dcXX464:paoug Kai da.X.15-
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yXcoacYoug»; "Since the whole world said so, apparently with
justification, what did they know so that they could be certain
•that she did not receive, unknown to them, lovers of other ethnic
background and language." (78) Originally, her murder is
placed and justified within a framework of ethnic politics. Only
when Eulalia's virginal hymen is proved to be intact "dcbiarai-
pauToc, Traphvixii, eicriuXoc," "unravished, virginal, im-
maculate," (79) only then the story becomes a narrative of
ratiotination with Moschos as the central intelligence inves-
tigating along with the rest of the male population Eulalia's
murder. Perhaps the women lose interest because they do not
want to consider the possibility that one of their men is the
culprit; or perhaps they are totally disempowered outside the
domain of ethnic politics. It is at this point that the story be-
comes a narrative of desire, identification and ghoulish voy-
eurism. Moschos represents the cold intelligence: "At'Yrdc t.tó-
vov Eixa -thy voixv expKETer erryoKda.Trurov dare) Ta
Vat, f1bOVI.K6 TCOTI, Vex Tip/ 11JUX6X.0)/11011 Kat vtk
O‘Ecopijori eac KoLviiv cicvapTca.liv." "He alone had a mind
fairly unprejudiced as far as the low, carnal passions are con-
cerned, in order to figure her out and not to consider her a
common sinner." (84-85) It is behind Moschos that the re-
porting narrator hides now and proceeds to investigate the mur-
der. But Moschos with his "unprejudiced intelligence" cannot
categorize Eulalia and her life except in the most traditional
terms:

'0 MOOrX0C 1160/TOTE Ei5plaKE TECbg Tobc Tpertoug
fl Ern ot eix.x0L gxEyav pG.Trotpo•rttac, Axa-

paKtflpi4e via tvrEXiic clauvaLcrhafa Tc Sta-
tpopac TOO yevouc. AL 037)T611 ITO pia vETEI1tpt.5-
)(twig TFic ETatpac ToE3 eCpXa(00 too.	 auva-
vampocii t.th vtoug ipycxyaaAsv Ebocpt-

Triq geft5E iltav 5tavo1aKfiv ecitOX.auatv
Kat fiburrec&ELav derth -rag OTtotac at ataafiaatc
Tic EilEvav 1IOCVT6£1/01.. (87).

Moschos always found that her manners, or what
others called flirtation, were characterized by a com-
plete disregard of the gender difference. For him she
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was the modern incarnation of the ancient courtesan.
Her association with young men stimulated her pleas-
antly, gave her an intellectual satisfaction and suffused
her with a voluptuousness while her senses remained
totally alienated in all this. (87)

Moschos correctly identifies the problem Eulalia poses for
the community. She does not cross ethnic, but gender-defined
boundaries. She does not abide by traditional gender politics
(cicouvocicraria(a TfIc btoct?opac TOO yb/.oug). Eulalia in-
troduces social relations outside the institution of marriage.
Furthermore, she promotes a politics of equality which is totally
alien for "the little town." Moschos, however, contains and
represses the revolutionary social impact of all these in the
idealized, static image of the courtesan. In his ratiocination,
Eulalia is not the social but the sexual catalyst for the "little
town"; her influence as far as he is concerned ends with her
murder and the removal of her sexual influence. Eulalia's pres-
ence is eradicated from the narrative as the society readjusts its
checks and balances.

These balances guarantee that the space produced in the
course of the story will remain a homosocial one. This in its
turn becomes a tantalizing obstacle to the creation of a con-
temporary, coherent public domain. Eulalia attempts to trans-
form the delapidated, ancestral homestead into a modern salon;
she invites the young and the restless of the repressive Ioan-
nina community and promises a passage to a more modern
social reality. Instead, her would-be salon is frequented only by
the men who are young, unattached and horny. It becomes the
focus of male, genital desire but primarily of male, political
bonding at Eulalia's expense. She resists sexual advances and
attempts to pass off as one of them, as an equal among equals.
But in the end she only serves to make "graphically intelligible
the play of desire and identification by which individuals negoti-
ate with their societies for empowerment." (Sedgwick 27) She
is made expendable in a narrative of male bonding and ra-
tiocination once she becomes attracted to the "dark man"
Yarzonis. Then the story focuses on Moschos the lawyer, and
Yarzonis the murderer and on the emergence of the former into
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a position of sadistic power over the latter. The dilapidated
mansion cannot be transformed into a modern salon; on the
contrary, it remains in this case too a repressed gothic space.

The narrative too finally collapses into a gothic story of
communal voyeurism. Yarzonis, is observed and followed around
by Moschos whose "sharp intelligence" is attracted to the dark
sexuality of Yarzonis' crime. Essentially, his observation of the
"other" man develops into a negotiation with the society around
him. His social position depends on understanding and fend-
ing off the dangers of transgressive socialization and sexuality.
This is a stake he shares with the reporting narrator and for
that matter with the other men who frequent Eulalia's salon.
The three erotic triangles—Eulalia, Yarzonis, Moschos; Eulalia,
Moschos, the reporting narrator; Eulalia, the reporting narrator,
the community—imply a political game of desire and identifica-
tion. This game though makes Eulalia relevant only in promot-
ing the sadomasochistic relationship of the two pairs of men
and by consequence the sadomasochistic relationship they all
maintain with the society they live in. This game develops as
a repressive gothic fantasy. However, social and political em-
powerment can be conceived only within this particular society
and within the repressive gothic fantasies this society maintains.

Kazantzes' vision of the little town (trucpartaecoc) is any-
thing but flattering. If his intention was to produce a Hellenic
topography out of the multiethnic community of Ioannina, he
certainly succeeded in articulating it in very dark terms. This is
a community in a state of political and social enthrallment,
desirous of modernity, but also enmeshed in issues which it
could not easily solve unless it set itself upon a project of self -
definition and socio-political transformation. Under this light,
IP raises once again the issue on how Greek writers at the
beginning of the century responded to the political crisis of the
times, but also to intellectuals such as Politis, Drosinis and
Psycharis.18 Kazantzes sees their efforts to expand the cultural
boundaries of Hellenism through idealization, populism and
ethnic nationalist ideology very skeptically. In fact, he remained
to the end a strong admirer of Emmanuel Roidis and he dis-
tanced himself self-consciously from the realistic/folkloric work
of his contemporaries. Thus an examination of Kazantzes' work
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can become the incentive to reconsider our age-old pieties on
ethographia as well as on prevalent ideologies of beginning of
the century Greek intellectuals. But most importantly, it can
expand our knowledge on how the work of diaspora intellec-
tuals constituted a very multifaceted affair which cannot be
homogenized and—why not ?—"sanitized" and normalized under
sweeping generic and generational categorizations.
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NOTES

'Benedict Anderson has pointed out that "communities are dis-
tinguished by the style in which they are imagined." (6) The anxiety
of the ethnic Greeks in the Ottoman Empire to perceive of their na-
tional identity in a radically different political style should be placed in
the context of the social, political and cultural history the two peoples
shared for over 400 years. The anxiety was motivated by the awareness
that the boundaries between the two communities were not well defined
for many centuries; furthermore, it was based on the understanding
that, for the most part, western Europe saw the two peoples as culturally
indistinct.

2It would be interesting to speculate what impact such a collection
of short stories had on the Greek immigrant community in the U.S. It
was certainly the most sophisticated work of fiction to come out of im-
migrant Greek America at the beginning of the century. Elsewhere I
have suggested that Kazantzes' volume was in its own way a gesture
of ideological commitment to the nascent Greek American community
(Kalogeras: 132). Despite the fact that his stories are not about im-
migrants, they promote the idea of a distinct cultural past and an al-
legiance to Western European civilization by proving the modernity and
humanity of the Greek immigrant; in this case, modernity is determined
by the immigrant's adoption of "an advanced cultural technology," that
is, fiction, which "was considered a paradigmatic genre of the rational,
modern and democratic West" (primarily Layoun 9; but also Dimaras
383); certainly, one's humanity is defined by his/her ability to produce
literature (Gates, Jr., 347), but also one's national identity depends on
it (Tziovas 6; Beaton 110; Mackridge 152). In an era of rising nativist
feeling against the "foreigners" who might adulterate Anglo-Saxon
blood and institutions this was infinitely more important than a sen-
timental humanization of the immigrant. It can explain to a degree
why Greek Americans did not produce immigrant fiction until after
the cultural and social legitimation of their community, that is after
World War II. Immigrant writers such as K. T. Kazantzes, Demetra
Vaka Brown and Corinne Canoutas wrote tales of the Ottoman orient
emphasizing that the Greek stood for civilization, democracy and reason
in the midst of Turkish barbarity and exoticism.

'In the book, there are two representatives of the old apocalyptic
discourses of palingenesis- Kyr Yiorgis Raidis and Papa-Theodoros.
They believe in Agathangelos and in folksy etymologies of the Sultans'
names which predict the coming end of the Ottoman rule: —0 Mooperr
Oex EtTtii iltop6e Kat 6 Xcq.d.r, xoq.ievo 6X6TEA.cc . Atxcuc d'Oao tc.5pcc
06: gXEyE E' amt. 6 TEXurratoc. MExi.tiT pe, Max-
ilk Tfiv o1iI Itv flóXr1 (10). Both are described as picturesque
characters who reflect an uncomplicated approach to ethnic aspirations.
There is more than a little irony in their portrayal as unreliable, folk
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narrators. However, Raidis and Papa-Thodoros also stand for the older
generation of ethnic Greeks who have been betrayed by the corrupt
politicians and by international political compromises.

4I borrow the term entrallment from William Patrick Day's book
on the gothic. It serves my purpose of describing the prevalent social
and political sentiments in the subject territories, but also in Greece
after the destructive war of 1897. Enthrallment translates into a strong
desire to implement social changes and take military and political action
for independence under the knowledge that the means for such social.,
political and military action were lacking in Greece.

5This "mapping" certainly connects with Greece's political campaign
to encourage native sons from the subject territories to collect folklore
that would prove these areas' Hellenic past (MouXX.acc vi).

6Tziovas proposes that the most important dialogue in the nine-
teenth century was taking place between the periphery and the center,
authocthony and heterocthony. This dialogue was often expressed as
a clash between the intellectual and state ideology (Tziovas 1993:
152 -3).

7A similar problematics informs the work of turn-of-the-century
American writers. In the U.S. the threat came from "intense and often
violent dass conflicts. . . and the simultaneous development of a main
culture which dictated ... a threatening homogenous reality" (Kap-
lan 9).

5Michael Chrysanthopoulos has brilliantly pointed out the ideo-
logical problernatics that the seemingly contradictory final statement
of "Moskov Selim" poses (1994: 159).

5My research on Kazantzes' life and career has established so far
the following: he was born in Ioannina in 1864, studied at the
Zosimea Academy and then law in Athens, Berlin and Munich. He
emigrated to the U.S. in the late 1990s with the first wave of emigra-
tion from Greece and the Balkans. He sent to Krystallis his well known
letter on poetic contests in 1892, which the poet published as an in-
troduction to 0 Tragondistis tott Vounou ke tis Stanis. In 1984, he was
in touch with Krystallis' father, presumably preparing an edition of the
poet's work. In 1895, he was working for Atlantis of Solon Vlastos,
but left the paper after a bitter argument with the owner. In 1896, he
was in Epeirus and in prison as an agitator, while his wife was cam-
paigning in New York for his release. In 1899 he is back in New York
and begins writing for Atlantis again. The first edition of his short
stories came out of Chicago in 1910, while the "In Lieu of a Prologue"
was written in Louisville, Kentucky in 1909. The book was published
by the newspaper Astir owned by P. Lambrou. In 1914 he represented
the Greek Americans at the London summit where he vindicated the
rights of Northern Epeirus to become part of the Greek Kingdom. He
returned to Ioannina the same year and became a bitter enemy of
Georgios Hatzis-Pelleren. He was elected MP as an independent in
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May 31, 1915 and again in December 6, 1915. There is so far a lack
of information for the years 1917-20, but he must have been sent into
exile by Venizelos once the latter returned to power. He returns to
the political arena with Demetrios Gounaris and is appointed governor
of Florina-Kozani (1920-21) and subsequently of Samos (November
1921). In the meantime, he has become a close friend of Hatzis-Pelleren,
sharing the latter's antipathy •for Venizelos. He wrote for Epeirus on
local issues, but also a long narrative on his memories of Corfu, where
he had spent happy summers in his youth. In 1926, he brought forth
another edition of his short stories under a new tide, Apo ta Sklavomena
Yiannina (ASY), with two new sketches, and a long conclusion. The
same year he collected his newspaper articles and edited them in a
volume entitled 0 Antichristos tou Venizelou. This was the name Vlassis
Gavriilidis had given him when Kazantzes wrote his anti-VenizeIist
article for the Acropolis. He died in Corfu on January 13, 1927.

"Mario Vitti points out the strong ideological reaction of Drosinis
and Politis to the tendency of some writers towards a critical realism.
They both perceived this tendency as an act of national/nationalistic
betrayal (Vitti 158-9).

"Nikolaos Dosios (1856-?) was born in Ioannina and studied
philosophy in Tiibingen, Germany. He worked on manuscripts written
in the Greek language while living abroad and taught in Ioannina and
Galati, Romania.

"I chose the original edition of 1910 to substantiate my claims
for two reasons. It is a historical book since it is considered to be the
first work of fiction published in Greek in the U.S. After all, Elias
Ziogas calls Kazantzes, the father of Greek American literature, al-
though it is not clear whether the latter conceived of himself in such a
manner. His models were probably diaspora writers such as Eftaliotis
and Pallis and not a new type, the hyphenated, or ethnic intellectual.
In fact, later in his career and for political reasons, Kazantzes tried to
downplay the fact that he had lived in the U.S. at all (Nikolaidis, vol.
I: 196).

Secondly, the first edition maintains a fictional integrity and dis-
tance ASY lacks. For the publication of ASY, Kazantzes revised the five
original short stories and added two sketches in •order to produce a
book that would denigrate Venizelos and his political agenda. The
first edition maintains the ambiguities that make the satire so much
more effective: the author finds himself in a position to participate in
and at the same time distance himself from the socio-political situa-
tion of the old country. On the contrary, in ASY changes have turned
the book into a coda to Kazantzes' political articles collected in 0
Antichristos tou Venizelou. ASY "retells" the stories with the distance
between Kazantzes and the reporting narrators reduced or non-existent.
Kazantzes seems to have become a reporting narrator himself; he is
trying to mould his stories to produce a sensible and socially/politically
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legitimate ending which would in turn produce a more legitimate portrait
of the author for his political superiors and his voting constituency. I
believe that indicative of the change the book has undergone is the
new epigram for SW. In ASY it comes from the Bible and concerns
the Moschos-Yartzonis relationship; it replaces the original one by La
Fontaine which underscored Eulalia's centrality and catalytic role in
the story.

One cannot avoid making a connection with American literature
in terms of the book's narrative and structural unity. Kazantzes had a
deep knowledge of American letters as it becomes obvious from his
references to Whitman, for example; there are also strong thematic in-
dications which connect SW with Nathaniel Hawthorne, Edgar Allan
Poe and Henry James' Daisy Miller. Furthermore, one cannot avoid
thinking of Sherwood Anderson's Winesburgh, Ohio (1919) as well
as Ernest Hemingway's Our Time (1925) for other examples of moder-
nistic texts that come out and connect strongly with the realistic/
naturalistic tradiion of the previous generation. It is very tempting to
propose that Kazantzes belongs to the same group with these American
writers, except his "Winesburgh" was situated in the Ottoman Empire.

"Cathy Davidson noted that the gothic supplies the metaphors
instrumental in exploring a transitional culture (218) . At the turn-
of-the-century, Greece was certainly not a new state; nevertheless,
MEy(59n1 'I bac( inculcated the belief that the diminutive Kingdom in-
cluded only part of the territories it should and therefore its future
lied in its expansion into areas that at the time belonged to the Ot-
toman Empire. Furthermore, a crucial issue had always been the grad-
ual transformation of Greece into a western European state. My claim
is that Kazantzes employed the gothic to critique this rhetoric of
"transition" MEydolui 'Ix had imposed on Greek intellectual life.
In other words, the gothic for him "created its own symbolic space
where the hierarchies of a traditional society. ... could be called into
question" (Davidson 219). In IP, gothicism provided the author with
the opportunity to break through the realistic representation of ethogra-
phia and depict different "historical rhythms, and ... demonic or
Utopian transformations" (Jameson 104). The co-existence of the re-
alistic and the fantastic or of the realistic and the utopian was not
unknown in Greek literature of this time. It informed Kazantzes' stories,
but also the work of Vizyinos and Karkavitsas among others. It should
be noticed that the dialogue between fantasy and realism which on the
level of narrative form corresponds with the dialogue between self
and other informed in our case by a prevalent fear of transformation
of "real" into "unreal." This fear, as Rosemary Jackson has observed,
increases "the stranglehold of dominant notions of 'reality' and their
fictional reproduction" (Jackson 124). Jina Politi, in a masterful read-
ing of Karkavitsas' Ligeri, observes a similar process of containment
and normalization that takes place between the utopian/idyllic and
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realistic discourses of that novel. By the end of the book the realistic
has established a complete domination over the utopian/idyllic and the
latter's transformative possibilities (351) .

I4Skopetea, Detsa and Dertiles all deal with the socio-political
contex of these anxieties in depth.

i5Jina Politi foregrounds the forces of "filiation and repetition"
which inform Karkavitsas' 0 Arheologos (1988: 44). Unlike Karka-
vitsas' text, IP focuses on a palingenesis which is undercut by the his-
torical awareness of the reporting narrator. In the case of IP the
authorial intention is satirical.

16With the possible exception of Papa-Thodoros, the clergy ap-
pears corrupt and quite grotesque both psychologically and physically.
P. Kitromilides has pointed out that there was a sharp distinction
between the nationalism of the Greek intellectuals and the ecumenicity
of the Orthodox Church which placed the two in opposite camps and
made in the eyes of the nationalists the clergy appear as collaborators
of the Turks (Kitromilides: 177). K. T. Kazantzes' portrayal of the
clergy can partly be attributed to the bias of the nationalist intellectual
(see also Kazantzes: 1903-4).

17The name seems to have a long tradition in Greek letters and
it derives from such romantic writers as Heine, Goethe and Poe (Wyatt
41; Alexiou 272). Vizyinos had already used it in his story "Ai Synepiai
tis Palaias Istorias." What is remarkable in Kazantzes' use of the name
is that his Eulalia combines sexual seductiveness with an intellectual
program of social redefinition of gender roles. Eulalia is the only
woman who "appears" in his book. I place quotation marks around
appears because in reality she never does so except as a mutilated dead
body. This could possibly indicate a multiple containment of the
distabilizing force that she introduces in the story.

'8See on the issue Leontis.
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Hellenism in C.P. Cavafy
by CORNELIA A. TSAKIRIDOU

"Hellenism" and "Hellenic" are terms that Greeks use
when they are away from "home" to denote not only a bond
to Greece and the Greek language but also a historical aware-
ness of the loss of things Greek and a longing, a nostalgia,
for their recovery.' This way of being disposed toward one's
self and toward the world recalls the Homeric nostos. The
"hero" embarks on an adventure in the course of which his
point of departure (Ithaca) becomes increasingly idealized until
it finally inverts the original undertaking and brings the journey
to its desired end. But here the resemblance with Homer ends.
The nostos of diaspora belongs to the imagination. The Odys-
sean metaphor works to suggest that despite her idealization,
Greece remains remote and unreachable. The immigrant dreams
of going back but never does—at least not in the final, total
way in which the Homeric hero returns to what is rightfully
his and restores it to happiness and justice. Gradually, the
Greece of happiness and fulfillment becomes an abstraction.
The immigrant finds the Greece of today increasingly alien
and meaningless. She cannot inspire him anymore. He must
therefore reconstruct her from a past that most of the times
he understands only symbolically and viscerally. Hellenism be-
comes his favorite category.

In its fascination with a past and ideal Greece, the im-
migrant mind is not unlike a peruser of photographs who holds
in her hand the significance of a moment past that cannot be
recovered except through the photograph and "as-photograph."
Photography's peculiar intimation of the whole in the frag-
ment, and of the lasting in the transient does suggest an aes-
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thetic of the classical (Greek) order in which things become
beautiful by losing their individuality to ideal analogues. The
transformation is not unlike a death since there too it is the
character that gives way first. The general human form sur-
vives (at least for a while) as the recognizable but impersonal
presence of an individual—someone of our kind, but not that
one, the one we knew as friend, or artist, or fellow Greek. If
photography is in this sense a classical discipline and one
which always intimates the beauty and wholeness of its object
in some other time, to some other eye, then it is not unreasonable
for us to think of nostos photographically. For the Greek dias-
pora, Greece is beautiful because of what she once was or
might have been. Like a photograph, she signifies the paradox
of an absent but everpresent original. Hellenism, uderstood as
a creative and aesthetic form, signifies in a similar manner with
regard to things Greek.

Cavafy is the indisputable master of this form. According
to Edmund Keeley, he was sufficiently concerned with his Greek
identity to describe himself as "Hellenic" rather than "HeIlene"
or "Hellenized" (hellenizon, emulating the Greeks). A Greek
of the diaspora was Hellenic because unlike the Greeks of
the mainland he could not avoid the influence of foreign custom
(Cavafy spoke Greek with a British accent). A non-Greek who
admired Greek culture and adopted—most of the times super-
ficially—its customs and mores was Hellenizon or "Philhellenic"
(109-112). E. M. Foster's well-known impression of Cavafy's
Greekness emphasizes his cosmopolitanism:

He was a loyal Greek but Greece for him was not
territorial. It was rather the influence that has flowed
from his race this way and that through the ages,
and that (since Alexander the Great) has never dis-
dained to mix with barbarism, has indeed desired to
mix ... Racial purity bored him, so did political
idealism ... The civilization he respected was a bas-
tardly in which the Greek strain prevailed, and into
which, age after age, outsiders would push, to modify
and be modified (249-250).
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Keeley finds this description fitting for poems written in
the last five years of his life (Priest at the Serapeion, Myris,
The Mirror in the Front Hall) when Cavafy, as he puts it,
had abandoned his "Alexandrian preoccupation" and his con-
cern with Hellenism's destiny and as a result produced poetry
that was "less idiosyncratic and nationalistic" and more con-
cerned with the human predicament (135).2 That a mature
and universally relevant Cavafy could not haite been Hellenic—
both in his maturity and his universality—is a risky assumption
to make considering the significant number of poems that reflect
the Alexandrian and Hellenic motif. It also suggests that univer-
sality and ethnicity are mutually exclusive; that ideas, in other
words, which are nationally significant (meaningful) cannot
be (or become) universally significant without losing their
original, identity. This is particularly problematic if we con-
sider the fact that Cavafy not only understood historical and
intellectual continuity but practiced it in his poetry by exploit-
ing the great negative moments of Hellenism—the decline of
Athens, the loss of Byzantium, the fall of Hellenistic Alex-
andria and the Greek world. Although this exploitation—of
which I shall have more to say later—may be viewed as the
beginning of his assimilation in the universal poetic and literary
frame of the twentieth century, it must be pointed out that
Cavafy exploited Hellenism in its name; that he did not write
about it—as would a historian or a sociologist—but wrote in
it and through it, as if it were a language. Thus his Hellenism
and that of Keeley or of Peter Bien, are two different and
distinct things. Theirs is easily defined by Cavafy's love of the
Greek language, his fascination with Hellenist Greece and
Byzantium, his obsession with Alexandria, his hedonism. It is
in principle an ethnic identity, mediated by the poet's life and
idiosyncrasy—an easy subject for a biographer and a critic.

Ca.vafy's Hellenism, by contrast, is entrenched in his poetic
identity. To uncover it, we need a hermeneutic sensibility; one
that identifies not a literary identity but a poetic structure, a
logic of poetic perception that commits the poet to a distinctive
vision of world and language before his work becomes the
subject of historical or literary study. This vision proceeds
from an "originary," as Paul Ricoeur would say, horizon which
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coincides with what the poet sees before the words come,
before, to put it otherwise, the seen emerges as something
said or spoken (101-103).3 Cavafy saw Hellenism long be-
fore he started writing poetry, but he saw it and heard it in
such a way that he could only write the poetry that he did.
Originary horizons come with existential and creative impera-
tives that cannot be directed or replicated—except perhaps in
the sense that one can imitate Cavafy. But what such poetry—
or art—brings forth is by no means an idiosyncratic reality.
Rather, as Ricoeur points out, it presents with compelling au-
thority "a proposed world, a world I may inhabit and wherein
I can project my ownmost possibilities" (102). Cavafy's poetry
outlines in this encompassing way the world of the Greek
diaspora, its logic and its possibilities.

I have suggested elsewhere that four of Cavafy's poems
show a distinct photographic sensibility despite his dismissal
of photography as superficial and redundant representation
(88). In Photograph (1913), On Board Ship (1919), From
Drawer (1923), The Mirror in the Front Hall (1930), Cavafy
demonstrates an uncanny ability to make the past palpable,
intimate and unrealistically desirable—something, I argue, that
photographers can also do. The reanimation of what has been
historically finalized, is invariably a painful, sorrowful experi-
ence. In our present terms, it can be called nost-algic. The logic
that we characterize as nostic is not an exclusively formal struc-
ture; one that we can discern outside the context of an exis-
tential problematic. A nostic logos is invariably nost-algic be-
cause it brings to one's horizon the frame of what is inescapable
and terminal in one's being and what is more, it situates in
that frame the very center of one's desire.

Thus, "loved, idealized voices" bring back bodies and
"sounds from our life's poetry" (Voices, 1903).4 "An old man—
used up, bent,/crippled by time and indulgence"/finds his
body aroused as he realizes that "His verse is now quoted by
young men./His visions come before their lively eyes./Their
healthy sensual minds,/their shapely taut bodies stir to his
perception of the beautiful" (Very Seldom, 1911). In When
They Come Alive (1913) poetic writing becomes a cryptog-
raphy of desire, recording, like an invested polygraph, the poet's
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fantasies: "Try to keep them, poet,/those erotic visions of
yours,/however few of them there are that can be stilled./Put
them, half-hidden, in your lines./Try to hold them, poet,/
when they come alive in your mind/at night or in the noonday
brightness." Here body and pen have an isomorphous function;
they must leave a seminal trace in order to ensure recollection.
In I've Brought to Art (1921) grammes—which can mean both
lines and wrinkles—is deliberately ambiguous: "I've brought
to Art desires and •sensations;/things have glimpsed,/faces or
lines, certain indistinct memories/of unfulfilled love affairs./
Let me submit to Art;/Art knows how to submit to shape forms
{or the Formj of Beauty,/ ... /." Cavafy writes, paints, ages,
remembers. The poem follows him a like an embodied moving
picture. Elsewhere (Pictured, 1914) he confesses: "I'm more
in the mood for looking at things than for speaking./In this
picture I'm now gazing at, a handsome boy/is lying down
close to a spring, ? I sit and gaze like this for a long time,/
recovering through art from the effort of creating it./"

Cavafy longs to be seduced by the ideal beings that he
reconstructs. It is an obsession that he can neither consumate
nor abandon. This portrait of impotence and prohibition—he
must "recover" from an act of imaginary and reprehensible
voyeurism—is not without relevance to the postmodern con-
stitution of desire, since its most prominent feature is verbality
and recollection (e.g. in psychoanalysis). Neither is unrelated
to the tacit narcissism of nostos, that anticipation of total and
unconditional pleasure upon one's return to the originating,
tautological point, one's home or "patrida." Cavafy's homo-
eroticism, is not simply a sexual or psychological orientation; it
is the total syntactic orientation of his poetics. Referred to its
genus, narcissism, it can explain why Hellenism privileges origins
rather than ends and why these origins are idealized with such
passion by the educated and unenducated of the diaspora. But
it can also serve notice of the peculiar aestheticism of this
idealization, which so characteristically recalls the classical ideal
of youthful beauty, and thus constitutes the beautiful in the
past, in the coveted language of one's puberty. In Longings
(1904), this ideal encodes the poet's desire: "Like the beautiful
bodies of those who died before growing old,/sadly shut away
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in a sumptuous mausoleum/... /so appear the longings that
have passed/without being satisfied, not one of them
granted/ ... /." The presence of beauty and death in one
form reflects the recreation of his own imaginary body in which
unfulfilled desire has been entirely aestheticized. This reaches
the extreme of revification in Craftsman of Wine Bowls (1921)
where the dead soldier's body comes to life in the engraver's
hand in what is obviously a phantasy of seduction and inter-
course: "In the center I put this beautiful man,/naked, erotic,
one leg still dangling/in the water. .../. As in Pictured, the
desired image passively awaits—it is either embalmed or
exhausted—the poet's intrusive gaze.

It is unclear in both poems whether this gaze belongs
to the poet or the image; whether, in other words, it is the
aestheticized, poeticized bodies of his imaginary lovers that
actually draw attention to themselves, by forcing the poet to
show them and be shown through them. Cavafy's mastery of
his narcissism makes this unlikely. The erotic moment (en-
counter) is exploited thoroughly; first, for its immediate
pleasures; later, for the memories it will generate. "But what
profit for the life of the artist," he exclaims of such an en-
counter (Their Beginning, 1915) : "tomorrow, the day after,
or years later, he'll give voice/to the strong lines that had
their beginning here/." Cavafy's deliberate, exploitative nar-
cissism is not unlike that of photography when, begging its own
paradigm, it sets out to record or make "art" out of death or
disaster. His art, like that of the photographer, alludes to the
whole—e.g. the once personal, living body—by giving evidence
of its immanent dissolution. Thus, it becomes irrefutable that
something has indeed died and that its poetic (or photographic)
presence is there in order to monumentalize and utilize that
death. This synergy of idealization and exploitation, from which
the genus of photography is constituted—e.g. the ideal in ad-
vertising, the exploited in pornography—is central to Cavafy's
poetics and to the way that it constitutes Hellenism.

Characteristic of this attitude is disinterestedness toward
what one alleges to love. There is in Cavafy a hyperaesthetidsm
that not infrequently deprives its object of all independent
being. It "iconizes" it, we might say, by formalizing it so thor-
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ougly that the poet can make it fit his mind's frame—the way
that a face or a landscape fits the camera's view. We sense this
detachment in his verse as a subtle and refined irony which
the poet releases reluctantly as if he is uncertain about its truth
or authority. "I love the church; its labara,/its silver vessels
and candleholders,/the lights, the ikons, the pulpit./, he writes
in In Church (1906). But when he goes "into a church of the
Greeks,"/ of whom he clearly is not one, his mind turns "to
the great glories of our race,/to the splendor of our Byzantine
heritage." The English translation here conceals the aestheticism
of Cavafy's reaction. Byzantinismos is the self-conscious ob-
servation—not observance—of the Eastern liturgy and of the
poet's recollection of what history has taught him about Byzan-
tium. Byzantinismos suggests that the tradition is not a living
one; that •outside the poet's creative imagination there is only
"a church of the Greeks" with which he has nothing in com-
mon. Does he care about Byzantium?

As in his recollections of the beautiful dead, Cavafy's con-
fession of love is monological and silent. His voice, thoroughly
iconized, is only metaphorically conversive. Love in Cavafy is
silent and reflexive, like an embodied mirror. Projected against
that surface, Byzantium becomes a category, a schema; the church
an icon. It makes sense here to think of a mausoleum of images
as a metaphor for the poet's erotic and Hellenic persona. As in
the poems we have already discussed, to iconize is to pronounce
death. The more beautiful or ideal the image, the less lively
its object. The aesthetic in Cavafy works by acknowledging
the loss of beauty; it is a hostic aesthetic and a narcissist one.
The poet embodies beauty; he does not celebrate it as an ex-
ternal presence, as other being. The church of the Greeks "with
its aroma of incense,/its liturgical chanting and harmony,/the
majestic presence of the priests,/dazzling in their ornate vest-
ments,/the solem rhythm of their gestures—/"is Cavafy's
church, a metaphor for a body fixated on the recollection of
its lost sensibility. Cavafy's Hellenism is also the product of
a parallel fixation, a fixation on lost language.

We see this clearly in the Poseidonians (1906). They gather
to "speak Greek names/that hardly any of them still recog-
nized/," to celebrate their ancestry with "beautiful rites,/with
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lyres and flutes, contests and garland/" and to "tell each other
about their ancient customs./" But in what voice are these
Greek names spoken? Certainly not in Greek since the words
are virtually meaningless ("dead"). Cavafy understands the
paradox of the diasporic voice; the survival of a once living
language in a sterile, iconic and stylized metalanguage with
which the immigrant recollects. "And so their festival always
had a melancholy ending/because they remembered that they
too were Greeks,/they too once upon a time were citizens of
Magna Graecia./But how they'd fallen now, how they'd
changed,/living and speaking like barbarians,/cut off so
disastrously from the Greek way of life [Hellenismos].1" The
silence of the Poseidonian voice translates into a farsical Hel-
lenismos festival and an absurd celebration.

This festival, with its mute, gesticulating fools, recalls the
archetype of Cavafean loss. Antony's final and ideal Alex-
andria in The God Abandons Antony (1910). Pressed against
a window, the pathetic and defeated lover of things Greek
finds his "final pleasure" in the "voices,/the exquisite music
of that strange [mystikou thiasoul procession,/ ... /." The
hour of this recollection is midnight; Cavafy's favorite
time for recollecting the dead (e.g. in Kaesarion, 1914). But
here it is the dead Antony who recollects; the mystical proces-
sion is the funeral icon in which he imagines his body entombed
and idealized. The poem begins with the still silence of the
mausoleum interrupted by Antony's incorporeal memory: "At
midnight, when suddenly you hear an invisible procession going
by/." Like the Poseidonians' recollective rites, the lively city
that parades in front of Antony's shut eyes, is a mirage.

The "exquisite" iconicity and melody of Hellenism are
predicated on a death that the poet has entirely embodied and
occupied. Cavafean desire has its sign, its iconic analogue, in
the tomb and the mausoleum: "With no consideration, no pity,
no shame,/they've built walls around me, thick and high./"
(Walls, 1896); "In these dark rooms where I live out empty
days,/I wander round and round/trying to find the windows./"
(The Windows, 1897). This is why his voice has an under-
lying silence, in which we find the photographic utterance.
When that voice is heard, the poem, like a sepulchral emission,
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recreates the poet's imagined body, which is invariably ideal,
classical and Greek. Cavafy's exploitation "of those who have
died, or of those lost for us like the dead!" (Voices, 1903) does
not exclude Cavafy, nor that embodied "Greek" voice—with
its British accent—in which Hellenism was at once exploited
and idealized.

But how does Cavafy idealize? "Art," he wrote, dismissing
the mere imitation of the visible, "is that the artist invents"
(Liddell, 207). This suggests originality and it is misleading
if by "original" we understand something unprecented and
ahistorical. Cavafy reinvents Greece the way that aging actors
reinvent in their worn out faces images of youth; by conceal-
ing the scarred, wrinkled skin under a seemingly natural, epi-
dermic mask. Thus, death is not annulled; it is exorcised by
a histrionic act of total but imaginary transfiguration where by
the power of the sign the poem as a testament to Hellenism's
survival—the hypnotized audience concedes that a resurrection
has taken place. The genius of Cavafy's theatricality consists
in making this miracle an act of historiographic discovery.
Antony, Herodis Attikos, Dimaratos, Anna Komnina, Theodotos,
Orophernis are all Cavafean masks, enacting under the pretence
of historical recollection, the ongoing drama of the poet's desire.

Cavafy is thoroughly theatrical ("staged") when he con-
fesses to Timos Malanos that "I make this experiment, and
ask myself: 'Cavafy, could you write fiction?' Ten voices cry
'No!' I ask the question again: 'Cavafy, could you write a
play?' Twenty-five voices again cry 'No!' Then I ask again:
'Cavafy, could you write History?' A hundred and twenty-five
voices tell me 'You could' " (Liddell, 123). The confession is
a complete performance out of which Cavafy secures his own
idealized justification, amidst a chorus of approving Cavalean
voices. Like Socrates, Cavafy is taken seriously where he shouldn't
be. Liddell proceeds to explain that he would have made a
great historian: "He •had a passion for accuracy of detail."
That may be, but as Plato proves in the Phaedrus—with the same
homoerotic orientation in his logic—a poet is an allegorical
being; his logic is never propositional, even when he• pretends
that it is. This can explain the irony of Philhellene (1906)
Which is not, as one might initially think, directed against
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foreign imitators of Greece but toward the distinctions of
HeIlene and Philhellene, Hellenized and un-Hellenized. These
would be valid if the poet was thinking historiographically or
if he was writing in an apodeictic way. But he is not. Those
who make these distinctions do not understand (his) Hellenism;
and they do not understand Cavafy, since the two are insepara-
ble. The error works to his favor—as did that of his "respecta-
ble" presence in Alexandria's social life. As long as the audi-
ence stays hypnotized, the illusion works.

Cavafy identifies and mocks casuistic Hellenism, the
attempt to separate true from false Greeks based on certain
essential characteristics and forms. The eastern monarch in
Philhellene and the imaginary companion of the grammarian
Hermippos in Returning from Greece (1914), are casuists in-
tent on proving their Greekness and disproving that of others.
In both poems, Hellenism has been standardized into an unfelt
aesthetic and ethical ideal. The beautiful young man that the
king wants to have inscribed at the back of his coinage is not
imagined with desire; he is not (re)possessing the king's
memory and what is most important his body. This desen-
sualized aesthetic is obvious in his detached, casual instruction
to his courier: "Something very special on the other side:/
maybe a discus-thrower, young, good-looking." Compare with
the hightened aestheticism of an other inscription in On Board
Ship (1919): "It's like him, of course,/this little pencil portrait./
Harriedly sketched, on the ship's deck,/the afternon magical,/
the Ionian Sea around us./"

Hermippos' companion—who refers to himself as a phi-
losopher—speaks impassively about "the waters of our own coun-
tries—Cyprus, Syria, Egypt—/waters we know and love./" The
conversation recalls the shallow sophistication of expatriates
who casually swap images of Greece and images of their adopted
countries, being little moved by either. These are detached
and pedantic types for whom memory comes by imperative
and desire is constantly checked against propriety and conven-
tion. Cavafy mocks their allusion to ancestry and blood, both
of which require a radically different sensibility: "No, that's
not at all correct for us./For Greeks like us that kind of
pettiness won't do./We simply can't be ashamed/of the Syrian
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and Egyptian blood in our veins;/we should really honor it,
delight in it./" Like the Poseidonians, the king in Philhellene
speaks a dead language. His scoffing reference to sophists as
"versifiers" and "trifflers," whose frequent visits legitimize his
claim to Hellenization, demonstrates that he takes to his Greek
vocabulary thoughtlessly and resentfully. This is cynical and
unerotic exploitation.

By contrast, his portrayal of sophists in Herodis Attikos
(1911), returns to the favorite theme of young men infatuated
with the eloquence of an older master's words and ideas:
"Whatever his wish, whatever he does,/the Greeks (the
Greeks!) follow him,/not to criticize or debate,/not even to
choose any longer,/only to follow." In this allusion to seduc-
tive discourse—so seductive that even the unruly Greeks are
overtaken—Cavafy returns to his own eroticized recollections
of the young men who gathered to listen to his recitations and
whom he imagined as he describes in the poem: "How many
young men now in Alexandria,/in Antioch or Beirut/ (being
trained by Hellenism as its future orators),/meeting at choice
banquets/where the talk is sometimes about fine sophistry,/
sometimes about their exquisite love affairs,/suddenly find their
attention wandering and fall silent./"

Cavafy tried to stage such encounters as he got older. In
a room lit only with candles, he would sit in the dark and
observe his guests, deliberately concealing his expression and
anticipating or manipulating theirs (Liddell, 183). There is
a description of the atmosphere in the poet's apartment by
Costas Ouranis that recalls the sepulchral Cavafy of the Windows
and the Walls: "I found myself sunk in shadow. The passage
was a current of shadow and the servant himself glided like
a ghost. The little, dim light that came from a neighboring
room made the shadow still more mysterious. I had the im-
pression that I was in the apartment of the hero of a fantastic
tale of Hoffmann" (181). In this environment the poet would
seek the gaze of beautiful young men, some guests, others,
former lovers, captured in the photographs on the console
under his Venetian mirror (182).

We encounter the same atmosphere of vain anticipation
in Kaesarion (1914). The poet sits alone in the dark and
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imagines the assassinated son of Cleopatra and Julius Caesar.
The boy suddenly appears in his room. He is idealized and
eroticized with unsual tenderness: My art gives your face/a
dreamy, appealing beauty./And so completely did I imagine
you/the scum who whispered: "Too many Caesars." Cavafy's
maternal reception of the dead child, his mourning but sen-
sual phantasy of the boy's nocturnal visit are as sincere as they
are staged. It is inconceivable that this pervasive theatricality
can suggest a temperament fit for historiographic description.
Despite his love for detail and his obvious knowledge of Hel-
lenistic history, Cavafy saw history as material for exploitation.
History, like the memory of his lover's body and touch, would
give him his favorite masks. That is why he does not hesitate
to mimic—copy—Seneca.

The resemblance of Seneca's letter titled "Travel" with
The City (1894) is remarkable:

Do you think that you are the only one that this has
happened to? Do you find it uniquely extraordinary
that such extensive travel and such a variety of scene
have not shaken off your melancholy and heaviness of
spirit? It is your soul you need to change not the
climate ... How can strange lands help you? Or ac-
quaintance with new cities and regions? Tossing
about hither and yon is futile. If you ask why escape
is not feasible, you are escaping with yourself (182).

Compare with Cavafy's famous poem (initially listed under the
heading Prisons): "You said: 'I'll go to another country, go
to another shore,/find another city better than this one.'/ /
You won't find a new country, won't find another shore./This
city will always pursue you./ ... Now that you have wasted
your life here, in this small corner,/you've destroyed it every-
where in the world./" Cavafy takes Seneca's admonition and
turns it into an inner dialogue in which the poet's circum-
spective voice responds to the captive of the great nostic city
Alexandria.

The Stoic's recommendation of detachment as the way to
happiness is not realistic advice for Cavafy's thoroughly
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somatized soul that carries with it the brothels and dark cor-
ners of hedonistic Alexandria. Neither does it recognize the
poet's ability to compensate for •his captivity by an exceedingly
sensual and aestheticized imagination whose power is such
that he finds himself seduced by his own theater and oblivious
to his pretense. Seneca's eudaimonistic casuistry is alien to Cavafy
and injurious to his Hellenism. "Travel," concludes with thoughts
that recall the expatriates of Returning from Greece: "So far
as you can, then, be your own prosecutor, investigate yourself,
function first as accuser, then as judge, and only in the end
as advocate. And sometimes you must overrule the advocate.
Farewell" (184). How different this is from the poet's nos-
talgic happiness in To Sall Up the Shades (1920) : "One candle
is enough. Tonight the room/should not have too much light.
In deep reverie,/all receptiveness, and with the gentle light—/
in this deep reverie I'll form visions/to call up the Shades,
the Shades of Love./"

Despite its marked narcissism, Cavafy's entrapment by his
own desire is paradoxically not solipsistic. His choice of history
as a form in which his aestheticism could find adequate ex-
pression but also concealment is evidence that he saw in his
predicament a human and therefore universal condition. That
he identified this condition with Hellenism was not the result
of his ancestry or his social and personal circumstances. All
these could have been Hellenic in the sense that the poet mocks
in the Philhellene, in the Poseidonians or in Returning from
Greece. The origins of Cavafean Hellenism are with that pre-
phrastic, originary sensibility of desire and loss in which the
poet first "spoke" his body and reflected on its desires. The
paradox of ideality sensed as the loss of vital and immediate
beauty—the one that the eye and the body constitutes and enjoys
in the present, not in the past and its recollection—may have
"inhabited" Cavafy from a time that we cannot retrieve much
less articulate and comprehend. Perhaps it was this paradox,
ineffable and oppressive in its silence, that made him a theatrical
being and compelled him to inflect his speech in ways that
would make him invisible. As the poet aged, that inflection
weakened and he did become more visible and conspicuous in
his acting, though not less Hellenic.
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His longing for a past and ideal time is nowhere more
evident and more human than in the episode that his friend,
Rita Singopoulos, remembered the day that he left his home
for the hospital for the last time. A small suitcase had been
packed for him with few belongings and some poems. Speech-
less, like his mythical Poseidonians and the fated Antony, he
wrote on a pad: "I bought this suitcase 30 years ago, in a
hurry one evening, to go to Cairo for pleasure. Then I was
young and strong, and not ugly. ..." (Liddell, 205). In this
epigrammatic reference to his own loss, Cavafy monumentalizes
the silence and disappearance of his desire. Intrepidly caught
in his own ideal spectacle, he articulates with melancholy that
which is passing away and which has past. The scene brings
to mind two lines from The God Abandons Antony: "say good-
bye to her, to Alexandria who is leaving/" and "say goodbye
to her, to the Alexandria you are loosing." Cavafy's Hellenism
is inconceivable without a city, a visible and recordable archi-
tectonic of desire and memory, which the poet, the artist or the
immigrant can call "home." Hellenism has many such homes
and some that it has not invented yet. But they are not ethnically
or geographically defined; not even linguistically—in the sense
of an archetypal, native (Greek) language. Hellenism is the
aesthetic that enobles and revitalizes the image as it makes its
way through time. For this reason the dead can be idealized
and remain ideal.

In October 1991, the First International Conference on
Cavafy took place in Alexandria. The actress Katerina Helmi
had been invited to recite Cavafy, which she did with a brilliant
grasp of his theatricality. The second day of the conference,
we toured the city on foot looking among other things for
traces of the Greeks of Alexandria—of its Hellenism. Some-
where in the commercial district, a man who was sitting on
the sidewalk outside a store mending baskets, stopped what he
was doing, looked at Helmi—a tall, poised woman with big
brown eyes—and pointing with his finger said: "Maria Callas."
Callas had •been dead almost fifteen years in 1991. The man
very likely had not learned of her death. Or if he had, it made
no difference. Icons do not die and they do not always have
to return "home." They belong to all those who can see them,
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no matter who and where they are. To deny this is to be a
Poseidonian or a Philhellene.

NOTES

1A shorter version of this paper was presented at the Center for
Hellenic Studies, Temple University, Philadelphia, April 8, 1995.

2Keeley is preceded in this view by Peter Bien: "What of course
makes Cavafy truly significant (as it does Durrell as well) is that
Alexandria, in its turn, evokes the equally wearied spirit which many
observes see as characteristic of modern life in general" (pp. 3-4).

3"It ts this primordial ground of our existence, of the originary
horizon of our being-there, that is the revelatory function which is
coextensive with the poetic function." Although presented in the con-
text of biblical interpretation, according to Ricoeur this notion describes
the essence of all poetic speech.

4For the Greek original and for the English translation I have
used the volume C.P. Cavafy: Collected Poems.
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Thirty Years in the Rain:
The Selected Poetry of
Nikiforos Vrettakos

by ROBERT ZALLER

Of the four most prominent figures of the Greek poetic
renaissance of the 1930s, three are internationally renowned.
Both George Seferis (1900-1971) and Odysseus Elytis (1911-
1979) received the Nobel Prize, while the work of Yannis
Ritsos (1900-1990) has been translated into dozens of lan-
guages. Only Nikiforos Vrettakos (1912-1991), though recog-
nized in Greece as the peer of his great contemporaries and
widely translated abroad, has remained largely unknown in the
English-speaking world.

Vrettakos was born on January 1, 1912 in the village of
Krokees, near Sparta, to a family of declining gentry fortunes.
He was educated in Krokees and Githion, the southern port of
the Peloponnesus, but much of his childhood was spent on
his family's isolated farm in Ploumitsa on the slopes of the
Taygetus range, where he developed his taste for mountain
solitude; the sea, a recurrent motif in his last poems, entered
his verse relatively late.

Vrettakos moved to Athens in 1929 to attend the univer-
sity, and that year he published his first book of poetry, Under
Shadows and Lights. More than four score volumes fol-
lowed over the next six decades, an output rivalled only by
Ritsos. Financial pressures prevented him from completing his

ROBERT ZALLER is Professor of History at Drexel University. His
translations of modern Greek poets have appeared in The American
Poetry Review, Boston University Journal, International Poetry
Review, Invisible City, The Palmetto Review, Spirit, Verse, and other
publications. His honors include a Guggenheim fellowship.
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studies, but in 1991 the university belatedly conferred on him
a doctorate in letters. In 1934 he married Calliope Apostolidou,
by whom he had a son and a daughter.

Vrettakos tried his hand unsuccessfully at farming and
worked briefly in a silk factory before entering the Ministry
of Works as a clerk. He fought in the Albanian campaign of
1940-41, and in 1942 joined the Communist-led Greek resistance
movement, EAM. After the war he resumed his civil service
career, but he was purged in 1947 and was compelled to leave
Athens for Piraeus. In 1949 the Party revoked his membership,
an experience reflected in the poem "Expulsion." The precip-
itating issue was an essay that urged reconciliation between
the superpowers, but Vrettakos' pacifism and temperamental
individualism were fundamentally at odds with Party affilia-
tion. Like Kenneth Rexroth in America, he went his own way
as an independent man of the left.

Vrettakos served as a municipal councillor in Piraeus and
became chairman of the local Theater and Arts Councils. In
In 1957 he visited the Soviet Union. During this period he
earned a living as a customs official, supplemented by work as
a journalist, translator, and editor. In 1956 he won his second
State Prize in poetry, and in 1960 he published a massive critical
work, Nikos Kazantzakis: His Agony and His Art.

With the gradual thaw in Greek politics, Vrettakos re-
turned to Athens in 1962 and took a position with the National
Theater. After the military coup of April 1967, however, he
left the country for a seven-year period of self-imposed exile
("The Rock and the Hawk," "Journey to Sicily"). He settled
in ,Switzerland at the Pestalozzi International Children's Village
and later lectured at the University of Palermo, where, in fail-
ing health, he wrote his deeply personal testament, "The Seven
Elegies." With the restoration of civilian rule in 1974 he re-
turned home, dividing his time thereafter between Plournitsa
and Athens. He died, much honored, on August 4, 1991. The
last two decades of his life were among his most productive,
including the long dramatic poem Liturgy Under the Acropolis.

Vrettakos' poetry is essentially dialogic. He is at once the
most solitary and the most engaged of poets, a poet of medita-
tion and of witness, a Whitmanian recluse whose embrace of
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the world is both shy and exalted. As with many other poets
of fundamentally Romantic sensibility, he sees the poem and
the world as an inseparable event, mutually self-constituting,
and the poet himself as heir, pilgrim, and exile. In "Evening
Confessions," the slopes of Taygetos are "the first poem / I
read as I opened my eyes," and in "The Horizon and the Stone"
the sky is "this God-engraved tablet / I've gradually learned
to decipher." The poet's "reading" is simultaneously a rewrit-
ing; as Vrettakos notes in "Remaking," his task is "To create
a world without any part / missing" and "To pour water and
grass / from my words." Yet the power of poetic creation re-
mains rooted in a submission to earth: thus, in "Seminar," he
urges flowers to "teach me the light."

What the poet inherits at the moment of his birth is the
whole world, but what begins with the fall into time is his
dispossession. Thus his remaking of the world is not only an
act of celebration but an attempt to stanch the "wound" of
time in his own being ("Ascent"). For Vrettakos this "wound" is
inexorably bound up with family ruin and the ghosts of the
past ("Family Gathering," "Permanent Residents," "The Olive
Picker"). At its center is the homestead that can never be
reclaimed; at its verge is the great mountain that is simul-
taneously refuge and exile: thus, in "Chaos," standing on the
silence of the peak, the poet hears nothing but his own heart
"like a clock ticking in an abandoned house." It is in this
solitude that the world must be mended and made and where,
in the soul's darkness, the burden of night must be pulled
through "a blind expanse" of snow "that nowhere connects
with the world" ("The Sledge"). Snow is again ths dominant
motif in "An Eagle," where the quest for existential purchase
in the world culminates in an image of frozen effigy:

Poised like an eagle,
I stand above the world
—one claw in the snow,
the other in the clouds—
immovable, white.
My crested head a stone outcrop.
My eyes two blizzards.
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Though the poet wills himself petrified, his foothold rests
on nothing securer than snow and cloud, and the rain of time
continues in the "blizzards" of his eyes.

Vrettakos' primary encounter is with the given natural
world, endlessly rewoven in the psalm of his praise. Though
the beauty of this world can sometimes be terrible and though
man is forever challenged to find his home in it, it is for
Vrettakos the ever-replenished source of value. As its beauty
is reconstituted in the poet's act of witness so too it appears
uniquely reflected in the eyes of the beloved, as in "The Green
Garden" where it makes a triad with the sea and the sky, or in
"Infusion," where God's "fathomless ineffable light" is received
"inexhaustibly" in the beloved's glance. But the fellowship of
witness extends to the "neighbor's" eyes as well! ("All I've
Said"), and by extension to the whole of humanity, whose
possible harmony-in-being is denoted by the idea of peace, like
much else in Vrettakos a deceptively simple concept that carries
much freight.

For Vrettakos, then, the full account of the world includes
its human history, the welter of the heart. Though his sym-
pathies are always with the oppressed, no one is finally in-
nocent, and if speech could penetrate the depths where "the
human core seethes," the resultant explosion would "level /
every tree in the standing world" ("Chorale"). It is against
such inner violence and despair that love must assert itself,
and peace win the common respite. Looking back over his tor-
mented century, Vrettakos fears a new age of darkness. But
hope remains, the "ray of light" that "must (have stayed with
us from the precious morning / dreamt of by saints" ("The
Dinosaurs").

This image, like many others in Vrettakos, bespeaks the
profoundly religious sensibility that informs his work as a
whole. It is a sensibility shorn of dogma or salvific expecta-
tion, one that borrows freely from the Christian and pagan
elements of Greek tradition to articulate a sense of the sacred-
ness of being, the world of miracle. It is this sense that sus-
tains the final jubilation of his vision, the embrace of a mor-
tality that dissolves the travail of consciousness in final value.
Like Lucretius, whose pantheistic materialism finds echo in his
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work, he sees himself as compact of primal forces and entities—
"light," "sea," "forest," "moon"—that return to their natural
elements with his death ("Sunrise at Sounion"). Thus he can
say, despite the suffering that pervades his work, that all has
been praise, that the grief for the "trembling •tumulus" of an
earth that "heaves with its victims" is yet "a garland" ("Ac-
complished"), and that "no happier being has ever lived" on
it than himself. Thus too he can embrace all of history and
human suffering as the "thrice-thousanded little son" of earth
("Liturgy Under the Acropolis"), and beg ecstatic immolation
and Phoenix-like rebirth from the sun:

And I said: Sun, Lord,
has your servant pleased you?
If so, cut me a golden shroud
from your glory and dress my body
alive, for I will not die.
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Nikiforos Vrettakos,
Thirty Years in the Rain

translated by ROBERT ZALLER AND LILI BITA

THIRTY YEARS IN THE RAIN

When they sang the windows opened
—the windows that had turned their backs

on the Nazis—
the steps of the heroes stood out from the others
and everything became flags to their song.
Dead now, they go on marching
and Freedom, who didn't see them going by
from her pinnacle in Constitution Square
—who didn't see them, thirty years in the rain—
waits for the parade to begin.

LIBERATION

My soul dances, winged,
looking to alight on a branch
of light, to hear, see, say
whatever can be heard, seen, said.
It's good to know, and know well,
that the thing you are
was hatched out of darkness.

Liu BrrA is a distinguished Greek poet, playwright, and actress. Her
work has been translated into several languages and has been widely
anthologized in America and abroad. Her most recent verse collection
is Excavations (1993).
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CHORALE

There are sorrows no one knows of.
There are depths the sun never
seeks. Glacial silences around the lips.
The witnesses are silent. The eyes are blank.
There aren't ladders long enough
to descend to those depths
where the human core seethes. If silence spoke,
erupted, exploded—it would level
every tree in the standing world.

THE FAMILY GATHERING

Here, where are you going, it's winter already,
You're soaked through. Your clothes must be tattered
with the years, and lightning's singed your hair—

Here, where the lantern shines, here
is home. More to the right—more to the left!
Cleave to the stone, sit by the hearth
as you used to, father sorting the mail,
mother with her cares, let me rest my hand
on your damp knees, let the fire burn
and don't be in such a hurry to die again.
The world is beautiful, and we've left
so much undone. We'll prune the trees,
prop up the dreams, make so many
worlds yet—

Let's close the doors now
and cry.
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PERMANENT RESIDENTS

Here wander the shades of my ancestors.
Sometimes I think my father has opened
the window of the vacant old homestead.
That he's stuck out his head and his arm,
and, pointing with his finger,
shows me something wraithlike in the distance,
a lost, elusive rainbow.

I ask if what he sees
could be peace. He closes the window,
slowly, silently, without reply.

THE OLIVE PICKER

Her ghost moved through the olive grove,
a ladder on its shoulder. I recognized
my mother from the hanging kerchief,
from the hands, from the brightness of her smile.
The time, the place, the familiar contour of the earth
all proclaimed her presence. I called out
confidently. She acknowledged me
with an airy nod. Then she rose on tiptoe
and began to ascend. She mounted the sky
as he was with her ladder.

(Each year at this time she spreads sheeting under the olives
and collects them. She comes to help the earth.)
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ASCENT

I thank the huge scaffolding of wound
from which I stepped, mounted, saw the world
and set down its incredible beauty in these notebooks.
And I would add, 0 Earth,
that no happier being has ever
lived on you. The light so engulfed
and swallowed me that I cast no shadow
as does everything else, body or thing.

There come times too
when I feel myself lighter on your surface
than a ray of twilight on a stone.

INFUSION

God watches us through others' eyes,
infusing us with something
of his fathomless ineffable light.
I receive it inexhaustibly
in your glance. Each time
I feel my body contains
nothing else. A glossoming tree
fills me utterly.

THE SLEDGE

The snow falls from the seventh sky
sinking in its own depths, the day lost,
the night coming swiftly and lasting long.
I pull it on a sledge through a blind expanse
that nowhere connects with the world.
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THE GRACE OF THE ARCHANGEL

The windowpanes are white,
and the sky and the earth.
Music passes over me
like a mother's hand
over a child's fevered brow
though I'm not sick, not sick at all.
The archangel Michael hasn't come
to take me but to support my roof
with his sword, that lies under snow.
The light is white, my hair,
the walls, my hands. My blood is white.
A burdened stem bends in the white nothingness.
But I'm not afraid. Either way's the same.
I've smiled at life for half an age
flat on my back in the operating room
of my century.

IT'S GETTING DARK

It's getting dark, the windows are shut,
the lights come on, and the rented room
becomes a kind of world. My few books
come and go, crossing my path
like friends that bear gifts
of bread, water, fruit, medicine.
One of these, open all night
on the page where my eyes closed
stays with me atop my blanket—
a guardian angel that listens, face down,
to the beating of my •heart.
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BESIDE THE OTHERS

Beside the other books, invisible
but real, a volume of silence.
In it is everything I hid
and everything within me that
hadn't time for the long journey to the light.
The pages are huge, too heavy
to lift. No one will read it.
God will take it as it is
and put in His heavenly library.

ALL I'VE SAID

I've said a lot, watching and wondering
about this world. The sun challenged me,
the eternally reborn green earth,
sights and sounds—the soul of things.

I've said a lot, looking into
my neighbor's eyes, taking his hand.
And maybe all of it amounts
to nothing. But I've said my piece,
and it's enough to know that
here and there, now and then,
I've added my song to the birds'.
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MONOLOGUE

My heart bore worlds and worlds
and endured. Tears and tears
and endured. Blasts of heavenly light
and endured. It raised the flag
of peace high beyond the reach
of strife, and endured.
It bore beauty's wrath and the rage
of darkness, and endured.

And I said: Sun, Lord,
has your servant pleased you?
If so, cut me a golden shroud
from your glory and dress my body
alive, for I will not die.
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Book Reviews

DENNIS RONALD MACDONALD, Christianizing Homer, The Odyssey,
Plato and the Acts of Andrew, Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1994. Pp. xv+352. $42.50.

The apostle Andrew was the brother of Simon Peter and, like him,
a fisherman from Bethsaida on the Sea of Galilee. Although the
canonical Gospels mention him several times, he appears in the Acts
of the Apostles only in a formulaic list of apostles (Acts 1:13) and
is never mentioned in any of the Epistles. The reticence of these early
sources, however, was soon redressed by the appearance of a lengthy
collection of apocryphal Acts purporting to describe Andrew's epic
missionary wanderings through a deluded geography of sorcerers, lemons,
resuscitated corpses, cannibals, and monsters. It is not known when
these Acts were first compiled, but they were apparently available, and
may have been produced, in Alexandrian literary circles by the middle
of the second decade of the third century. In what was not an unim-
portant consideration for their survival, transmission, and influence,
the Acts of Andrew were ultimately rejected by ecclesiastical author-
ities as heterodox and, through a process of expurgation and sup-
pression, fell into disuse and textual disrepair. After the definitively
withering criticisms of Photios in the ninth century, the work as a
whole appears to have been lost. However, on the basis of several
Greek and Latin works, the text of the original Acts of Andrew has
recently been reconstructed by two scholars working independently of
each other. Jean-Marc Prieur (Acta Andreae Corpus Christianorum,
Sertes Apocryphorum 5 and 6 Turnhout: Brepols, 1989 and Dennis
Ronald MacDonald (The Acts of Andrew and the Acts of Andrew
and Matthias in the City of the Cannibals. Texts and Translations 33,
Christian Apocrypha 1 [Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1990]). Despite
some similarities, the resulting texts are markedly different and reflect
the divergent ideological and methodological presuppositions of their
respective editors, who have stated and defended their views in the
pages of the journal Semeia 38 (1986) : 9-26 ( =MacDonald's thesis),
27-33 (=Prieur's response), 35-39 (=MacDonald's response). A con-
venient summary of MacDonald's main argument can also be found on
pp. 316-18 of the work here under review.

MacDonald's Christianizing Homer brings together the results
of the author's ongoing engagement with the Acts of Andrew and
provides the reader with a detailed literary analysis of his critical edi-
tion of the text. MacDonald's central thesis is that the Acts of
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Andrew is, among other things, a conscious and learned attempt to
transform ancient Greek myth into Christian literature primarily through
a sophisticated "rewriting" of Homer's Odyssey. In MacDonald's
terms, the original composition of the Acts was a moment of "hyper-
textual transvaluation," a transformative rewriting of Homer's epic in
which the characters in the "hypertext" (i.e., the Acta, or derivative
text) acquire roles and attributes derived from a system of values and
found in the "hypote.xt" (i.e., the Odyssey, or targeted text). Such an
interpretative strategy invites, and indeed depends on, the complicity
of the reader who must recognize that the hypertext, throuhg the
literary device of "countercharacterization" (generally changes in char-
acter and place names), intentionally devalues its model and thereby
inverts the social and cultural ideals expressed in the hypotext. The
result, in this case, was a Christian Odyssey with the apostle Andrew
as a literary alternative to Odysseus.

Following a helpful introduction, the first chapter surveys the
ambiguous attitudes toward Homer which were espoused both by pagans
and Christians who were generally unsettled by the poet's indecorous
depiction of the gods. In this context, the transvaluative ambitions of
the Acts emerges with particular clarity and force. Chapters 2 through 7
catalogue a series of seventy-six literary vignettes from the Acts which
find parallels in such works as the Iliad, the Odyssey, Plate's Theatetus,
Phaedrus, Phaedo, Euripides' The Bacchae, The Madness of Herakles,
and Apollonius of Rhodes' Argonautica. A final chapter serves as a
postscript and conclusion. MacDonald's arguments are supported by the
scholarly apparatus of copious notes and citations which contain much
interesting information. Somewhat less satisfying is the profusion of
charts, concordances, diagrams, and texts in parallel columns. The
latter juxtapose passages from the Acts with presumably parallel pas-
sages from Greek literature, •but the passages are generally given only
in English translation often weakening or obscuring the argument for
intertextual dependence. Readers will thus disagree on the relative
strength, importance, or even legitimacy of some of these parallels some
of which may be nothing more than the stock literary and rhetorical
commonplaces of late antiquity.

Most important, MacDonald's overall interpretation of the Acts
as a Christian Odyssey depends upon his particular reconstruction of
the original text, for if the original form of the Acts did not replicate,
even if only to "transvalue," the narrative structure of the Iliad and
the Odyssey, then the Acts loses its formal significance as a hypertext
and the entire dialectic collapses into a series of seventy-six textual
allusions. Depending, then, on their ideological presupposition and edi-
torial sensibilities, readers may find themselves caught between the Scylla
of the Acts of Andrew as a "Christianized Homer," or the Charybdis
of Christianizing Homer as the fabrication of a "Hellenized Andrew."
This reviewer harbors some reservations about the methodology em-
ployed in the constitution of the 1990 edition. Nevertheless, the evidence
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which MacDonald now adduces in favor of his thesis is numerous and
generally compelling. If some isolated parallels and allusions remain
unconvincing, the cumulative effect is undeniable and permit one to
read the Acts of Andrew as an arresting transformation of ancient
Greek epic.

NICHOLAS CONSTAS
Hellenic College

Classical Greece: Ancient Histories and Modern Archaeologies. Ian
Morris Ed.: Cambridge University Press, Cambridge 1994. Pp.
xiv+244, figs. 51. $59.95.

The premise of this book is that Greek archaeology is in a state
of crisis, and that the eight essays within are meant to illustrate some
of the new approaches being taken to respond to it. First, as a back-
drop to the other essays, Ian Morris undertakes to write an intellectual
history of Greek archaeology. He perceives Greek archaeology as hav-
ing been dominated by the Hellenism and the Romanticism of the
18th and 19th centuries, and absorbed into dassics as a sub-discipline,
so that it was shielded from intellectual changes. He accuses Greek
archaeologists of concentrating on artefact analysis, thereby de-peopling
Greek archaeology, in order not to challenge the precept of Hellenism,
"the idealization of ancient Greece as the birthplace of the European
spirit." Since Hellenism is no longer relevant to most people, he con-
cludes that Greek archaeology is in a state of crisis, because its
relevance is unclear. Morris gives three possible responses: 1) deny
the problem; 2) reassert the relevance of Greece; 3) recognize how
Greek archaeology became what it is and try to make it relevant by
re-peopling it. He favors the last, arguing for more integration between
archaeology and history.

Although there is much truth in Morris' account, there is also
considerable overstatement. The essay is Anglocentric, concentrating on
Greek archaeology in English and American systems, but does not
consider others. In the German-speaking tradition classical archaeology
is a separate discipline, and one cannot reconstruct the history of
Greek archaeology without including Roman.

In his essay James Whitley seeks to discover what Protoattic pot-
tery can tell us about the social history of Athens in the seventh
century B.C. By using a contextual approach, he poses the important
questions of what kind of behavior an archaeological deposit represents
and what kind of society would produce the objects found in it. Un-
fortunately, his conclusion that Protoattic pottery represents a rationed
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product limited to the elite and their funerary ceremonies is under-
mined both by the fact that so much of it comes from domestic deposits
in the Agora, and by his disregard of historical sources, limited as
they may be.

The ancient viewer's reaction to Greek sculpture is the subject of
the intriguing essay by Robin Osborne. Although one may not agree
with all his readings of individual statues or his assessment of the
viewer's perception of them, many of his conclusions, seem on target—
in particular his sense that, in respect to function, the viewer perceived
archaic korai differently than their contemporary male counterparts,
the koroi, and their female successors in the classical period .

Herbert Hoffmann's essay centers on one Attic red-figured vase,
the fabulous sphinx rhyton by Sotades in the British Museum. He
reads the vase's iconography and form as relating symbolically to the
passage from life to death, thereby aiding the Athenian immortalizing
system of the Periclean Age. His view that the Sphinx and Kekrops
are mediators between these worlds is convincing, but •his interpreta-
tion that the other figures reflect rites of passage is not. Muffled
hands and cowled heads are hardly attributes found only with initiates,
his primary reasons for identifying them as such. D. Williams' (1992)
interpretation is to be preferred.

The essay by David Gill is the shortest in length and the one with
the least substance. Riding a by now old hobby-horse he asserts that
the ancient value of Greek painted pottery has been greatly over-
estimated and that it was little more than saleable ship ballast, a con-
clusion that has found considerable resistant from most scholars.
Ironically, after suggesting that too much attention has been paid by
archaeologists to what remains and not what has been lost, he calculates
the number of Attic vases imported into Etruria every year by using
the number of vases which have been found there, not the number sent.

The relationship of imported Attic pottery to trade is the subject
of Karim Arafat and Catherine Morgan's excellent essay. Exploring
two different contexts, archaic-classical Etruria and Hallstatt Europe,
they investigate the pottery's role in its new home and how it arrived
there. Attractive is their suggestion that Attic pottery appealed to the
Etruscan elite because its often rich mythological content underscored
be elite's ability to read and understand the stories, thereby reinforctng
their superior status.

The last pair of essays concern themselves with site surveys, a
sub-field of classical archaeology that has grown rapidly in the last
twenty-five years. Both are solid contributions. The first by Susan Alcock,
John Cherry and Jack Davis tackles the hypothesis that the manur-
ing of fields in antiquity led to the "halo" pattern of low artefact
distribution found at many sits today. By examining the ancient lit-
erary sources concerning the use of manure and considering various
factors affecting the distribution of artifacts, such as erosion, breakage,
discard rates, and methods of discard, the authors conclude that a
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wide range of factors have to be consiered to explain distribution
patterns.

The final essay by Susan Alcock utilizes the information from
site surveys in a new manner. Instead of analyzing the results of one
site survey in reference to nearby regions, she compares the results from
many surveys conducted in various parts of the Hellenistic world proper
during a limited time span—the Hellenistic period (323-31 B.C.).

This allows her to look for changes in levels of urbanization and
population, and signs of colonization and agricultural intensification
over a broad territory in one specific historical period. Not surprisingly,
there is considerable variety from region to region, brought on by
different local factors, a warning against broad generalizations about
the Hellenistic period.

The book concludes with thoughtful responses from Michael
Jameson and Anthony Snodgrass. As with most groups of essays, the
quality is mixed. Nevertheless, each is thought provoking and the col-
lection as a whole is highly recommended as stimulating reading for
anyone interested in Greek archaeology.

JOHN H. OAKLEY
College of William and Mary in Virginia

SIB

CATHERINE ATHERTON, The Stoics on Ambiguity. Cambridge: Cam-
bridge University Press, 1993. Pp. xix+563.

In a well written and illuminating book, Catherine Atherton pre-
sents an original account of Stoic philosophy, and in particular of how
the study of ambiguities allowed the Stoics to combine together into
a single coherent whole many disciplines, which nowadays tend to
be treated in isolation from one another. Therefore, the scope of the
book is not restricted to the study of ambiguities as merely logical or
merely , linguistic phenomena, at least not in the sense that the modern
reader may expect Atherton convincingly—and masterfully—shows how
for the Stoics, discussions regarding ambiguity involve much more
than for modern linguists or philosophers of language. There is, for
the well rounded Stoic dialectician, no "mere" linguistics or "mere"
logic. To plunge into the Stoic discussions concerning ambiguity is to
plunge into philosophy as a whole, as the Stoics conceived it. Above
all, and surely most surprisingly nowadays, it involves a considerable
amount of ethical discussions.

Many of Atherton's conclusions are based on conjectures and
guesses, but this is unavoidable, given the scarcity of extant Stoic
texts. Atherton's conclustons are, all things considered, extremely well
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supported; in this respect the book is truly outstanding. Yet, at times
the reading becomes a bit tiresome, as one inevitably gets lost in an
intricate amount of material which the author offers in order to support
her theses. Atherton pays, perhaps, too high a price for the cogency
of her arguments: all too often, she robs herself of plot and drama.
Throughout the first three chapters of the book—roughly one third of
it—we find prophylactic warnings, and many references to issues to
be discussed later; the unusually large number of these becomes some-
what irritating.

The most important Stoic thesis—one that Atherton repeats
throughout the book—is that •the basis for the study of ambiguities is
our own moral welfare, "[Sleeing or missing an ambiguity could make
a difference to one's general success as a human being" (3). Atherton
summarizes the connection between the study of ambiguities and
morality in the following terms: "to be happy is to be virtuous, and
to be virtuous is to be perfectly rational, in a universe which reason
pervades and rules, even down to its humblest inhabitants" (53). To
be able to detect ambiguities becomes, for the Stoic, an enterprise of
peremptory importance, one which deals with human existence as an
organic whole. As Atherton has neatly put it,

[Ole genuine Stoic Dialectician, it is true, the descendant
of Plato's philosophers-kings, is able to defend himself in
argument against all corners, since his system of cognition
cannot be weakened by reasoning and he can always give
an account of it (102).

It should be of little or no surprise to find the figure of the
Stoic sage playing such an important role. After all, in order to be
a sage, being a genuine dialectician is at least a necessary condition,
and quite possibly—as it will become clear immediately—a sufficient
one. Atherton explains certain unique features of the Stoic sage which
shed light upon the overall coherence of Stoic philosophy.

Sciences are the provinces of the Stoic sage, the paragon of
human success, who, within the bounds of human capacity
is infallible, and who possesses all the virtues, one which is
actually dialectic itself (49-50).

Two things should be borne in mind; first, how is the sage limited
by "the bounds of human capacity," and second, what does "one
which is actually dialectic itself" exactly means.

The first of these issues is tackled by Atherton: "the sage is not
literally infallible; rather he [and now drawing on Stobaeus' dictum)
'does all things well, that is, what he does'" (50, fn. 15). Atherton,
accurately adds: "his infallibility lies in never mistaking truth for
falsehood" (50, fn. 15). It is not difficult to make the connection
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now: by learning to detect ambiguities, one learns to discern between
truth and falsehood, and then one takes the first steps on the path
to wisdom. The second issue is not directly analyzed by Atherton, and
that explains Why it is unclear whether being a true dialectician is a
necessary or a sufficient condition of being a Sage, yet, it must be
admitted, in the context of Atherton's project, this is by no means a
crucial issue.

Once the true nature of the Stoic project is uderstood it is easy to
dismiss many common-place modern objections raised against Stoic
philosophy. For example, the charge against Stoic work on ambiguity
regarding the lack of a definitive theoretical account "of possible
systematic relations amongst significations of a polysemus expression"
(7), that a modern logician or linguist may raise, is obviously mis-
guided since it misses the very goals of the Stoics' interest on am-
biguity. What differentiates the Stoic project—everything else aside—is
their unique motivation in studying ambiguities. And it is this motiva-
tion, too, what gives the Stoic system its uncommon cohesive and
holistic outlook.

Atherton's work exhibits painstaking and fastidious analyses of
the sources. In addition to the obvious problems arising from the
small amount of extant material, Atherton helps us recognize further
problems inherent in those few extant works. For instance, there are
problems with Sextus Empiricus' work, insofar as his hostility toward
Stoicism is but manifest; Diogenes Laertius is not hostile toward Sto-
icism, but he is not a philosopher either, and this alone renders his
work on this field suspect. (Augustine, is, surprisingly, a rather safe
and useful source.) Similar considerations are exposed when con-
trasting Galen's On Linguistic Sophisms and Theon's Pro gymnarmata,
which take up the better part of the fifth chapter of the book, crucial
for the remaining of the book. It is mainly in this chapter that Atherton
discusses Galen's and Theon's accounts of the Stoic classification of
ambiguities.

A similarly thorough spirit pervades Atherton's discussion of the
Stoic definition of ambiguity. This discussion constitutes the whole
of the fourth chapter, and, it is also present elsewhere. I3ut perhaps the
most impressive display of philosophical, historical, and argumentative
rigor and depth is shown by the author as she contrasts the Stoic clas-
sification of ambiguities against the Aristotelian, the Epicurean (their
"chief Hellenistic rival"), and contemporary classifications. The analyses
of the Stoic classification and these comparisons comprise the second
half of the book. Contrasting the Stoic classifications of ambiguities
against Aristotle's discussions of fallacies in his De Sophisticis Elenchis,
plays a pre-eminent role for the author. Although Atherton is suc-
cessful in differentiating the Stoic and the Aristotelian projects, she
does so, mainly, by appealing to the same thesis which allows her
to differentiate the Stoic project from any other project whatsoever:
its peculiar motivation. There are, of course, some other differences
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between the Aristotelian and the Stoic projects, but they are not
convincing enough. Perhaps the most important of these is Atherton's
thesis according to which

the Stoics could certainly give a precise account of how
ambiguity produces both unsoundness and the appearance
of unsoundness without collapsing them one into the other
(as Aristotle does in the s. el. [De Sophisticis Elenchis3)
(463).

For •the uninitiated, and by that I mean the non-linguist, non-
classicist, or non-philosopher of language, the most appealing section
of Atherton's book is the first third of it. The rest of the book strikes
the reader as too technical. Referring to her project as developed in
the first third of her book Atherton daims, "It is not comprehensive,
and it is neither a hostile critique nor an apologia" (39). Atherton's
own characterization of this stage of her project helps explains some
of its shortcomings. For example, Atherton claims that although the
Stoics shared the division of philosophy (into ethics, logic and physics),
endemic both in the work of their predecessors and that of their
contemporaries, in Stoic philosophy these three branches stand in a
much more intimate relation with each other. Yet, what Atherton
has shown—indeed successfully and beautifully—is the unusual con-
nection between logic and ethics within Stoic philosophy, but not a
connection between these two (nor of any of the two individually
considered), and physics. Moreover, a comprehensive treatment of
Stoic ontology is absent, and this is perhaps the single most im-
portant shortcoming to be found in Atherton's project.

Atherton does deal with ontological matters, with the meta-
physical background of Stoic philosophy which both nurtures and in-
forms their dialectic, but, as stated, not in a comprehensive fashion.
Some tenets of the Stoic metaphysical doctrines stand in obvious need
of clarifications. Consider the following passages: "the subject-predicate
structure is fixed, not by linguistic considerations per se, but by the
metaphysical scheme which informs the Stoic world' (46), or "for a
man's wisdom or walking, on the Stoic view, are also bodies, being
but the man in this or that condition" (47), "linguistic items are cor-
poreal" (44). It is arguably obvious that only those already familiar
with Stoic materialism will understand and accept these views without
considerable strain. A more detailed analysis of the basic tenets of
Stoic materialism, and of the sources of Stoic metaphysics would have
been welcome. Consider Atherton's thesis: "As virtue—and hence hap-
piness—are [for the Stoics] all-or-nothing—and hence even what ap-
pears to be• the slightest moral failing will take on monumental propor-
tions" (58). Notice how even a brief discussion of the Parmenidean
radical dichotomies concerning existence (inherited by the Stoics
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through Plato's theory of forms), would shed much needed light upon
the origin and justification of Stoic metaphysical tenets.

The few shortcomings that may be found in Atherton's work
are, nevertheless, outweighed by the originality and quality of her
book. Perhaps it is partly because of Atherton's insightful style that
one would have liked her to dwell more, say, in the metaphysical outlook
of the Stoic world. Above all, the book presents an illuminating account
of Stoic philosophy, which they always conceived as a way of life, a
way of life in which it would be impossible to be a logician, or a lin-
guist, or a physician, without being all at once committed to the
virtuous life.

LEONARDO A. ZAIBERT
State University of New York at Buffalo

THEOPHILUS C. PROUSIS, Russian Society and the Greek Revolution.
DeKalb, Illinois: Northern Illinois University Press, 1994. Pp. xiii+
259 bibliography, index.

TheophiIus Prousis' central point is that many educated Russians
during the first third of the nineteenth century believed that "Russia
had a mission to protect Orthodox Christians," and that this ethos
converged with European Philhellenism and a classical revival move-
ment to produce widespread support for the Greek Revolution. Most
of the book documents the nature and extent of that support, drawing
in part on newly accessible archives in provincial Russia. Since many
of the people he describes were ethnic Greeks involved in Russian
government and trade, the book delves substantially into the cultural
and nationalist politics of Greek communities in Russia and the Eastern
Mediterranean.

Most readers are aware that Aleksandr I was torn between protect-
ing coreligionists in the Ottoman Empire and maintaining the integrity
of established regimes, but Prousis shows how top officials of the
foreign ministry expressed similar dilemmas. Among them were ethnic
Greeks like Kapodistrias who argued for cultural preservation rather
than overt revolution. It was only the fait accompli of the Greek up-
rising in Moldavia (led by Ypsilantis, also of the Russian Foreign
Ministry until 1821) and subsequent repressions that induced many
to declare themselves in favor of Greek independence and Russian mili-
tary intervention. Aleksandr I and Nicholas I avoided using the Greek
national cause, either in relations with the Ottoman Empire or to
rally support at home. Prousis argues that the absence of an emotive
rallying point helps explain the apathy of educated society when war
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broke out in 1828. In the final chapter, Prousis suggests that these
tensions prestaged similar developments in the 1850s, when Russia
went to war over its protectorship of Ottoman Christians, and in the
1870s, when Aleksandr II declared wah almost unwillingly in the midst
of public expressions of Orthodox and Slavic mission.

Beyond foreign policy, the government sponsored and organized
relief for thousands of refugees who arrived from the Ottoman Empire
after 1821, and encouraged a semi-official campaign to buy and re-
settle the survivors of the Chios and Psara massacres being sold into
slavery in the 1820s. These efforts "reinforced the protectorship of
Orthodox subjects in Ottoman lands, promoted Greek settlement in
Southern Russia, and enhanced the prospect of Russia's influence in
liberated Greece" (p. 82). Prousis investigates in great detail the
public contributions to the relief efforts, and concludes that support
for the Greek cause constituted a "groundswell" encompassing urban
and rural Russian elites, Russian serfs, Greek communities, Catholic
Poles, and Lutheran Baits.

In three chapters dealing respectively with Russia's classical revival
movement, Russian writers, and Pushkin, the author painstakingly ex-
tracts references to Greece and the Greek Revolution from known and
obscure writings, showing how different allusions could be used within
different agendas: in the official, legitimist rhetoric of officialdom
claiming to protect coreligionists; in widespread evocations of Spartan
martial tradition; in the writings of reformists who used Athenian
allusions to praise the halting reforms of Aleksandr I; and in the works
of writers who noted the hypocrisy of Philhellenism in a country of
autocracy, serfdom, and endemic poverty.

The evidence of extensive commercial and cultural links among
Greek communities in central and South Russia and the eastern Mediter-
ranean is highly suggestive of concepts of space and region that
straddled state boundaries. Readers will be struck by the appearance
of so many well known Greek merchant, phanariote, and literary
figures active in or passing through Russian cities, among them
Gennadios, Inglezis, Koumas, Koumparis, Oikonomos, Palaiologos,
Rallis, and Zosimas. Many of them came together in, the Philiki
Etaireia and the Philornousos Etaireia, both founded and based in
Odessa. - The Russian government dissociated itself from the overtly
revolutionary groups, but unintentionally fostered nationalism and a
revolutionary spirit through its support for Greek education and cub
tural institutions and its recruitment of Greeks into its forces in the
Balkans and the Ionian Republic.

The uncritical employment of basic analytic categories—nation,
society, and state—presents conceptual problems. Prousis assumes the
existence of a Greek nation in 1821, and characters appear and dis-
appear as members of this same well-understood entity and act in
"natural expressionsts) of their Greek identity." Particularly in this
time period, one can guess that Greeks were involved less in the
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"preservation of their national identity," and more with its con-
struction. It would be fascinating •to consider the reinvention of Capo
d'Istria as Kapodistrias, the Corfiote aristocrat turned tsarist Foreign
Minister dubious of any national revolution, and later the President
of independent Greece. The case of the community in South Russia
that spoke Tatar and wrote in Tatar using the Greek alphabet (p. 13)
is also suggestive: the author treats them as a variety of Greek, rather
than as an invitation to explore the construction of a national identity.
At issue is not Greek national identity as such, but the ways in which
any identity is constructed, the nouns and adjectives given meaning,
and the collectivity defined with inclusions and exclusions.

The neat dichotomy of Russian "state and society" relies on catego-
ries that are open to question, given their extensive overlap (Were the
army officers who sympathized with the Revolution state or society?).
Indeed, Prousis' evidence suggests that the Greek Revolution divided
the tsar within himself and officials and literary figures among them-
selves. This seems to reinforce the conclusions of historians who argue
that officialdom and the educated public did not necessarily act as
separate and antagonistic collectives, but partook of the same culture,
participated in the same debates, and were divided along lines that
traversed the boundaries of state and society.

These reservations will concern only those interested in concep-
tual questions. Otherwise, Prousis succeeds marvelously in detailing the
extent and variety of support for the Greek cause and the politics of
Russia's Greek communities. Readers interested in the history of Russia
and the Eastern Mediterranean in the first third of the nineteenth
century will be grateful for a work that provides easy reference and a
comprehensive introduction to the topic at hand.

YANNIS KOTSONIS
New York University

Art.THuR N. FRANGOS, Realms of Gold: An Iliad of Our Time. New
York: Pella Publishing Company, Inc. 1993. Pp. 470. $22.95.

In Realms of Gold, Arthur N. Frangos not only dares but suc-
ceeds brilliantly in "reinventing" an "Iliad of our time." Irreverent,
politically incorrect and ethnically blasphemous, Realms of Gold, a
scathing satire, offers a rich tale wherein destiny turns on a French fry.

Published in 1993, Realms of Gold has already attracted an avid
cult of enthusiastic readers •but has not yet found the wide audience
it deserves, nor, has it evoked the type of furor and controversy that,
for instance, Philip Roth's Portnoy's Complaint, fired off in the
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Jewish-American community when it was published in 1967. Roth made
an emotional expose of growing up Jewish-American. Frangos, in this
remarkable first novel, probes the underbelly of the Greek-American
experience; his work is fierce, unrelenting, and important, bringing a
new dimension to the Greek-American novel.

The Greek-American novel could be viewed as an underdeveloped
genre with a mere handful of exceptional practitioners. The great Harry
Mark Petrakis has illuminated our laughing, tear-stained hearts in
seminal works including A Dream of Kings. Elia Kazan's novels, notably
The Arrangement, have dramatized the Greek-American psychic struggle.
The short stories of Helen Papanikolas, Small Bird, Tell Me, are
remarkable evocations of the unique Greek-American sensibility.

But we yearn for new voices to focus on our special ethos with
its unique conflicts, joys, and tragedies. Perhaps part of our strength,
our ability to assimilate rapidly into mainstream America, has also
caused our literary down-fall, or at least created "artistic inhibition."
Greek-Americans are eager to put their anxieties behind them, to hush
them up, to suppress them. Greeks wail and thrash inwardly, but
maintain public silence over their largest griefs. Rooted in a "shame"
culture, we insist on turning a positive face to the world.

In Realms of Gold, ,Frangos has outrageously and successfully
succeeded in blowing the Greek-American cover. An original, Frangos
can write, and does so with wit and brio in a novel of unrelenting
pace to which the reader will return for its surreal, black humor, for
its "send-up" of Greek-American foibles for its splendid Homeric
knowledge, and for its humanity. The author, a combination of one's
favorite, charismatic professor who rivets with his delivery and erudi-
tion, and stand-up comic (the even "does accents"), keeps you in-
volved in this classic tour de force.

With brash literary hubris, Frangos hangs his tragicomic epic on
Homer's The Iliad as two rival clans, Greek and Greek-American,
fight out a life and death diner battle on the plains of New Jersey.
Priam and Hecuba, a beautiful old couple, have worked their fingers
to the bone to build the Troy •Diner, dreaming of a better life for
sons Dee (Deiphobus), Hecky (Hectoros) and Alex (Alexandros).
On a bet, playboy Alex travels to Sparta and seduces Helen, "the
most beautiful woman in the world," away from Menelaus and brings
her back to be—what else ?—a hostess in the Troy in "Nyoo Tzortzy."

Enraged at being cuckolded by a "xenos—and an American xenos
at that," Agamemnon, brother of Menelaus and head of the clan of
powerful ship-owners, vows to avenge the "clan's sacred honor," to
"take back our blood." He selects three clansmen, wily Odysseus,
"crafty concoctor of devious deviltry," wise old Nestor, and young,
virile Achilles, and, with Menelaus, sails to the USA on a company
freighter to wage war and get satisfaction.

Initially vowing that Alex and every male member of his Trojan
family must die, Agamemnon changes his tune after docking in New
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York and consulting with Pandarus, manager of the local operations.
Pandarus convinces Agamemnon that financial ruin rather than death
will strike directly at the heart of Greek-Americans, and suggests erect-
ing a rival diner—"the most modern, biggest and most efficient diner
in New Jersey—and that means the world"—to bury The Troy.

The super-diner Spartan rises, and it's a no-holds-barred, war
between the "Greek-Greeks" or "Greenies," against the Pseudo-
Greeks" or Greek-Americans, with both tribes employing secret weapons,
in this case a special French fry and a superior burger.

The Spartan's Achilles develops the Achilley-Fry, uniquely cut
and deep-fried, "in an extremely hot locally produced vegetable oil—
that was, however, blended with just the right amount of Greek olive
oil and laced with a precise measure of beef tallow. ... generously topped
off with a healthy sprinlding of grated kefalotiri cheese just before
serving." (333)

At The Troy, "Hedcy" continues to mix the Trojan's famous
"Gut-Buster" behind closed doors in a special "vault-like, climate-
controlled room" using a secret formula known only to himself and
his father, Priam. Small, hen-pecked, desperate to support his wife
Andy's (Andromache) mall-mania, Hecky dreams of building his own
nationwide chain of "Gut-Buster" outlets to be inherited by son
Tyrone. But chubby and cosseted Ty despises the "filthy old diner"
and visits his doting Yia-Yia and Pa.poo there only under duress.
"They looked so funny, so. .. old fashioned, and they usually smelled
of garlic, olive oil and other peculiar 'Greek' odors." (228) A Greek
American non-Greek, Ty lives for trips to Gimblingdales where he
attends a class for "Junior Consumer Trainees of America," and
masturbating •to pictures of a red Porsche.

Frangos goes for the literary gold and the jugular, ripping the
lid off of sentimental, dearly cherished folk-myths in his frequently
brutal but never boring saga. Can you top this? Just when you think
the author has pulled out all the stops, he makes another step into
forbidden territory and "taboo" subjects.

This is a world of Greek-Americana turned topsy-turvy but not
totally unrecognizable, of mega-diners and super-greed, as brother pits
himself against brother and a beardless, blond, blue-eyed Greek Ortho-
dox priest named Father Leroy sells time-share condos in Nazareth
Knolls in the Catskills.

In a society deserted by the Olympian gods, the 60-something
Jewess, Zelda Freeman, a raging, clever virago, acts as a cross between
the Delphic Oracle and the goddess Athena with her "Stool Analysis
Chart," her slogan "A good bowel movement is every American's
right," and her newspaper column, "Excrementally Speaking." Like
Athena, Zelda can affect the action and does, briefly making The
Troy a winner with her endorsement.

The goal of true art is not to be "tasteful" and Realms of Gold,
with its scatological humor and brazen sex scenes is no exception.
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Art shocks, makes us sit bolt upright, jolts us out of our complacency
to force us to examine the world anew. But along with "shock art,'
Frangos has accomplished what the finest "ethnic" novel can do,
which is draw on our heritage and revitalize it for today. Like the
preeminent Greek-American novelist Harry Mark Petrakis, who in
A Dream of Kings uses the Icarus legend as the framework for his
story, Frangos has gone back into the ancient epic past for present-day
inspiration and literary nourishment.

‘Frangos knows Homer's Iliad and employs it with great affect to
create tremendous irony. Realms is certain to intrigue Iliad enthusiasts
and scholars as well as Greek-Americans as they discover to what ef-
fective and imaginative use Frangos has put Homer.

In Homer's Iliad, a wrathful Achilles sulks in his tent, after
Agamemnon takes away the beautiful Briseis, his war prize. The army,
demoralized by the loss of their greatest warrior, suffers a great rout
and appears to have lost the war. Despite Agamemnon's apology,
Achilles refuses to rejoin the fight; he returns ultimately to avenge
the death of his close friend Patroklos.

In Realms, Agamemnon steals the waitress "Bruny" away from
Achilles. Insulted, Achilles sulks in the apartment over the diner,
taking his assistant cook Patroclus or "Patty" with him and causing
customers, lacking "Achilles-fries," to defect to The Troy. Despite
Agamemnon's apology, Achilles refuses to return to the kitchen and
does so only after "Patty" promises to grant him his sexual favors.

Both Homer's and Frangos' Achilles suffer injured pride, but
consider the heroic values of Homer's noble Achilles, and the
"pleasure-me" motivation of Frangos' Achilles. In Homer's Iliad, the
body of the brave and fallen Trojan leader Hector burns on a funeral
pyre, bringing nobility out of tragedy. In Realms, Hecky loses his life
while torching The Troy to collect fire insurance.

Realms presents a biting, trenchant, heart-breaking vision of a
world driven by gimmicks, where fleecing the mooches is the goal,
of consumerism gone amok, of self-absorption and its logical outcome—

populace analyzing its own "stools." Leaping with literary bravado
from black comedy to tragedy, Frangos injects moving passages into
his ribald tale, and breaks our hearts with his depiction of the burning
of Smyrna as experienced by the Armenian Hrant. Hrant survives, his
psyche destroyed but his famous burger recipe intact, the "Gut-Buster"
of the future.

In this novel of grotesques, a scathing portrait of values gone
haywire, of tradition lost in a get-rich scurry, Priam and Hecuba,
hard-working and honorable, founders of The Troy, provide the "center
of good." A flashback to Priam and Hecuba's wedding evokes an
earlier time of ceremony and ritual in Greece, a country financially
but not spiritually impoverished. While waging the "Trojan War,"
the couple continues to gather their children in the diner's back booth,
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denying the truth of their dysfunctional family, until Priam is finally
exhausted to the point of death:

Just before he died, Priam thought about his sons. Death
came at the very moment he allowed himself to finally admit
that Hectoros was a thief, Deiphobus was a mean-spirited
wretch and Alexandros, his darling Alexandros, was an ego-
tistical wastrel. He forced himself, for the first time in his
life, to see them for what they really were, and this thought—
like poison—killed him instantly. (444)

Juxtaposing the "old Greece" and the "new Greece," ancient
Iliad against the contemporary scene, burning Smyrna against New
Jersey now, Frangos makes his novel reverberate to the steady drum-
beat of time, and affords a broad spiritual perspective.

In The Poetics, Aristotle wrote: "To learn gives the liveliest
pleasure, not only to philosophers but to men in general ... Thus the
reason why men enjoy seeing a likeness is, that in contemplating it
they find themselves learning or inferring and saying perhaps, 'Ali,
that is he.'

Realms of Gold should be on the "must-read" list of every Greek-
American. Frangos asks us to look at ourselves, and his novel is rich
in both vitriol and love, in classic erudition and modern invention, in
laughter and in tears.

THEODORE A. COULOUMBIS, THANOS M. VEREMIS AND THANOS
DOKOS, editors, The Southeast European Yearbook 1993. Athens:
Hellenic Foundation for Defense and Foreign Policy (ELIAMEP),
1994. 331 pp.

THEODORE A.
Southeast
430 pp.

THEODORE A.
Southeast
451 pp.

COULOUMBIS AND THANOS M. VEREMIS, editors, The
European Yearbook 1992. Athens: ELIAMEP, 1993.

COULOUMBIS AND THANOS M. VEREMIS, editors, The
European Yearbook 1991. Athens: ELIAMEP, 1992.

Though considerable efforts have been made by countries in
Southeastern Europe to resolve their differences amongst themselves,
the debate continues to be defined by outsiders. At issue is not the
mere weakness of regional statesmen, certainly the more powerful out-

PENELOPE ICARAGEORGE
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siders are expected to play a major role in regional politics, but at
issue here is the inattentiveness of indigenous politicians, academics,
and policy professionals to define themselves, their grievances, and
their preferences in local or regional terms. So far, regional affairs
on political and intellectual levels have been defined by outsiders
largely through the prism of the Cold War and in reference to primarily
U.S. Soviet, or other major power interests. Locals assumed or were
confined largely to the subordinate role of refining other people's
ideas. In short, Southeastern Europe was a largely under-researched
area, a region known by how others viewed it rather than now it
viewed itself.

It is a pleasure to see the appearance of works that attempt to
change the direction of the tide and fill the glaring gap. It is often
argued that is needed in that part of the world are regional solutions
to regional problems. In order to arrive at such solutions, however,
there must first be constructive regional dialogue. The Yearbooks re-
viewed here are works that aim to do just that with varying degrees
of success. On the positive side, they fill an important gap by provid-
ing a forum for indigenous solutions and ideas, and their breadth
covers most of the important topics in the region. The editors' conscious
decision to regionalize or globalize the subjects—e.g., to discuss the
Turkish view of Turkey's Central-Asia policy, to present an analysis
by a Yugoslav of the Yugoslav civil war, or to examine politico-
economic issues in American relations with Europe—rather than to
limit topics to issues that pertain to Greece alone, is an added
bonus. Given the policy orientation of ELIAMEP, the think tank that
issued the volumes, it is no surprise to find individual articles written
in a non-specialist way and containing material that are sure to capture
the attention of policy-makers. Yet, this diversity is also the major
drawback of the volumes. The Yearbooks are not well-focused, the
articles, though well-written, are of uneven quality, and the reader is
inundated with information without the tools to distinguish which is
relevant or useful and which is not.

Regional Analyses of Regional Problems

The volumes succeed as a forum for regional analyses of events
in Southeastern Europe and elsewhere. Two visible and promising
themes are those of security and human rights, but there is an urgent
need to incorporate more economic analyses as well.

Articles dealing with security issues are divided into two re-
lated types: •those dealing with threats to security and those dealing
with institutional aspecs. Veremis, Larrabee, Couloumbis, and Bozzo
and Ragionieri address the effects of the disintegration of communism
and the consequent end of the Cold War in Southeastern Europe.
They note the previous principle that guided security, e.g., deterrence,
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and emphasize the destabilizing effects of its demise. What appear to
be the major sources of instability in the region and elsewhere are
now the traditional demons of 1) internal ethnonational conflicts and
2) interstate squabbles over minortties, territories, and resources.
These forces are not new; they were nurtured but also kept in check
by the Cold War. The end of bipolarity merely propelled them back
into the limelight. What is new are the ferocity of conflicts and the
inability of the participants to find a way out of their predicament
despite the painful lessons stemming from their professed knowledge
of their history. But even these aspects should not be terribly sur-
prising given that Southeast Europeans were trained by eager cold
warriors to distrust one another for reasons other than their own. It
is natural then to find them now trying to chart their own future by
taking "giant leaps into the past."

More interesting are the solutions put forth. Bozzo and Ragionieri
and Okman argue for a regional role for Turkey on the premise that
European security extends from the Balkans to Central Asia, and only
Turkey can play such a role. There is certainly much •to be said about
the importance of Turkey as a strategic ally but three factors militate
against such over-reliance. First, does European security really extend
to Central Asia? Surely, Georgia, Armenia, Kazakhstan and the others
are important republics that need attention and assistance, but do they
represent core European interests? Would the United Kingdom,
France or even Germany send troops to mediate or impose solutions
in these areas? The answer has already been given. Georgia has re-
peatedly asked for such help and it has been politely rebuffed by
Europe and the United States. In short, these areas, though important
in their own right, are outside the sphere of European strategic in-
terests (or capabilities for that matter).

The second concerns Turkey's internal problems. Though willing,
Turkey is too weak and too inappropriate of a role model for many
countries. Its human rights record is atrocious, something that even
its own government officials do not deny, its democracy is no more
than a pretense, and its economic problems still too big to enable it to
venture far from its borders.

Third, Couloumbis and Yannas rightfully suggest that in order
not to revive old antagonisms by favoring one regional power over
another—indeed why should there be regional powers ?—there needs
to be a compromise in Greek-Turkish relations. So far, things between
the two countries have gotten worse and they will continue to worsen
as long as NATO continues to view the two "allies" from an equal
distance. In contrast, more manageable and realistic security concerns
would remove Central Asia as a theater of potential European opera-
tions, move the "boundaries" further to the West, and pay far more
attention to the Balkans where European, Russian, and Middle Eastern
influences meet.

Veremis raises one more interesting issue. Nationalism is a force
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that is likely to stay with us for years to come. Southeastern Europe
seems to be disintegrating into unstable mini states whose economic
viability and security cannot be attained without close cooperation or
the presence of protectors. Yet instead of cooperating, all of them tend
to define themselves by accentuating the differences from each other,
e.g., Bosnia, Croatia, Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia
(FYROM), etc. These are invitations for outsiders or regional powers
to intervene and form alliances. Multipolarity has been found to be
highly destabilizing which can only lead to further distrust and con-
flict. Federal or confederal political structures are potential antidotes
to fragmentation and multipolarity, but they are not likely to be
given serious thought as long as local leaders have an incentive to
deceive their own people with unrealistic promises, as the situation in
Bosnia clearly demonstrates, or when outsiders intervene without re-
gard to local disputes or peace efforts, as the stationing of U.S. troops
in FYROM illustrates.

Dimitrakopoulos and Couloumbis and Yannas deal extensively
with Europe's institutional framework on security. The end of bi-
polarity has blunted the ability of European and American institu-
tional mechanisms to effectively respond to regional conflict. It is
unreasonable to assume, as many analysts currently do, that a strength-
ening of European defense capabilities necessitates a consequent weaken-
ing of NATO. The two are not substitutable but complementary.
Moreover, it is clear yet controversial that NATO and other security/
defense organizations in Europe must acquire peace-enforcing in addi-
tion to their peace-keeping capabilities. It is also a noteworthy ad-
mission that Couloumbis and Yannas make when they ascertain that
after the Gulf war (and Yugoslavia) it is dear that European countries
do not have the military capability or willingness to act in concert.
All of this suggests closer cooperation between Europe and the U.S.
If this is the case, what kind of institutional responses can we expect?
The optimal answer is to strengthen NATO, the only defense-oriented,
trans-Atlantic institution. But Turkey's insistence not to honor its prior
support for NATO decisions casts doubt over the rationale behind
the alliance. NATO is a deterrent organization claiming to aid its
members from attacks by other states. What happens, however, when
member states are the aggressors, e.g., Turkey's incursion into Iraq
in the spring of 1995? A serious but predictable rift developed be-
tween American officials willing to look the other side and European
governments angered by such abusive behavior. Can the alliance with-
stand such rifts? Can it be governed by strictly national rather than
international codes of conduct? These are some of the issues raised,
but not fully addressed in the articles.

The failure of communism to provide an intellectual and in-
stitutional framework to deal effectively with inter-ethnic conflict is
unquestionable. The interesting question that Theodoropoulos, Pettifer,
Heraclides and indirectly Kitromilides raise is how to address such
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grievances in the absence of conflict. This is no small task for the
issue of ethnic or minority rights is the source of state or societal
abuse throughout the developed and developing world. Skinheads torch-
ing foreigners in Germany, extremists murdering civilians of North-
African descent in France, Serbs, Croats, and Muslims slaughtering
each other in Bosnia, or Turkish soldiers scorching Kurdish villages
and villagers in southeast Turkey and Iraq are a few examples of how
ugly things can get.

In Southeast Europe, the issue is how to protect individual and
group human rights. In the presence of crises, it is easier to make
the case for group rather than individual rights. This is not only be-
cause it bodes well with communist and historical views of "self and
others" in the region, but also because claiming to represent a par-
ticular group adds numbers and political weight to someone's voice.
In fact, such representation, whether accurate or inaccurate, is a pre-
condition for leadership. You can't lead groups that have no followers.
Moreover, focusing on group rather than individual rights promotes
stereotyping and helps outsiders make sense of complex and fluid
situations. Media reports of the conflict in Yugoslavia are a good
example of such misinformation, which participants to the conflict have
carefully exploited. The key, or part of the solution to Kitromilides's
"modernization dilemma," is to shift the emphasis onto individual
rights. This shift necessitates explicit attention to democratic prin-
ciples and minority rights guaranteed by the constitution. Such attention
is not a luxury but a need. Once again, regional role models are
important though hard to find, but Greece could conceivably play a
role under certain conditions. It must first device its own minority
policy within its borders. This will not be easy given the propensity
of outsiders, e.g., Turkey, Albania, FYROM, to exploit such issues
for their own domestic consumption. Nevertheless, Greece needs to
showcase its record because it is by far the best in the region. In this
vein, comparative studies between Greece and other European coun-
tries will be immensely helpful. They will also inform foreign and
domestic publics as to progress in the region guarding against the
swath of information, misinformation, and disinformation that cur-
rently plagues Southeastern Europe. In other words, these studies are
vital to help locals define themselves.

Though the volumes succeed in raising and analyzing security
issues, they fail to pay attention to economic concerns. There is a need
to explore and understand the interplay between economic analysis
and security concerns because in today's multipolar world a healthy
economy provides the foundation for more security. For example, Al-
bania's security and political stability depend to a large extent on
close economic ties with Greece given that the latter is Albania's most
important and closest trading partner Likewise, the dosing to large
oil tankers of the Bosporus straits accentuates the security importance
of pipelines that transport Russian oil and gas from Bulgaria to other
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countries in the region. Concerns pertaining to the smooth functioning
of the pipeline do not include only economic benefits, e.g., cheaper
sources of energy, but also address fundamental issues of national
security, e.g., Greek independence from Turkey as its potentially major
energy supplier.

The Problem of Issue Diversity

The diversity of issues and the way they are presented dilutes
the volumes' success. Discussing "opportunities," for example, "of-
fered by the Romanian economy to foreign investors" is a worthy
issue, but it is difficult to see the rationale behind the editors' decision
to put it side-by-side with "Greek security in a post-Cold War setting."
The two articles are different in that the target audience of the former
seems to be a specific segment of the international business community
whereas the target audience of the latter appears to be security-oriented
policy-makers and to a lesser extent academics. Another example of
this unequal diversity is the decision to incorporate a policy speech
made by George Papandreou, currently the Greek Minister of Educa-
tion, next to a highly academic essay by Cengiz Okman, a professor
at the University of Marmara in Turkey. The target audiences are
vastly different so the effectiveness of each essay is missed by a long
shot. A more reader-oriented approach would remove the policy briefs,
such as those of Papandreou, Varvitsiotis or Schafer, to appropriate
sections either under the documentation category, which also claims
to incorporate speeches, or to a "policy corner" of some sort.

This extreme diversity also presents an intellectual problem. The
majority of essays lack theoretical foundations which are of para-
mount importance to academic writing. This is not just a matter of
academic squabbling, but also an editorial issue with significant policy
implications. First, theory helps bind together essays about diverse
issues. Second, it provides a common ground for debate and analysis.
Third, it provides programmatic ideas and policies with the neces-
sary intellectual perspective. In the absence of a broader intellectual
foundation ideas are just like free-standing doors that lead nowhere.
Ideas within the proper intellectual foundation can serve as doors to
specific buildings; they have the potential to lead somewhere. Finally,
theories help compare countries and their institutions or policies, some-
thing that Southeastern Europe desperately needs in order to define
itself relative to the rest of Europe and the world.

There is also a need to alert readers to important major initiatives
in the area that are likely to have significant implications for the
future. This needs to be done in more than just a few lines in the
editors' introduction. It could, for example, take the form of short
symposia devoted to specific themes whose purpose is to highlight
developments and promising trends. For example, save for one article
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by Ekavi Athanassopoulou there is no attention given to the Black
Sea Initiative (BSI) out of a total of 55 artides in the three volumes.
It is a major regional endeavor, created largely by Southeastern Eu-
ropeans, with high visibility and potential future benefits. Given the
setting up of BSI's development bank in Thessaloniki, it can poten-
tially serve as one of the levers of growth in the Balkans and beyond.
As such, it deserves more attention.

Recommendations to the Editors

Finally, the Yearbooks contain several noteworthy editorial acces-
sories whose potential is under-exploited. First, the idea of providing
data banks of events in Balkan countries, that was inexplicably missing
from the 1993 Yearbook, is valuable to researchers wishing to con-
struct the chronological order of events there. Perhaps such data banks
as those included in the publication need not be as detailed as they
appear to be, but they may highlight the main developments and serve
as invitations to serious scholars who wish to conduct in-depth analyses
of regional trends to visit ELIAMEP's library for more information.

Second, the idea of including important international documents
relating to developments in the region is an excellent one. There is a
problem, however, with the current presentation. As it stands, there
is no logic of presentatton but a haphazard collection of documents un-
related to one another. It may be more useful for researchers to be
introduced to a thematic presentation around a single topic which may
additionally contain a few important but unrelated documents. The
appeal of the theme is to present to researchers and policy-makers a
concise and complete picture of a particular issue as the latter unfolds
through the eyes of major national governments and international
organizations. For example, resolutions, reports and major memoranda
concerning Cyprus could all be included in one volurno, to be updated
periodically, giving the reader a good idea of how the issue evolved
over time and across various organizations/governments. Granted the
number of UN resolutions for Cyprus is lamentably long but it could
be shortened to, say, the last five years. A brief introduction and a
table of contents would also be immeasurably helpful. As things stand
now, non-specialists have the opportunity to peruse through major in-
ternational documents without the benefit of critically evaluating their
importance.

Third, it may be equally beneficial to include more Greek docu-
ments, e.g, ministerial decisions, major political speeches, press re-
leases, etc., in translation. One of the major impediments to studying
modern Greece is the inability of most non-Greeks to conduct research
in Greek. Such documentation in translation will resolve this problem
nicely, fulfill the mission of ELIAMEP as a forum for ideas, and make
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material about an under-researched country such as Greece more easily
accessible to the wider academic and policy-making community.

The Yearbooks are clearly more than just almanacs of "the-year-
in-review" kind. They constitute an admirable attempt to provide a
forum for mostly regional analyses of regional and global issues that
is good in intentions and solid in foundations. They also fill a glaring
gap in information about Southeastern Europe. However, even though
the articles are well-written, they are also problematic in quality and
presentation. For this reason, I believe this good effort should be im-
proved and with the few refinements suggested here it can be made
even better. Ultimately, it must succeed because the serious problems
that currently plague the region will not be resolved unless Southeast
Europeans are able to first define themselves and darify their own
misperceptions.

NIKOLAOS ZAHARIADIS
State University of New York, New Paltz

r I ANNHZ K 1 OYPTEAKIrIZ. Idcv MuOtcrrOprwcc. 16 "lbw Kai ¶6
"AXXo. Athens, Kedros 1995. Pp. 571.

For those who are familiar with ICiourtsakis's scholarly writings,
his new book entitled Like A Novel comes as a surprise. Born in
Athens in 1941, he is the son of a Cretan lawyer and a scion of a
well-to-do Athenian family. He studied law in France in the early
sixties, and first published in 1979 an essay on Hellenism and the
!Vest in Seferis ('EXXiviolik Kal Akin crth Etoxccapf5 To0 Zetpipri,
Kapoc). The two books that followed dealt with a cultural phenom-
enon that had also preoccupied the intelligentsia ever since the 1930s:
the Greek Shadow Theater. First, in Oral Tradition and Group Creation
(11 pocpoptict) 11 ccpecboori Kat `01.1cthocii taititoupy (a, Kibpoc
1983) one can find a meticulous analysis of all the social and historical
mechanisms that had made Karaghiozis the most popular theatrical form
in Greece for over fifty years. While the focus of this book was more
on the form and the shape of a performance, Carnival and Karaghiozis
(Kapval3dat Kat Kapayxtgriq, Kabpoc 1985) was more devoted to
the content and, in particular, to the carnivalesque aspects of the Ka-
raghiozis perception of the world. This equally lengthy essay, apart
from being invaluable for the study of Karaghiozis, included an in-
troduction to Bakhtinian thought. Yiannis Kiourtsakis can pride himself
not only for writing the two most important books on the Shadow
Theater since the time that interest was first generated in that area in
the 1930s, but also for being the first in Greek scholarship to bring
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distinct attention to Bakhtin, a thinker who has deeply permeated the
practices of scholarship during the last quarter of the twentieth century.

Following an almost ten year "silence," Like A Novel breaks new
paths in different directions. It is not a novel, but like a nover, or, as
Kiourtsakis tells us in the opening paragraphs, like an autobiography.
But once a few pages into the book, the reader starts reading the volume
more like a biography, because it is in fact the life-story of the author's
brother that represents the core of this undertaking ("you understand
that you don't write your book alone, but with your brother—he gives
you his voice, you ,give him your writing," p. 357). At times the
narrative also resembles a chronicle, the life and times of their own
father, at others an attempt to ponder a few decades in the history of
the transformation of an old nation into a modern state. What is it
all about and why does it have to be so complicated? If one wants to
see the spine of it, Like A Novel tells the story of an ordinary upper-
middle class family from its "birth" (in 1931, when the parents got
married) to the suicide of its first offspring (in 1960). No more
no less. The author, in his effort to understand the reasons for this
suicide, has to go back in time as far as their father's adolescence in
Crete at the end of the nineteenth century; similarly, he has to travel
to as distant a setting as Belgium, where the last act of the drama
took place. As a result, the space and tiime-span of the book captures
Greece as it leaves behind an Ottoman past and moves ahead to a
European future.

There are three basic poles in the narration. First comes the father,
and his geographical and social itinerary from the uncompromising
district attorney of the 1920s to the tender father of the 1940s who
removed himself from the public sphere until his death in November
1955. Then the older son Charis, and his passage from a privileged
adolescence in Greece to a tormented adulthood in GembIoux (a small
Belgian town where he studied to become a botanist), and then to
his brief stay in Greece before committing suicide in 1960. Last, the
younger son, the narrator, who has survived them both to tell their
stories and to choose to illuminate one moment of their existence
more than another, thereby telling us about his own journey and at-
temp to "return to Greece" as well.

In a part entitled "Who was our father?" Kiourtsakis, bringing
into play his scholarly qualities, chronicles the first fifty years of his
father's life. A life that obliged him continuously to transform him-
self and adapt from an ardent demoticist law student in the beginning
of the century (member of the almost still-born "Club for the national
language So/omos," which was established in 1909 in Chania), to the
incorruptible district attorney who arraigned Kazantzakis and Glinos
in 1928 and even indicted a personal friend of Eleftherios Venizelos
in 1930. The historical research Kiourtsakis did proves beyond doubt
that the sins of the father tormented the sons, even though the only
sin of this particular father was to create, as it were, a history-proof
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space, the house he built for his family, where nothing would be able
to pollute his children's moral integrity. The product of this steriliza-
tion was an artificial environment within the house, the city, and even
the country, that had no offensive qualities. It is in this unreal won-
derland that Charis lived until he went to study in Belgium, and, as
one would imagine, he suffered tremendously.

In the part entitled "Charis in Europe" Kiourtsakis uses the letters
the family exchanged during an eight-year period to piece together the
puzzle; these letters had become the real 'domicile" of this family,
the only shared "space" following the physical separation. The son's
cries of help on the one hand, followed by continuous parental advice
on the other, stage an act all too familiar to Greeks who went abroad
to study: the feeling of being torn between a West that, while visibly
superior, nevertheless lacked the flawlessness the imagination had en-
dowed it with, and an undoubtedly inferior Greece, which was more
precious from a distance ("how to choose between a buried dviIisa-
don which, even though it still twitches deep inside you, does not
manage to blossom again, and the civilised barbarity that foreign
lands have to offer you," p. 208). In purely reflective passages that
supplement the narrative sections, the notions of "homeland" and "dias-
pora," of journey and return, are widened by Kiourtsakis. Just as
Cavafy sculpted the concept of Ithaca, so Kiourtsakis carves his own
symbolic idea of Greece. While "Ithaca" is the mooring deck after a
lifetime of pilgrimages, "Greece" is the paradisiac condition that stirs
our life search despite our apprehension that this "homeland" is lost
for ever.

When one tries to come to terms with the ambiguous genre of
the book another similarly original compilation comes to mind, the
Elements for the 1960s (ZroixElcc y tdc -r1) AExcitor(a TOO 60, Muth,

E-rtylo) 1989) written by Thanassis Valtinos. There, how-
ever, the author tries to convey the feeling of the '60s by creating a
blend made of newspaper clips, letters to magazine heart-columns, and
letters to the immigration authorities. Both authors play with the
notion of fiction as a pie made of raw facts. Valtinos opts to remain
absolutely invisible and inaudible, while Kiourtsakis deliberately chooses
to personally guide us through the events.

Kiourtsakis manages to render in specific details the "fingerprint"
not only of these three men, but also of their generations in a very
unusual way. This book could be considered interactive; a passive
absorption of the plot would bring very little to the reader. If one
takes the trouble to explore further the notions of History, home-
land, diaspora, Europe, and Greece, Greece as source of pride and
shame, as light and mold, as Europe and as oriental bazaar, the
degree of pleasure offered by the book expands to all directions: it
is literature and theoretical thinking at the same time, its twists
surprise you and its reflexivity soothes you.

It is impossible for the reviewer to put forth all the virtues of
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this multilayered achievement; 1 have chosen only to discuss some of
its most prominent features. Like A Novel gives much more than it
ever promises. The biggest reward for the persistent readers is that
they will get acquainted with hidden aspects of themselves in the
non-space represented within the book.

ANNA STAVRAKOPOULOU
Bosporus University

11*

GREGORY VLASTOS, Studies in Greek Philosophy, 2 vols. Ed. Daniel
W. Graham. Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press,
1995.

This extensive collection covers more than fifty years' worth of
publications by the late Gregory Vlastos (1907-1991), whose long
and distinguished career has had such a profound influence on our
approaches to the Hellenic philosophers. Volume I contains seventeen
essays on The Presocratics, and Volume II contains twenty-one essays
on Socrates, Plato, and Their Tradition. In Volume I there are studies
of individual philosophers, such as Parmenides, Anaxagoras, and espe-
cially Zeno of Elea as well as several "concept studies," especially on
justice, equality, and isonomia. Volume II is devoted almost entirely
to Socrates and Plato, with most of the emphasis on ethical and political
issues, though metaphysics, physics, and astronomy also received their
careful due.

Such a collection is particularly appropriate in the case of a
writer like Vlastos, whose philosophical output was largely confined
to articles, essays, and reviews, as opposed to books and monographs.
Even his PlatOnic Studies (1973) and his Socrates, IroniSt and Moral
Philosopher (1991) were themselves collections of essays.

The fact that Vlastos' work has already been extensively ontologisecl
presented some serious problems for the editor, Daniel W. Graham:
"Although this work is intended as a 'complete' collection of un-
collected essays in ancient philosophy, the decision on what to in-
clude and what not to include was by no means simple (I, XI)." In-
deed, there is no single overriding criterion or policy governing the
selection of materials for this book. And certainly there has been no
exclusive emphasis on the previously "uncollected." Of the thirty-
eight items in the collection, five are reviews, three of which have
been reprinted in previous anthologies. Of the thirty-three articles, fif-
teen were indeed journal articles that have not been previously an-
thologized. But of the other eighteen, thirteen were journal articles
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that have been anthlogized. (The remaining five articles were first
published in previous anthologies.)

Several important articles by Vlastos were not available for this
collection, because they had already been promised for other planned
collections, especially the Socratic Studies that was being prepared by
Miles Bumyeat for Cambridge University Press.

Graham's assessment of his own efforts is no doubt correct:
"The justification for the present collection is simply the quality of
the work and its prodigious impact on scholars of ancient philosophy."

The impact of Vlastos' work has indeed been enormous. For better
or for worse, however, that impact is probably viewed by most scholars
in terms of his 1954 article in Philosophical Review: "The Third Man
Argument in the Parmenides." This article was criticized by Wilfred
Sellars in 1955 and then by Peter Geach in 1956; both criticisms
were immediately answered by Vlastos. That high level of prompt
and distinguished attention from both sides of the Atlantic Ocean
helped to generate a series of discussions of the Third Man Argument
(or TMA) that has not diminished even after more than four decades.
"In later years Vlastos was heard to lament the Pandora's box of con-
troversy he had opened with his paper (I, xvii)." Nonetheless, that
one article—supplemented by those quick exchanges with Sellars and
Geach, all in the paper of Philosophical Review—is far and away the
most influential of Vlastos' efforts.

The TMA paper is also representative of VIastos' approach and
methodoolgy: meticulous textual and conceptual analysis, often using
the techniques of twentieth century logic and analytic philosophy (espe-
cially of the Cornell University variety, where Vlastos taught in the
late forties and early fifties), combined with a thorough grounding
in, and a profound respect for the ancient writings themselves.

Sometimes Vlastos approaches the texts with unargued attitudes
that others might not share. For example: "Had Plato seen this, he
would have said so (II, 188)." Many of us would view Plato as
having very little inclination to tell us his own positions on the
issues that he chooses to have his characters discus.!

Both the logical structure of the TMA and the underlying intent
of its author remain controversial to this day. Most, including Vlastos,
take it for granted that their own task is to identify the implicit premises
that would be needed in order to make the TMA valid may be the
Plato sees the TMA as invalid? Making the TMA valid may be the
very last thing that we should do ! Some, including Vlastos, even as-
sume that the contradictory conclusions that are reached would require
a contradiction in the premisses. Making the premisses contradictory
of course guarantees the validity of the argument. But, once again,
what if the TMA is taken to be invalid? Then the contradictory con-
dusions need not result from any contradiction in the premises!
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Despite these minor reservations, most of us who have studied
Vlastos find him to be a most forceful shaper of our own thinking
regarding the Hellenic philosophers, and this extensive collection of
so many of his major writings should prove to be a continuing
treasure-trove of stimulation and inspiration.

LYNN E. ROSE
State University of New York at Buffalo
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